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FOREWORD

The Advisory Committee on Academic Planning (ACAP), as presently
constituted, was established by the Ontario Council on Graduate Studies
at the request of the Council of Ontario Universities in January, 1971.
The Advisory Committee's terms of reference were directed broadly toward
the effective planning and rationalization of long-term graduate
development in Ontario's universities both at the level of individual
disciplines and at a more general level. The Advisory Committee's
activities are based on the premise that graduate work is the one area
of university activity in which specialization among universities,
cooperative arrangements and comprehensive planning are most necessary.

In March, 1971, concern over the rising costs for support of
graduate work prompted the Ontario government to institute a general
embargo on funding for any new graduate programme, that is, one which
had no students enrolled on May 1, 1971. This embargo was subsequently
modified to include only those disciplines in which over-expansion was
felt to be potentially most serious. ACAP was to begin immediately
planning studies in those disciplines which remained embargoed.

The disciplinary planning process begins with the formation of a
discipline group composed of one representative from each university with
an interest in graduate work in the planning area. The discipline group
assists in defining the precise academic boundaries of each study,
scrutinizes the data collection forms, prepares a list of potential
consultants, maintains contact with the consultants during the study, and
prepares a commentary on the consultente' report.

The final decision on consultants for the planning study is made
by ACAP. The consultants are requested to make recommendations on
programmes to be offered in Ontario, desirable and/or likely enrolments,
the division of responsibility for programmes among universities, and the
desirable extent of collaboration with related disciplines.

While the consultants' report is the single largest element in the
final report on the planning study, ACAP considers the statement of each
university's forward plans to be most significant. These forward plans
are usually outlined prior to the planning study, and are used as a basis
for comments from the universities concerned on the consultants' report.

On receipt of the consultants' report, and comments on it from the
discipline group and the universities, ACAP begins work on its own recom-
mendations for subtission directly to the Council of Ontario Universities.
-COU considers the input from all,sources, and prepares the position of the
Ontario university community.
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The following report is one of A series of disciplinary planning
studies carried out by the Advisory Committee on Academic Planning and
to be published by the Council of Ontario Universities. The emphasis
of the report is on forward planning, and it is hoped that the
implementation of COD's recommendations will help to ensure the more
ordered, growth and development of graduate studies in Ontario's
universities.



Council of Ontario Universities
Conseil des Universitge de l'Ontario

Report and Recommendations Concerning Graduate Studies in Education

On the instruction of the Council of Ontario Universities, the Advisory
Committee on Academic Planning has conducted a planning assessment for
education. The resultant report from ACAP is attached, together with the
consultants' report, the comments by the Discipline Group, and the comments
of the individual universities. The procedures followed and the planning
techniques. used are described in the ACAP report and are not repeated here.
It is important for the reader to read the ACAP report and attachments in
order to understand the recommendations in this Report from COU.

The Council received the ACAP report and supporting documentation on
June 1, 1973. The contents of the document were debated on July 19 and on
October 16, 1973. At the October 16 meeting, the Council agreed to request
(through ACAP) that the universities and the Discipline Group make reports on
the desirable and likely distributions of master's enrolment amongst the uni-
versities in 1976-77. At this.meeting all recommendations of a general nature
except Recommendation 1 were approved. At the January 31, 1974 meeting of COU,
following receipt of the supplementary report on enrolment, Recommendation 1
on graduate enrolment and recommendations for individual universities were
approved.

As a result of these discussions this Report and Recommendations were
prepared and approved by the Council on March 1, 1974. The Report is addressed
to the Committee on University Affairs and the universities of Ontario.

The following principles have been adopted and will apply to this and
all other COU Reports arising out of assessments.

1. Discipline assessments by ACAP should form the basis for planning by
the universities of their development of graduate studies, particularly
PhD programmes. On the basis of these assessments, COU should make its
own recommendations on currently embargoed programmes. Each university
must retain the freedom and responSibility to plan and implement its
own academic development. However, the universities in embarking on
a cooperative planning process have signalled their intentions of co-
operating with the COU recommendations.

2. Universities generally plan their emphases in graduate study on the
bases of related departments, not of single departments. Initially,
the sequential nature of the discipline planning assessments makes
this difficult. However, by the Summer of 1974 there will have been
assessments of most of the social sciences, all of the physical
sciences, engineering doctoral work, and a number of professional
areas. On the information and recommendations then available, each
university should be able to make decisions concerning its support
of graduate programmes in these areas. Amendments to university



responses to the individual discipline planning assessments may
then be made in the wider context of a group of related disciplines
and amendments to COU's original Reports on an individual discipline
may be required.

3. The first concern in planning is to reviewthe-quality-of gruduate--
opportunities and of students in Ontario universities and to make
judgments about how to proceed or not proceed based on quality
considerations. The procedures have made use of highly-qualified
independent consultants who have no direct interest in thd universities
in Ontario. Accordingly, COU feels bound to accept their judgments
about quality where they are stated clearly unless unconvinced that
their conclusions about quality are consistent with, their evidence.
COU's recommendations in the case of.programmes whose quality is found
open to question will call for an appraisal unless the university con-
cerned decides to discontinue the programme. OCGS has established pro-
cedures for appraisals consequent to an assessment. If the continuation
of a weak programme is particularly desirable to complement the province's
offerings, the recommendation will be to strengthen it, with an appraisal
following that action., It is also possible that if there were found to
be too large a number of broadly-based programmes there could be a recom-
mendation to discontinue the weakest; in this case, an appraisal for
a more limited programme might be relevant.

4. A second consideration is the scope. of opportunities for graduate work
in the discipline. Do the Ontario programmes together offer a satis-
factory coverage of the main divisions of the discipline?

5. Numbers of students to be planned for will depend on the likely number
of applicants of high quality and in some cases may relate to an estimate
of society's needs. Such estimates may be reasonably reliable in some
cases and not in others. If the plans of the universities appear to be
consistent with the likely number of well - qualified applicants and there
is either no satisfactory basis for estimating needs or there is no
inconsistency between a reasonable estimate of need and the universities'
plans, then COU will take note of the facts without making recommendations
on the subject of numbers.

If the numbers being planned for by the universities are grossly
out of line with the anticipated total of well- qualified students, or
a reliable estimate of needs, COU will make appropriate corrective
recommendations. Depending on the circumstances, these may call for
a change in the total numbers to be planned for and indications of which
institutions should increase, decrease, or discontinue. The recommenda-
tions in serious cases may need to specify departmental figures for
each university for a time. If the numbers being planned for are in-
sufficient, the recommendations may call for expansion, or new programmes,
and may have implications for both operating and capital costs.

Unless there are exceptional circumstances, the recommendations
concerning enrolment will not call for a university to refuse admission



to any wel1.7qualified student who wishes to work in a field in
Whichthat-university-offers-a,programme and in -which it haisthe
capacity.to accommodate the student.

6. The quality of graduate programmes is partly dependent on size,
46d-fOrelth-prOgYOM17-delfendingTot-how-it-is-depisted-And-it8----
scope, there is a minimum size of enrolment beloW which quality may
suffer. That number cannot be expressed for the disCiplihe as a whole
but only for individual programmes depending on their purpose, .their
resources and their design.

7. Universities will be expected to notify COU if they intend to depart
from the COU Report in any way which they believe Might haVe a eignifi-
cant bearing on the provincial plans.

8. Appraisals arising as.the result of assessments are. to be based on the
standards but not necessarily the scope of the acceptable programmes
in the province.

General observations concerning education

1. At the present time doctoral education programmes exist only at the
universities of Toronto and Ottawa. Master's programmes exist at the
University of Toronto, University of Ottawa and Queen's University,
and there is a MSc programme in extension education at the University
of Guelph. In addition there are students enrolled in graduate courses
at the University of.Western Ontario*, Brock University and the University
of Windsor. The proposed programmes at Lakehead University and the
University of Western Ontario have received favourable appraisal.

2. There is no need for more doctoral education programmis since the
number of doctoral students is not expected to grow markedly.

3. A significant expansion in graduate work in education at the master's
level must be planned for a number of .roasons. The demand for upgrading
of teaching qualifications is strong since the minimum qualifications
for entry to teaching have been increased. The proportion of teachers

.

qualified to pursue graduate studies will rise as more teachers receive
bachelor degrees. The professionalization of specialties such as
counselling and guidance will create additional. demand for atudy.oportn-
nities at the graduate level. The demand from principals and super- -
visory staff to obtain further training will add to the pressUre fOr
graduate work. Education has been an underdeveloped field at the graduate
level in Ontario.

4. There should be no general inhibition tending to prevent any university
from becoming involved in education studies at the master's leVel as
long as either one of the following conditions are met: The university
has an established teacher education programme with sufficient highly-



competent staff members in the appropriate specializations in
education or the mivereity has some staff member's in education and
a specific plan f(r supplementing their contributions with contri-
butions from appropriate related fields.

Recommendations

It is recommended that:

1. For planning purposes the following figures be used as the 1976-77
enrolment expectations within the universities during 1974 end'that
the figures Wreviewed early in 1975 and annually thereafter.

Enrolment expectations for 1976-77 in education, Ontario

University
197641

Doctorate Master's

Toronto' FT 290 220
PT 210 1,730

Ottawa FT 50 130
PT 60 620

Queen's FT 20
PT 210

Western FT 45
PT 60

Guelph FT 25
PT 35

Lakehead FT 5

PT 50

York FT 10
PT 55

Unidentified FT 25
PT

amNINIMI

260

Total 610 3,500

Total F.T.E. 421 1,386

The unidentified total in the master's column 1976-77 ia to allow for
the possibility that there may be additional programmes, possibly at
Brock or McMaster or Windsor, or expansion of enrolments elsewhere.



2. The universities require for admission to master's level work in
the field of education that the applicant have one of -the following
or its equivalents

(a) a general arts or science degree with at least second-class
standing plus one year of professional. education studies with
equivalent standing;

(b) any Ontario four-year bachelor's degree with at least second-
class standing;

with, in each case, appropriate standing in. specific undergraduate
courses which are necessary for entry to a particular programme or
field of specialization.

In addition, exceptional students not meeting the usual require-
ments should be eligible for consideration. Probationary admission
and transition programmes should also be available.

3. Scholarship granting bodies and education authorities examine the types
of financial support appropriate to students of education and provide
appropriate levels of support.

4. No new doctoral programme be initiated until (a) the staff for the
proposed programme has had substantial experience in master's level
work in education; (b) the demand, for doctoral work can be shown to the
satisfaction of the Council of Ontario Universities to have increased
to the point where new programmes are needed and; (c) favourable ap-
praisal has been obtained.

5. The Deana of Education establish broadly-based coordinating groups for
all forma of professional study for teachers including both graduate
and undergraduate work.

6. The universities encourage the development of Master of Arts in Teaching
(MA(T)) programmes and other types of post-baccalaureate programmes.

7. Brock University work towards upgrading the qualifications of its staff
and documenting the kinds of programmes that it could moat usefully
promote with other faculties, with a view to the development of master's
work at a time consistent with the university's overall priorities.

8. The University of Guelph proceed with its plans to continue the MSc
in extension education.

9. Lakehead University offer MEd programmes in Administration and
Curriculum.

10. McMaster University develop its proposals for the MA(T) programme in
view of its strength in several arts and science departments.



11. the University of Ottawa devote itself to solving its current problems
of staff overload and to:strengthening its research activities,%while
maintaining its valuable contribution as a bilingual institUtiane The
University should continue its current MEd and PhD programmeo.

12.- Queen's Univetsity modify the Pace.of-its.originalpi0000e4 programme
of: expansion -by setting-backthe-initietionAtte:Of_eaWneyArograsime_
by at-ileast-one:yeari- Conai4eration:00414,be giVa0",t0,the,prierit ea.
in determining the-ordie-in whiqh.programmecin'OrrionlyMi adMinietre-
tioni-edUCatiOrial'technology and COunaellini are'intro444d.'iPurthez:
dfortis-ohould'be-iade to.add'inierdiikiplitiaryfaa4ltylWanitha-in
the fields of administration; curriouldm,laducatiohal;technOloti eleman-'
tary educatien_and community educatiOn.-: -

,

13., ,The,Univerei4. of Tdronto continue its durrent MA, M.* PhD -and PAD:
programmed anCtontemplate-the-infroduction-of post..dodtOill work in
selected areas. :* _

14. 'The'Dniversity of Western;Ontario-plan the development-of graduate;
studies in education subject-tot

,

(1) continued strengthening of the-academic qualifications
;

and

experience Of-College of Education staff; -

(2) the utilization of well-qualified staff from other-departments in
the University, and;

(3) the provision of additional space.

15. The University of Windsor work towards Upgrading the qualificationsof-
its staff and documenting the Programmes that it could most usefully- 2
promote with other hitt-Atte-4,-140'0 view to the development 'of masters
work.

16. Fork University develop its masters programmes, offering an MA(T)"in - _ -

faculties with graduate strength,,an MEd in Special Education in c011abor47--.
tion with the Department of Psychology, and an-ME4rin,AdmitliStration in
collaboration with the Faculty of ,Administrative Studies.

17. The 0410414w4#4400*40 P00e0pr4974 the implementation of
these recommendations up to time, make OPeoifierePer01 911 .01e
develOpment of new graduate. programmes and keep a watching brief on
graduate:04400 in 0 004tion in t he province.

18. In view of the accePt4A0e of these recommendations 4Y...COU and the com-
001.90 of this planning assessment, request the Ministert0 remove
the embargo. on education in aCcordance with the original announcement
of the Minister thatineW graduate programmes would be embargoeduhtil,
for each discipline, a planning study has been conducted.



Noted concerning the Recommendations

Ret Recommendation 1

Since education is a discipline where significant expansion of
i graduate work is recommended, it is particularly important to stress

that the figures given for enrolment expectations ehoUld not be inter-
preted as quotas, nor as inhibitions on universities accepting well-
qualified students.

The Discipline Group's recommendations for master's enrolment are
shown in Appendix H.

Re: Recommendation 7

The Five Year Plan submitted by Brock University and approved by the
Minister does not include graduate work in education.-

Re: Recommendation 12

According to the University response, Queen's University has deferred
the expected dates of initiation of all proposed programmes by one year
with continuous scrutiny of all such programmes.

Re: Recommendations 7-16

References to enrolment and MA(T) programmes which appear in the ACA'
recommendations related to the individuel universities are deleted
from this Report only because they are redundant to Recommendations
1 and 6

March 1, 1974
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PROCEDURE

On the advice of the Ontario Council on Graduate Studies, the Council
of Ontario Universities on May 14, 1971, instructed the Advisory Com-
mittee on Academic Planning to conduct a formal planning assessmetit for
education.

A Discipline Group was formed consisting of a member named by each inter-
ested uniVersity, A list of member040:attached as Appendix E,
Professor R. A. Spencer later replaced by Professor A. Kruger held the
ACAP education portfolio and attended meetings when ACAP representation
was necessary...,

The procedure and terms of reference for the planning assessment are
attached as Appendix D.

The Discipline Group began its meetings in September 1971, In accordance
with the procedure, the Discipline Group provided ACAP tato a list of
potsible consultants. ACAP obtained the services of Dr. H. S. Baker,
Human Resources Research Council, Professor R. Daniell0 University of
British Columbia, Dr. L. W Downey,W, Downey Research Assotiates and
'Professor W. TSylor,,UniviorOitY;of Bristol. Brief curricula_vitsrum
appear as Appendix G. Prefe$00_Peniells4layed the.role-of-the-senior
Canadian academic from outside the:discipline-in this planning assessment.
The consultants held their first meeting in Toronto in June 1972, and
discussed with t4sH04001040:Group their Schedule of visits to the
universities. These took V14e0 during September.-

The draft report of recommendations was presented to the Discipline Group
for informal comments on January 4, 1973, and the final report was lub-
sequently received and distributed Herch'9, 1973* The Discipline Group
and the 0:liver:Olio were requested to submit comments to ACAP by April 9.
The Discipline Group was also given the opportunity to add to its comments
after it had seen the commenta of the Universities.

After receipt of these comments, a subcommittee of four ACAP members met
to draft the ACAP,recommendations co COU. This subcommittee felt that
no interviews with university representatives would be necessary since,
in this case, no obscure points were'raised. The subcommittee did,
however, write to the consultants for interpretation of several points.
The Discipline Group comments plus those of the universities appear in
Appendices B and C respectively. The latter includes only those comments
specified by each university for publication.

This report then is based on these data, reports and comments, and sets
out recommendations for COU on the plan for graduate wnrk in education
in the province for the next several years.



As is required, this report is made directly to COU, It has been trans-
mitted, as well, to the Ontario Council on Graduate Studies for'informs-
tion.



GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Planning Techniques

For some years now, the universities'Of Onto. have been committed to
the belief that the quality and effectiveness of graduate study in the
province can be ensured only bY.,404e#iVe:a4d;c0PPOtetive action. This
implies a mechanism for Continuing'conSultationend agreement so that
the:-planeofeach university for.each of its discipliniWere concerted
with those:ofthe other universities. At any given time there WU-exist
a plenfor the dovelopmeneof each disoipline, with agreed and understood
roles for each department; since graduate education is the most advanced
formal intellectual activity and is, therefore, undergoing change, it is
necessary that such plansbe kept undet regular review and be subject to
ready amendment;

The Council of Ontario Universities haeassignWto the Ontario Council on
,Graduate Studies the task of advising it on the development of such plans
and of the steps, to be taken to carry them into effeCtk: The,Atanding
Committeewhich-carrieeoUt these tasks,for OCGS the Advisory Committee
on Academic Planning. A signif4ant role` ia=a180 SSW by the discipline -.

groups, one, of which is estahlished'for each subject; with a representative
from each interested university.' Bach discipline group has the function of
.assisting and advieing ACAP in connection,With:ita own subject.

The above may give the impression that the planning activity is fragmented
on a disciplinary basis. This would, of coUraeil not be oodeptehleSinOe
the develOpment of one departmentAn a univereity-shoUld not be considered
independently of its conttibutiOn'to the:rest of its university anctof:the
influence of the university as a whole on the department, it is most
important that universities as inctitUtions play a central role in the
planning process. One of the most effective ways of doing this is by
indicating to ACAP the nature of institutional commitments to a department
and institutional aspirations for the department.

The most significant single input to a planning assessment is the set of
statements from each university of its plans for its department. When
these are subjected to collective scrutiny it may be found that their
totality constitutes a reasonable plan for the discipline in Ontario, but
in any case this set of plans is the first approximation to the provincial'
plan, which the planning assessment may have to refine if there are
duplicated features, lacunae in offerings, too large a total enrolment, or
other reasons to recommend altering some of the university plans. The
universities are also involved in that the bodies that act on ACAP reports,
i.e. both COU and OCGS, are composed of univetsities.v

The formal documents stating the responsibilities of ACAP and the Discipline
Groupe are Appendix F. Briefly summarized, it is ACAP's function to adviee



on steps to.be taken to implement effective provincial planning at the
graduate level, to promote the arranging of the graduate programmes of
the province in order to enhance and sustain quality and to avoid
undesirable duplication, and, when necessarY, to carry out formal planning
reviews for disciplines, A discipline group has the responsibility of
keeping under review the plans for graduate work in the'discipline and
making regular progress reports to ACAP in connection with graduate work
in that subject. Te'make all this Possible, it has been agreed-that ACAP
may communicate directly with universities and discipline groups, to
request necessary information, to discuss reports, to convene meetings, and
to make and receive proposals for the future.

The above informatioa has, been given in some detail because it constitutes
the mechanism currently apProved by COU for cooperative graduate work. It

is fair to say that in 1971 there was no mutually, agreed plan for graduate

study in any disciPline. Our task is-not only to generate the first such
plan for each subject but also to ensure that it is kept under continual
review.

There are four fundamental components in the plan. The first is analysis
of the fields of study, the formats of study which should, be available to
prospective students in the province. The second is an estimate of overall
provincial enrolment at master's and doctorate levels based principally on
the likely numbers of highly qualified applicants. In regard to considera-
tions of manpower needs for the province of Ontario, ACAP is conscious of
the,unreliability of forecasts and, except in special cases, subscribes
to the approach proposed in the Macdonald Report (1969): 1

"The country as a whole and the provinces, must be concerned about
manpower requirements. This concern can be expressed in t e first
instance through careful survey and forecasting of manpowe needs

on a continuing basis. Such forecasts should be given wide; circu-
lation. It i8 reasonable to expect that universities will 'respond
by creating additional opportunities for study in the areas of
shortage. In addition, the universities through their counkelling
services have a duty to advise students about the opPortuoies in
various fields from the standpoint not only of intellectual rllenge
but also of vocational Prospects and social utility. The rehction of
prospective students to such forecasts is likely to provide an effective

control. We believe the market-place, if its trends are made explicit,
offers an adequate governor to prevent serious surfeit and to encourage
movement of students toward fields of opportunity."'

The third component of the plan is an indication of the role to be played
by each department in terms of the programme it will offer and its academic
emphaSia. Cooperative arrangements betWeen departmenta are stressed. The
foUrth'cOmpopent consists of an examination of the enrolment Olens:Of the
universities and consideration as to Whether the universities' Olans and
the predicted enrolment for thie discipline are consistent. If not4 some
a pp proftiata action should be recommended to COU. It will be seen that
although there may also be 000 i0Oic4, theta° are four necessary components
in such a Olin,



In the case ofiedhcetion there is a potentially serious enrolment problem.
The consultante, after indicating several lines of approach to an estimate
of future enrolment, outline the difficulties in each approach'and

Hessentielly fall back on accepting for the provincial enrolment the total
of the projections provided individually bythe universities. This is
an increase by 1976 to 4,400 from the 1972-level of about 30000. On pages
9 and 10 following, we discuss reasons to believeitto be unwise to plan
for this expansion, and we recommend that planning be baped_on a 1976 total_
of 3,700, buewith flexihility in case the 1974 or 1475 levels would make
a more rapid growth seem likely,

One must hasten to add that the future is uncertain and that to forecaat:
intellectual trends, student interests,and employment marketdfive yeare-
hence is to undertake to examine many variables. Of courWthii is not
a new exercise since all universities have had to'meWdeciaiogekbOut
building, staff hiring, library'expaniien,'equipment investmeUt.andtei
forth and have done so on a basis of similar foreCatits. Perhaps
the forecasts have been more intuitive than consciously reccigniiedi-bUt--
they have certainly been there. All that is new is to make -such plans
systematically for the proVince.

It will be realized that, at a minimum, the ongoing planning procedures
we have indicated requires annual reporting of enrolments and annual

.

examination of admission standards, When there are indications. from these
or other sources that some aspects of thi,p1a4-for the discipline ire tiet
being realised, it-will be necessary -for ACAP to initiate vet:view., Such
a review woOld usually not involve outside consultants, Whither,the
impetus'camefrom a discipline group, a univereityor ACA- iteilts-Comments
would be sought from all concerned and the ;review would culminate in a
report to COU recommending an amendment to the plan.

'If a university notifies ACAP of its intention to depart from its. .

accepted role, ACAP will review the situation in the light of any -other
such notifications it may have received and any other pertinent factors.
The extent of any further study would depend on the situation, but if ACAP
felt that the university's new plan could be a cause for concern, its first
step would be to seek full discussion with the university, Normally there
would already have been discussion in the discipline group and between
universities and the university would have reached its intention after a
careful examination of the general situation of graduate study in the
discipline. Thus the ACAP decision would be straightforward and a change
in plan would be recommended to COU through OCGS. If, however, ACAP still
felt that there was a probability that the university's action lOghtbe-:
found, on further study, to he potentiallY 114tafel, to the woo, it
would probably next seek comment from other universities concerned and from
the discipline group. In any caee ACAP would eventually make some
recommendation to COU (through OCGS) concerning the variation.

It is difficult without a concrete case to speculate on likely recommenda-
tions, but perhaps two hypothetical situations will illustrate the extremes.



If a university indicated that, without any marked Change in the academic
emphasis of its department, it proposed to enrol highly, qualified appli-
cants in-significentligreater nUtbere than-Planned and if there were no
ehangas at other universities, ACAP would presumably simply notify COU of
the university's intention and recommend that it be recognized as an altera-
tion in plan for the discipline. At the other extreme if a university-proposed
to begin a new programme deaigned to enrol fairly soon some 30 Ph.D. students
in a field of the discipline already well covered in other universities,
it would clearly be necessary to obtain reaction'frowthediscipline group
and from other universities and perhaps even advice, order
for ACAP to generate an advisory Position concerning the lipaCt of the
proposal oo the'system and suggestions to the university concerned and to
COU. As has been noted, if there bad been advaneeinter-university
diseussions and agreement, this woad be a positive'factor in-ACAP's
assessment, but there is Ofcouree the poesibility, that the recommendation
would-call.for modification df the university's intention; we take that
to be the obvious consequence of system planning. Of-course, the university
could decide to act in a manner contrary to a COU recommendation, accepting
whatever consequences would result; we take that to be the basic right of
university autonomy.

It seems desirable to comment on the scope of this planning study. Let
us say first what it is not. it is not an exercise in 'evaluating'
faculties; its purpose is to plea, not primarily to eva/uate. :In order
to plan within the provincial system one must have some appreoletion of
quality and strength of current activity pneech university and one must
make choices partly on this basis, bUt one need notAeeldo every astiec,'.
'of the relative pecking order. One can find example0 where a relative
comparison is peteasary in Order to justify Biome aspectof the plan, but
this does not alter the fact that our work-10 not, primarily, an
levaluatiOn'.

Secondly, our task is not to plan for departments in tots.- Attention is
confined to the graduate studies programme. OOnoequen0y, we are
involved with only a Segment of'the research namely, that segment
which involves graduate students. We do; not concern ourselves with
'undergraduate offerings except insofar as they might be affected by pro7
posals at the graduate level and here we rely on each university to make
us aware of any such situations which appear to raise difficulty.

4
Finally, an ACAP report is not A study of departments. It is an effort
to plan the graduate work in Ontario in a certain broad field of study,-
education. Since the internal organization of universities is quite varied
and a given subject may be pOrsued in quite different places within the
departmental structure on different campuses, ihe only Convenient' approach
to planning is to cut across departmental boUndaries when necessary.- ACAP
has foqnd instances of this in OlmOst every one of the eighteen planning
0014 in which it is currently engaged.



Since reference is later made to the. Appraisals Committee, a few words
on its function might be useful at this point. The Appraisals Committee
confining itself to a single programme, decides whether that programme
hAs the level of staff competence, academic structure, research and
librsry resources, etc. necessary to ensure that its studeAtewill
receive an adceptAble training and will on graduation be accepted as
qUalified. Each university in the provirice has undertaken not to,begi0
new programmes or major new fields in existing programmes without ,refer-
thud to the Appraisals CoMmittee. Frequently, in this;latter_tase (new
fie144)-.7the:COmatittee decides that an appraisal is not necessary. This
point should be recalled in some cases Whete new fields are recomme0464
in this Report.

The consultants have summarized their recomMendations concerning
graduate work in edOtatiOn at the end'of theitrepott. The ACAP roe-
toMendati000:1111.13, thereforebt nuMberedHtOtolndid0114ththope of
the consultants To'avoid pOeSibletonfdeio0iye shall prefix our
recommendations With the letter q,110ditsting that theyare:recommenda-
tion., to COU. For example,Ret00000datiOn'Clis the position which
ACAP recommends COU adopt on the matters dealt with-10 thecon0Ultants
Recommendstion 1.

Please note that ACAP does not attempt to provide full rationale for
its recommendations. This docutent must be read in conjunCtion:With the
consultants report (Appendix A) and OprOliriste references tt-,OPear
for each recommendation.

The recommendations can be diVided into two groups.. The first group
recommendations deals with education graduate work in general, and with
ent91100 recommendstions from the spiteM viewpoint. The second grOOP
is more specific in nature and deals with the tolei Qf the individual
universities.
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System LEMEVASIA1M1

Recommendation Cl

It is recommended that the figures produced by the Discipline
Group for a total of 3500 (Appendix H) be used as the 197677

,

enrolments for planning purposes within the universities during
1914'mill:that the figures be reviewedearly in 1975 and annually
thereafter.

Table 1

Gurrent Enrolment and Recommendations on the Distribution of Grsduate Enrolment
in Education for 1976-77, Ontario.

.University
1973-74

Doctorate Master's
1976-77

Doctorate Master's

Toronto PT 274 213 290 220
PT 138 1454 210 1730

Ottawa FT 70 94 50 130
PT 142 591 60 620

Queen's PT . 7 20
PT 148 210

Western FT 45
PT 52 60

Guelph FT 17 25
PT 27 35

Lakehead FT 5
PT 50

York FT 10
PT 55

Unallotted FT 25
PT .167 (Brock and Windsor) 260

Total 624 2884 610 3500
Total P.T.E. 428 1097 421 1386

These figures represent December 1 enrolments., Not included in December 1
enrolments are some summer and winter term students. In 1971-72 there were
450 of these at Toronto, 97 at Ottawa and 55 at Queen's. We anticipate these
additional enrolments continuing at about the same level perhaps with modest
increase.

The unalloted total in the master's column is to allow for the possibility
that there may be additional programmes, possibly at Brock or McMaster or
Windsor or, failing this, expahaion of enrolments elsewhere.



In contrast to Table 1, the consultants have forecast for the'neXt fOUt
years a 100% per year growth: in graduate enrolment in EduCatiOn. This
projection is based on Certain impliCit assOmptione. It iOpliedthat
further profespional studiep will be the graduate component of Faculties
Of Education in Ontario universities. However, the continuing education
Of.teachere could take many'forme--of which university graduate study is
only one. In its response to the consultants' report (Appendix Op the
University of Western Ontario discusses some of the possibilities for
professional upgrading,. These -other forms may be more useful and effec-
tive- for the-professional-development-of,teachers;---Additional-under.

graduate courses* short non-credit courses and conferences, curricului-
developmentyorkshops are all valid components of professional upgrading.
So, of course; are MA's and MSc's in the -subjects taught. The University,
of Toronto responde (Appendix 0) also stresses the need for,a:range
of methods to upgrade skilli of teachers.

On the other hand, graduate study in Edulation.is desirable and'necessary
for the advanced training of a certain-v*1)er of classroom teacheis and,:
the development of specialists such as guidance counsellors and school--,
administrators. -

Thus, we see a considerable diversity of post-baccalaureate study, not
all with the end result a master's degree. In evaluating alternatives
one should recognize that some have operating coats less than that for a
giaduate degree, but may be equally useful.-

In ACAP's view, school boards should recognize' these alternative routes
to professional upgrading. Salary improvements should not be dependent
solely upon classifications in terms oUdegrees. In many-cases*the.
alternatives for professional developtient would-be more rewarding to the
teachers, pupils, and the educational system in general! : "

Depending on the initiative and imagination of universities and school
boards, the scale of growth,for graduate enrolment-in education recom-
mended by the consultants may or may not be realized. If alternatives
are developed and the participating teachers are rewarded financially
the 10.5% growth will prove excessive. On the other hand, if there were
no alternatives, the master's enrolment in education might grow at such
a pace.

However, it should be remeMbered that overall growth of graduate educa-
tion in Ontario has been expanding at only 2% per year. Table 1 impliean
annuagrowth of 7.5X, and may, therefore, be unrealistic. But, the consultants:
have argued convincingly that a significant expansion in Education graduate'
work must be planned.

First, the demand for upgrading of teaching qualifications is strong since
the minimum qualification for entry to teaching has been increased (see
pages A9 and A13)

Second, the proportion of teachers qualified to pursue graduate studies
will rise as more teachers receive bachelor degrees (see pages A9, Al5
and All. )
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Third, the profeasionalization of specialties auchas counselling and
guidance will create additional demand fOr study opportunities at the
graduate level (see page A9).

Fourth, the demand from principals and supervisory staff to obtain furthe
training will add to the pressure for graduate work (see page A9.)

Fifth, EducatiO0 has been an underdeveloped 404'0: the graduate level
in Ontario. There is evidence that these arg0Mentoi are valid since
Canadian' teachers 'are enrolling for -part w tima -prog'reMmes; its- United States l.:

institUtTona:aarthe Canadisa border for graduate work in education."

For all these reasons; ACAP expects the rate of growth eiraduate educai-,
tion studies to be at a faster rate than graduateAfork in general*

Therefore, AM" recommends the adoption of a flexible 000 that will
accommodateeither possibility-- growth at 10,5% per year or a* considerably
elower rated.- The consultante present, a diatribUtionforenrament4n
graduate educationprogramMes for 1976 -77 in rahle 15 of their report,
Page A79. ACAP has formulated in Table 1 a breakdoWn of enrolment for
1976-77 in the event that the 10.5% growth is not attained.

The consultants were asked to clarify how important they considered their
recommendations that all Faculties of Education and most universities
should move to graduate work. If the enrolment of 4400 which they
adopted for 1976-77 were not to materialize, but were substantially less, would
they recommend delaying new programmes on the grounds that the existing
programmes at Toronto, Ottawa and Queen's could readily expand somewhat
and handle all the students; or alternatively would theY suggest planning
on a basis which would result in lower enrolments than they show for these
places, accommodating new programmes in the.system? They were agreed
that the important thing was to start the new programmes, for two reasons.

One is the need to promote and develop the intellectual strength of the
new faculties; the other is the desirability of making part-time study
more readily available. We, therefore, propose the figuree in Table 1
which reach a total of 3500 masters' students.
We recommend their adoption by the universities, for use until a further
review suggests some alteration.

If the growth is seen to be greater than this, targets can be adjusted to
higher values moving towards the pattern recommended by the consultants.

Our Table differs from the consultants also in that we have not shown a
programme at Brock in 1976-77; our reasons are explained below in
Recommendation C13. The unallotted total in the master's column is to
allow for the possibility that there may be additional programmes,
possibly at Brock or McMaster or Windsor or, failing this, expansion of
enrolments elsewhere.

The numbers shown in the PhD column are consistent with the advice of the
consultants, and represent some increase over the current enrolment.



Recommendation C2

It ts..recoosiended to the universities that they require for
admission to master's level work in the field of education
that the appliCant'have,One of the following or its
eq0iValents:

(a) a generelartd,or spience,degree,withat least second'
Class standing 010s One year of professional education,
studies With equivalent standing;

(b) anyfOur year:bachelor's degree with at least second clasa
standing;

with in each case appropriate standingjo such specific under-
graduate courses as may be deemed requisite for entry to a
particular programme or field of upecialiiation (see page A21 and
A74)

In addition applications should be entertained from exceptional students
with or without prior experience of Education studies whose background
qualifies them for admission on other grounds. It:id fUrther recommended
that there be appropriate use of probationary4dMidsion and transition
programmes.

These admission standards are recommended to ensure that the requirements
for master's level work in education are coMparable to those for master's
programmes in general.

These admission criteria differ slightly from the consultants''recommenda-
tion. The admission requirement outlined in:01404e Wof the consultants'
report, Recommendation 2, does not requirOicond..010s standing
in undergraduate work as long as the candidate helveoMpleted an "appropriate
number of relevant courses" at a similar level. In,ACWs view such
students should be accommodated only in exceptional cases. This approach
is normal practice in other disciplines and seems tehe1t04rOvide4Suffi-
cient latitude.- We believe that the most effective qUal4Y:Oentel in
graduate studies is the admission filteronce students are in,toe'
success rates seem to be high, 1144 this is:dt least in part due to the

_

tendency to adjust the le401 of a course to the "receptivity of the class.

Recommendation C3

It is recommended to scholarship granting bodies and to educa-
tion authorities that the types of financial support appropriate
to atudentS of education be examined and that appropriate leVels'of
Onpport be provided. (see pages 41.4n4 A74)

AC' endorses financial support for graduate-,students in education as it
doOs for all graduate 004enta. We see no case for greater scholarship
And bursary support than in other Professional fielda." But we do support
the consultants' view th0 experienced teachers 011E404 fulltime in
graduate work or other post-bacCalaureate study of value to them in their
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profession ShOUld receive an adequate leVsl of finanotaVauppOrtfrom
the educational authorities, i.e. either directly from echool boards or
from a fund administered by the Ministry of Education. _

Recommendation C4

It is recommended that there should be no general inhibition
tending to prevent any university from becoming involved in
education etudies at the master's level in specific and
opprovWareaswhether or not it has a Faculty of EdUcatOn
provided that principle 2 in the consultants' report is satis-
fied. (see pages A24 and A74).

Principle 2 states: "Either one of two conditions should be regarded as
the basic qualification for a university's entry into graduate studies in
education:

Either (a) The university should have an established teacher:education
programme with a "critical mass" of highly competent staff:
members in the appropriate specializations in education

or (b) The university should haVe a minimal cadre of:ataff members
in education and a specific plan-for-eupplementing this
cadre with contributions from appropriate related fields."

Also the need for the programme should be recognize) by COD by the
inclusion of the proposed programme in theplen for:the discipline. The
graduate programme in education should be developed in close collaboratio0
With other faculties and departmentS of the University.: As suggested in
Prificiple 2, an undergraduate programme in teacher educatiOn iartot
necessary prerequisite for a university's entry into graduate:studies.in
education.-

The Discipline Group agrees with this recommeadOion. But'in addition
the Discipline Group suggests th0 teteAPOl&be a,regiPP41needJOt
such a programme.- We cannot agree that Ole only aaa40 are regional since
there may be cases where the need that is satisfied is felt on a provincial
or national level.

Accordingly the above recommendation is more broadly worded than the
Discipline Group would have suggested.

Recommendation C5

It is recommended that no new doctoral programme should be
initiated until:

(1) the staff for the proposed programmo has had substantial
axpen0 in master's level work 14 education;

(2) the demand for doctoral work can be shown to have increased
to the point where new programmes are needed and;

(3) approval of the appraisals committee has been given.
(see piges A26 and A/4)
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These considerations should ensure that only competent faculties offer
doctoral programmes and also that there is a need for the programmes.

Recommendation C6

It is recommended that the Council of Ontario Universities (COU)
initiate the establishment of broadly based coordinating groups
for all forms of professional study for teachers including both
graduate and undergraduate work. These coordinating groups would
make it feasible for staff of the Ministry of Education,the
Ministry of Colleges and Universities, school boards, teachers'
organizations and various university faculties to meet together
to discuss needs, to identify and help to reconcile differences
in emphasis and to makelmposals to the respective bodies on
new courses and new forms of organization. (see pages,A19, A20
and A75)

Besides this general forum, there is a continuing role for the Education
Discipline Group. The Discipline Group should be relied upon for specific
reports on the development of new graduate programmes and to keep a
general watching brief on graduate studies in educatiOn in the proVince._
Because of the nature of teacher training in edudation, it may be Useful_
to have persons drawn from various university faculties, pa;tiO1arly:those
of Arts and Science, involved in the work of the DisciplineGrOu0.::
Teacher training is concerned not only with the mediuM of teadhingi but
also with the message that.is being taught. It is recommended that the
Discipline Group consider the means of achieving this wider input to its
deliberations.

Recommendation e7

(a) It is recommended that the universities encourage the
development of Master of Arts in Teaching (MA(T)) pro-
grammes and other new types.of post-baccalaureate
programmes. (see pages A18, Ail.and.A75)

(b) It is recommended to the universities, school boards and
the Discipline Group that they investigate with appropriate
bodies involved in the development of educational policy
the feasibility of initiating various types of post-
baccalaureate programmes as effective means of professional
development.

The consultants have defined the MA(T) on page A18 of their report. "The
MA(T) is biased towards study in the area of the candidate's teaching
specialization, and often involves faculty other than from departments
of education."z ACAP notes with approval plans for development of such
programmes at the universities of Western Ontario, York and McMaster.
ACAP also notes that the Discipline Group "warmly supports the idea
that graduate studies should have as a main focUs, what is happening
or what should be happening, in the classrooms of this province."
(Discipline Group comment page 5). We strongly support the growth of
programmes oriented towards subject matter.

2
Universities may use other designations for such a.degree, and we use
MA(T) generically, to include, e.g. M$c(T).
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UNIVERSITY RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendation C8

It is recommended that the University' of, otonto-plan for the
groWth in master's and doctoralHprogrammea suggested` in
Recommendatient01. TherftiVersity should continue its current
MA, MEd and PhD 0togrammes and take note of- Recommendation C7.
It should also contemplate the intrOduction of postdoCtorial
Fork in selected areas. (see pages A30 -A36 and A75)

The proposed rate of growth for master's Programs* assume:::
universities will initiate programmes in education. Atthe
OISE should monitor very carefully its chatigingrole in the
set of institutions offering graduate,etudie4A0 edUcation
Institute should maintain the research aspects of its Oorki
vital for educational advance in Ontario.

Recommendation C9

It is recommended that the Univerdity of Ottawa plan for enrolment
as suggested in Recommendation Cl, devote itself to solving -its'
current problems of staff overload and to strengthening its research
activities, while maintaining its 4aluabWcOnttibution as a
bilingual inotitution., The University should continue its current
LEd and PhD programmes and take note of Recommendation Cl,

that other

same time,
expending
The
which is

We accept the views of the University expressed in the Rector's letter
of April 11 (Appendix C-11). These comments seem to us to deal adequately
with the apace issue. But the high student-faculty ratio must remain a
concern. ACAP requested the consultants to confirm or clarify their view
on this point. The above recommendation flows from this further
correspondence. The University couldcf-ceOrse, requeat an appraisal
if it felt further expert opinion were necessary. The original VereiOn
of this Recommendation contained a sentences "If it should prove imOossible
to increase the staff, the enrolment Should be reduced." We note
that the University now is planning a substantial decrease in doctoral
enrolment.

Recommendation C10

It'is recommended that Queen's University plan for total master's
enrolment as suggested in Recommendation Cl and modify'the pace,
of its original proposed PrOgraMMe of expansion by setting baCk:
the initiation date:of each new programme by at least one year.
Considera0.9n should be given to the priorities in detereoining:.the
order in Vhi0 programmes in 000001.40s edminiatratia*,:edUCatiOnal
technology, and counselling ate,intrOduced." POrther 009;04 01.100W
be made to add interdisciplinary fadulty strengths in the fields
Of administration, curriCultgai educational technology, etementaty
edttcation and community education.Jhe adaPtation of:the existing
MEd programme in curriculuM or development of an MA(T) Programme
are routes open to Queen's to enhance involvement of arts and
science departments in the eduCatiOn programme at Queen's. (see

P4808 A42 rA0 .414A74.)
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According to the University response, Queen's has deferred the expected
dates of initiation of all projected programmes by one year With
continuous scrutiny of all such programmes.

Recommendation Cll

It is recommended that the University of Western Ontario plan the
development of graduate studies in education with enrolment as
suggested in Recommendation Cl and subject to:

(1) a continued strengthening of the academic qualifications
and experience of College of Education staff;

(2) the availability of well-qualified staff from other depart-
ments in the university and;

(3) the proviiion of additional space. (see pages A46-448 and
A75)

ACAP notes with approval Western Ontario's plans for deVeloOMentofa
MA(T), programme. Moreover, we would welcoMe a:shift in emphasis towards
the MA(T). The MA(T) programme is described in Recommendation C7 On:,
page 13.

Recommendation C12

It is recommended that the University of Guelph proceed with its
plans to continue the MSc in extension education' with enrolment
as suggested in Recommendation Cl.

The research involvement of the department of extension education especially
in the area of rural development should be encouraged and facilitated.

The University of Guelph's proposed doctorate programme in Extension
Education would be unique in Canada, ACAP does not disapprove of
initiating a doctorate programme as long as the requirements specified
in Recommendation C5 are met.

Recommendation C13

It is recommended that Brock University's Faculty of Educatiou work
towards upgrading the degree status of its staff and documenting
the kinds of relationships and programmes that it could most
usefully promote with other Faculties, with a view to the development
of master's work. The time for initiation of the programme should
be related carefully to Brock's overall priorities for areas of
development. (see pages A52, A53 and A76)
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It is noted that the 14v,1 Year Plan submittedll Brock University and
approved by the Minister foes not inc104kgraduete WOkkAm'eduoatiOM'
Ittihelight of these fe,c,:e. there ere no OpeCifid enrolment figures
for Brock University in kecow;.:,ndation Cl. If -the development of a
programme proceeded morN1 radpidli It could be accommodated in the
unallotted category. It 4s underLoOd that BrOdk will request revision

4jOilivti"10014.0.:,
4000MMendatien 014,

It is recommended that Lakehead University note the proposal in
RecOmMendatiO0 C7 to encourage MA(T) work, offer MEd_ PrOgraOme!
in Administration and OrricUlum and plan for the 19707 total
enrolment in Recommendation Cl. (see pages A54-A57 and A76)

Recommendation C15

It is recommended that the University of Windsor's; Faculty of-
Education work towards upgrading the degree status of its
staff and documenting the kinds of relationships and programmes
that it could Most usefully promote with other Facultieet;with_

a view to_the development of mastet'alwOrk.', (0ee pages A58, A59-
and A76)-

AlthoOgh an enrolment figure for Windsor has not been included in
Recommendation Cl, it could be accommodated in the unallotted category.

Recommendation C16

It is recommended that York University proceed to develop its
master's programmes as described below and that it plan for the
enrolment in Recommendation Cl. (see pages A60 -A64 and A76)

The Faculty should continue to develop its plans for the MA(T) programme
in faculties with graduate altrength. The plans for the MEd in Special
Education in Collaboration with,,rhe Pepartment, of PsychOlOgY and the plans
for the MEd in Adminietration in collaboratioi wJth the Facull:y of
Administrative Studies should continue to be developed.

ACAP notes with approval the intgrcSi."at York University in MA(T)
programmes and inter-departmental`' ooperation.

Recommendation C17

At thiO time; ACAP makes no in regard to
Carleton University. Carleton as submitted no formal plan
for graduate work, in education, (see pages A65 and A76)

Recommendation C18

is recommended that McMaster University develop its proposals
for the MA(T) programme in view of its strength in several
arts and science departments. (see pages A66, A67 and A76)

.

Although an enrolment !Afore for McMaster has not been included in Recommendation
Cl, it could be accommodated in the unallotted categOry.
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ACAP has emphasized the desirability of this(type,of pr004000.(MA(T)):-
earlier-in the report, especially in Recommendation 01 On'.0age614 and 10,
and Recommendation Cl on page 13. In dcOreloping its master's programme,

jtellailter might consider cooperatie arrangements with Brock Bniyeteity
utiliiing the. specialized resources of the taoOltY_Of Education.

Recommendation 019

recommended that the:Diseipline Croup in,add1tion tO:#0
normal role, report in BeCeMber 1974 :.on the implementation
oftheserecomMendationvup to rhatf4me



Recommendation cut

It is recommended that COU adopt the recOmmendations of this
report, and, in the expectation that its membet0 will Oct in
accordance with them, ,COU inform CUA that it has adopted these
recotmendations and requeSt that the etbargo'on education be
now removed, in accerdanCe with the original announcement of
the Minister that new graduate programmes would be embargoed
until, for each'discipline, a planning study had been conducted.

- is

RECOMMENDATION FOR COU ACTION
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Introduction

The growth of graduate studies is being viewed with suspicion in many
university systems at the present time. Embargoes on new programmes, the
setting of a fixed percentage of total enrolment, analyses of the cost of
graduate degrees, planning reviews of demand and need, are all evidence of
concern.

Yet, in this report we recommend at least a doubling of provision for
graduate work in Education in Ontario between now and.1981. Why?

The main focus of graduate studies in Education is on the improvement
of quality and performance in the education service. Teaching is an under-
educated profession. It has already been decided that all new teachers in
Ontario will henceforth require the Bachelor's degree. This has clear
implications for the scale and distribution of opportunities for graduate
study.

The need for improvement is not confined to classroom teaching. Humane
and competent administration, effectiVe guidance, appropriete.high quality
special services, are the key to educational adVance at all leVela :Men
and women have to be educated and trained to perform an increasing variety
of specialized tasks in the world of education.- Graduate studies:have an
important part to play in such training.

There is an unsatisfied demand for graduate work in education and no
shortage of students desiring and competent to benefit from study opportunities
at this leVel.

Faculties of Education exist in a large and growing number of
universities. Graduate study and teaching is a legitimate aspiration of
any university faculty, and a factor in the quality of work at the under-
graduate level.

We believe that whatever the pattern of growth in other fields of
graduate study in the Province, the case for an expansion of Graduate
work in Education is pressing and should be heeded. Our reasons for this
view, and our suggestions as to how a desirable pattern of development
should be achieved, are set out in the .chapters that follow..
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CHAPTER ONE

TERMS OF REFERENCE, PROCEDURE AND

METHODOLOGY
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Terms of Reference

We were 'appointed as 'Education consultants to the Advigory Committee
_on Academic Planning (ACAP) in January 1972, with the following terms of
reference

Report on the adequacy of the present state of graduate work in
education in the province in general and in each university where
applicable, discussing the following:

4. coverage of divisions and specialities, and extent of activity
in each

b. faculty quality and quantity

c. nature of programmes offered

d. enrolment Idea and distribution among universities and divisions

,e. quality of student body; admisaion requirements

-f. relationship,to related disciplines.
,

8._ !physical facilities
_

= -

h. :,:other matter+) considered hithe-eonsultants to be signifiCant.

,Make recomMendations for the develOOment Of-graduate Rdn0000.101k
in_Ontario-between ,1972 and 1982,Amt in more detail for 103/14 th00411
1977/70i and without limiting the generality of the foregOimg.,(14411,08
With.the following points:

a. Manpower needs, cultural and pocietal'needs, and desirable:
enrolments, year by year, in the various-levels of. graduate study

LA., Ph.D., D.U., etc.) and the various major subject
divisions. In considering manpower needs, one should take account
of the_'markee available to graduates (larger than Ontario?) and
of other sources of suppty for tbat market.

b. Programmes to be offered -- in particular, consider what fields of
graduate study in education should be initiated or developed
further in the province, the balance between the more theoretical
and,more applied aspects and interdisciplinary graduate work in
which the education faculties should twinvolved. Also pay
particular attention to the suitability of the differinttypes of
programmes e.g., professionally oriented and eubjectoriented
master's degrees and doctoral degrees of various kinds,:sOme
research oriented, some in adminietration.

c. Desirable distribution amongst the universities of reeponsibilit5%
for programmes and for specialities,"inclUding consideration- of
the need for any increase or:decree:is in:the number* departments
offering doctoral work.
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d. Distribution of enrolment amongst the universities, suggesting
reasonable ranges for each institution, for each year.

e. Desirable extent of involvement of professional associations
in a Continuing advisory role, either on a national or --,

provincial level.

f. Desirable extent of involvement with related disciplines,
particularly in Ph.D. programmes.

In all caseso.it is important that the rationale for the recommendations.
be clear; this is especielly important for itemO:C.'and d., /tAs'
permissible for consultants to recommend appraisals of individual
existing programmes

We must Make it cl*ar at the.outset that we have been unable to compose
our:report strictly in accordance with terms of reference. This
relates particularly to the diffiCulty of making mdaningful manpower analyses
and to the imposSibility of recommending leve16:0VproVision and enrolment on
a subject by subject basis.ducation is not a pingl-a_compact discipline.in
the 44tsame sense as some of the other subjects-witk(Ach ACA' consultant. groups
are concerned. NOr are graduate studies in"Education:the only kind of graduate
studies undertaken by teachers, who comprise th0001,ri Constituents of our
'11114140wOr! in this field. As we shall.bsve'occ0000 to note at several points
in this repOrt, lack of data on these and 48110:i-084S:has made it difficillt,
for us to be as specific in out recommendations as our. terms of reference
seem-to require.

Procedure

In order to carry out our task, we were provided with written submissions
from each of the universities that-had accepted the ACAP to take
Alart,in_the,work of the discipline gr0UPi0:g414;40,90uW*0-0401440400,...--,
statements from the Ministry of gduCation,40:91th other material from bodies
such as .the Ontario TeachOrs'VederatiOn.-. The UniversityaUbMisSions included
statements of the present position concerning graduate studies, future plans
and details of available resources. Curriculum vitae werafurashed in respect
mf each member of staff either currently engaged in,graduste teaching or
Iltrinc to be so engaged in the future.

We held our first meetings in Toronto during the peridd 6th to 8th June
1972, and discussed our procedures with members of the discipline group.

It was decided that the analysis of written submissions should be under-
P*C11 by one of the consultants, who obtained local help for this purpose. A
summary, apalysis,of-the written material was circulated to consultants in
August 1972.' Thi8 include(Vindices of PadultY Strength under a number of--
headings suggested-by the analySis of the curricula-vitse,.vi*: --proportIOn,
Of:Staff:with the doctorate, total university experienci,''Canadian OniVeralty
expirienceveXperience:in other countries, doctoral and maptirfe.theseS
successfully supervised, graduate courses taught in the prec#Wing five years,
books published, articles and papers in refereed journals, and other papers
and reports. - These indices and the summaries of university submissionawere
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used by the consultants as background information for their 'subsequent visits
and discussions.

During SePtember the consultants Visited the. University of Toronto
(Ontario Institute for Studies in.24cation and the Paculty,of Education),
Ottawa, Queen's, Western) Guelph, Brock) iskeheado Windsor and York. Meetings
were also held with tePresentativeS_from Carleton and McMaster universities,
from the Ontario Teachers' Federation, and with the'Deputy Minister .of
Education and members of his senior staff.' A number of universities and-other
bodies made Additional docUmentary evidence available. in the course:of these
visits and meetings, and during the followina'months.

The consultants exchanged drafts, of the sections_of the: report for,which
they had agreed to be initially resPonsible,during the period October -
December 1972. Amended and sgreed-versions,,of these drafts were used to
produce an interim rePort, which was circulated to members of the Education
discipline group and discussed with them at meetings in Toronto on 4th January
1973. The verbal and written comments of the.group have been taken into
account in producing thie final report.

Methodology

We have arrived at our conclusions and recommendations by means of the
steps outlined in sofa() detail in Chapters'ihree end Pour. To summarize these
stepst

Step One

Step Two

Step Three

Step Four

The pretent numbers Of graduate 00denteJn doctoral and
Masters':programmeSi full -time and Part.7time, are stated,
together with some provincial comPari4940.

CalculetiOn0 are made of the stock and flow of teachers
eligible to enter graduate work.

A series of assumptions concerning the demand and need for
teachera and Others with graduate qualifications in Education
are outlined e.g.,

- that the existence of, opportunities and incentives for
teachers to improve their personal and professional knowledge
and skill will increase the capacity of the educational system
to achieve desired objectives.

- that certification for senior and specialized roles in the
school system, and opportunities to obtain posts in universities,
CAATa and elsewhere will increasingly depend upon the possession
of graduate qualifications.

It is argued that.lack of relevant data, the fact that some
skills can be used in a variety of contexts, and uncertainties
concerning the speed and direction of 044440141 change, make
it impoaeible to disaggregate the need for 04440 work in
terms of the programmea and courses reqUired to prepare appro-
priate numbers for the performenCe of specific educational
roles.



Step Five Individual university projections for,full-time and part-time
student numbers at dOctoral and 'MOWS level for the period
19/6/77 are totalled.

Step Six Some points are made concening-tho-affect of implementing the
universities proposals upon'the ovarall'proportion of teachers
in Ontario with-advanced degrees,'
(All the above stages are dealt with inChapter ThreS0

step Seven Bach university's Position is assessed in accordance with a
_

set of principles outlined. in
ChaPtericUto against Criteria

thet ieclo40 geographical location,-regionalandlocal demand
and need,,level'of institutional commitment, facUlty strength
(including.inputs from other faculties_and effective Staff/
student ratios), facilities,

-- research and.deVeloOment enViton-
ment and additional:special factora -e.g., bilingualism.
(Chapter Vivo.)

Step Eight The assessments in Step Seven are combined with the argument
of the preceding steps to yield a wed. and institutional
allocation for 1976/77 and, tentatively, for'1981/62.
(Chapter Six.).

The limitations Of this -fOrmal'process will be obvieu-S» During the
ten Year planning period the stock of teachers with graduate qualifications
(M.A./M.Ed./Ph.D.) will'increase, but we do-not-have comp/eta-information
concerning existing stocks'of such teachers, gains from outside the system,
temporary and permanent losses, and other trends Ithat would enable us to
estimate the effect of such growth on the calCulatlons involved in Steps 2
and 3. Decisions on the future of certain Teachers' Colleges may affect
some universities' decisions on whether to enter graduate Studies and we
have no knowledge of the Ministry's intentions via -9-vie these colleges.
Demand will be affected by the number of post-baccalaureate entrants to
teachingl again, we do not have detailed breakdown0 of their qOall'ActitionS,
We do not know if the ProPortion of graduate entrants:to teaching with a 'B'
average will be the same in the future as it is now% We are unable to
predict what kinds of social and-educational change-maYalter.the functions.
and purposes of graduate studies in the future, whether institutions such as
the Open University in Britain or the Extended University in California will
come Into existence in Ontario, to what extent the-Province will commit itself
to implementing the principles-of ilife-long' or 'recurrent' education, But
whatever the weaknesses of our methodology, some kind of schematic presenta-
tion may at least help to'exPose Out aisumptioni,.sna to point up some of, the
issues on which the discipline group, ACAP and the individual-universities
will*need to make up their minds. The f011owing.OhaPter, which.iito out some
general considerations concerning

graduate wOrk'in Educati000 may provide
some further 10dieation concerning .the- values 40 baltefo that have guided
our work.
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purposes

Graduate studies in Education, in common with those in other disciplin7
ary and professional fields, are usually seen as serving three main purposes.

First, they provide a means 'whereby, the present and future teachers,
administrators and specialists in such fields as curriculum develOpment.
counselling and research, can obtain` high level professional training.- In
the inprovement or extension of professional understandings and competeficies
th3 keywords are specializing, upgrading and conversinn. Holding an under-
graduate degree and a teaching certificate the candidate has characteristi-
cally spent the equivalent of three or four years in academic and one in
professional studies. The primary teacher elects, for example, to become a
specialist in early childhood education, or in reading. The High School English
teacher perceives the need to acquire a more intimate acquaintance with the
now substantial body of theory and research in his field. Or the classroom
teacher at any level or in any field chooses to convert his. more general
understanding and experience to couselling services, or to administration, with
all that this involves by way of new studies, new kinds of exploratory and
practical exreriences.

Second, graduate studies represent one of the ways in which our knowledge
of educational processes, of the dynamics and correlates of learning and
teaching, can be advanced. Intellectual curiosity is properly valued as a
basis for all human learning. Professionally oriented it ought to provide a
central motivation for graduate studies in education. But our expectations
of graduate students must be realistic, especially at the masters level.

Third, graduate studies encourage and facilitate the development of the
individual student's judgement on a wide range of educational issues, and
contribute to the personal cultivation that is -- or should be -- one of the
outcomes of any systematic educational experience. Such general professional
enlargement has of course much to do with studies in the liberal arts and
sciences as well as with those in education per se.. This points the need for
pervasive interdisciplinary relationships. Some of these already exist,
organizationally,. in faculties or institutes. of education, with particular
reference to matters of public education. Other humanistic studies --
literature, the arts -- need to be made. available and exploited in pro-
fessional programmes whether or not they are directly related to a "teaching
field". The desideratum is teachers more liberally educated and humane, not
simply in the academic sense, but in their alertness to the ways in which the
spirit of liberalism and humanity can be brought to bear on public education.
What might education not accomplish if teachers were as professionally
impressive as the most impressive people we know, and personally as mature
and alert and sophisticated as the most professional teachers we know? What
might our society be like if we had all, during our more formative years,
been under the influen0e of such teachers?

The enormous literature on graduate studies in general contains few
statements urging an exclusive concentration on one or the other of these
three missions. But in different countries, at different times, between
different institutions, and different subject areas, there have been
considerable variations in where 00.00400 has been placed. Some vari-
ations have also arisen from the Pxpeqt4tiOnS entertained by different
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constituencies. Teacher employing authorities may place greater emphasis on
the professional mission, academics will stress the advanCement of learning.
-fellow professionals will look for oVidence of personal develOpment,' There
are arguments abOut the extent to.whichthe three missions are successfully
lecOnciled in existing courses an&ProgramMee, and about the effects of such
success on different ways of organizing graduate schools.

On these, 444:many other related Jesup!), there is0Atct04404 there must

bet colitin44.0$4000i B4r61000 TO44014148:91A4.410.1141,01021.1 n
Abe 040 Statefili040i.

"for certainly the debate itself id the thing. The debate is
highly important eimply'in keeping differentI)artsif the eyetem
Aware of one another and hence in maintaining the necessary or
desirable equilibrium Among the contesting slementa".

But debate is only the right word when we think in terms of a continuing
dialogue,'not one which ie brought to an end by the taking of.a vote. There
can be no final resolution of the kinds of problems With which we are here
concerned, merely a cOntinuing,series,of provisional agreements,_ good for-
the time being rather than once and for all, until,a new set of,poatotbiiities
or constraints appear, or until we. learn to conceptualise the issues afresh.

,ftloteLsaciaztiols

The scale Ind type of graduate studies thought appropriate at any
particular time will to some extent depend upon which 0,40000-is thought to
be the moat important. If emphasis is upon the training of practitioners,
then a manpower approach is indicated. If stress is upon improvement of
the competence of professionals, then an upgrading opproaeh'ii indicated. it
it is the advancement of knowledge that matters most, then graduate studies
.will,be seen as part of an Overall research And devalopient thruit, and their
scale and scope. will be tailored to the apparent needs of the system for new
knowledge 40 re-/wireh skillee if the "educated man" ideal is dominant, then
the scale Ofthe operation Will be determined by judgemente about the pool
of qUalified aepirante to such status, and the numbers of scholars available
to supervise and direct their induction.

We encountered aspects of each of these emphases during our visits to
universities in Ontario. One Dean of a faculty (not Education) averred that
not more than one in five of honours 000401 was caPah1s_Of Widertaking
graduate work. He agreed, on that basis, that in Education the proportion
would be very much less. Elsewhere, We heard it argued Oat graduate
arodiee should be student centred. Students begin work at many leVelq,
according to the nature and quality of their previous training and exper-
ience, their motivation and native wit. The award of the degree ahead
signify,: not the attainment of some formal and largely illusory "standard",
but the achievement of an increment of Pereo041 growth' and professional under-
standing appropriate to the:level frotawhieh the student began his graduate
work. Thie-is consistent with the 440es behind so.,Oalled."performance-based"
initial teacher education. In the words, of one recent statement

"Because time is a variable,` not' a constant, and because students
may enter with widely differing backgrounds and purposes,
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instruction is likely to be highly person .4.-and'ilituetiOn--
specific . ." (ACTS Performacb-st
400* swet o t ei eyk.-Vashingtont TheAoociationl971)

These are extreme positionsi:but-they illuotrate the verieti*of
opinions that can exist among thoe0 working wit,.3 what is allegedly a !(,".
'common Wyatek-ef:teiching and eValUition.

There are other extremes that may help tepoint up the difficulty of
our task.. Graduate studies in education in Ontario appear to-be at a
turning point. The catremes in committent in the two Countries'from which
Canada often takes its cue are of great interest. By the end of the sixties
the United States, with a population of around two hundred million, was
annually awarding 45,000 Mastersand 3,000 Doctor* degrees in Edudation, more
than in any other single subject. Duri4 the diode period, United Kingdom
Un ver hies, catering foe a population of some sixty million, awarded'faver
than $01DOctertiteeln Education and juit over 400 Masters degrees.

The latest figures show that Canada occupies an intermediate pOeifion.
In 1911there were 69:Doctorates and 1,100 Masters degrees in Education
recorded fOt a population of about twenty Million." Should:64Aanadian =

provinces move towards the American pattern, which reflects the early down
grading of the masters and rapid prefesoiorialization of the doctorate, or
stay closer to thel$4.-wfiere higher degrees are only really eignificant in
40ivstsitY:nirC104elienthere, more among the scientists than in the
humanities 00440041 seience0

It appear* that in theMinds of many people in Ontario that decision
has Already been:taken. The upgrading of teaching qualifications that has
been:such an important feat04,Of educational policies during the past few_
yearsvillin dOe:Coutee pay Off in the form of a wholly graduate profession.
T44 PtepOrtien of teachers -qualified to pursue graduate stud*, will rise
accordingly; Thelpr060010nalieetion of specialities_ such as counselling
and guidance will oreate an additional demand for study opportunities at
gractUate level, The need for principals and supervisory staff to receive
appropriate high level training, and to be better qualified than those who
they supervise and lead, Will add to the pressure.

The wtAtten-044000 ionhoiltted and the statements made to us in the
course of our visits by presidents, deans, professors and students, make
cleat that most universities recognize the jikely scale of the demand and
axe:keen to meet it. There are now nine faculties. of education-in the

against only three 0.few Years ago. The number of experienced
acheolmen with aT4000ratO and of social scientists interested in working
inieducetion WOW Ilych-gretter. It is not difficult to fi/i faculty
vacanotee otoated.by,retftements, resignotionvend expansipill0,00hers,
elthough'at'Otefent gym, of the suggessfglApgicente 1411 bee obtained
their"iteduateraegrese other than in Canada._ Imhersoee ind"dieciplintry
assessments aparti- the trends are all'in'the direition d'a rapid expineion
of opPOrtOnitiWIOr graduate studies in Education. _Is this a desirable
path to 61100 HOW ie control: to be eXergieed over-a progress that, if
V; 0404SOns it any guide, represents an almost open -ended commitIgentt
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Need and demand

It-J8 not diffidult to establish the exiatence,of a demand:for extended
graddate eitt:dy opportunities. It is more difficult to prove a need. A number
of questionti Arise.

First, is it desired:to staff universities with a larger number of
academics who have Undertaken:the bulk of their own university studies in
Canada? At the present time, as the curricula vitae of OISE staff clearly
show, Oeie are simply not enough Canadian trained and educated men an women
with thi'requieite'4010idetions to fill senior academic positions. On'the
other hand,,there arielargenuMbers of American (and to a lesser extent,
British and BurOpatTY educated spirants for such positions._ -A policy-,of
recruiting:More Canadians with:Fh.D.a and established or-developing academic
reputations in their particular. to the education facitiltiea suggests.,
important questiotii-aoUt,which we shall have more to say later in out report.

Second,-should we build the case for graduate studie.e 84!:goltupen=
the existence of an apparent "demand "? MOO of the demand for grad000-41tudies
in education does come frot those employed-Se teich40'2041044ctOW
in,elementary, secondary and tertiary education.. Judgemente-ibOOVOWWO
levels of provisiOn both overall and in specific-area', 411.1nevitiiie
influenced ,by apparent ,.!'needs" that exist for-'better :qUalitleCteeihetiti
assumptions about the- relationship of graduate studies anCit0i044;cM44411
and by the size of the:poOl from which candidates tor graduate Iiticties are
drawn. Should 10 try Wi4itilY supply directly on'ths-baiiii of this kind of
demand? Many teachers are likely, to prefer and to profit-from,opportniit40
to pursue gradUete etUdiWin subject areas other than Education.''Pek
graduate StUdiee-t0 whom we have spoken in some universities, espeeially those'
where part -time masters programmes in faculties of arts are common, suggest
that more than a qUarter of the graduate enrolment in subjects such as English
And-histOry already consists of certificated teachers. Although a positive
relationship betweenigraduate study and quality of teaching performance is
generally and reasonably assumed,- this relationship is not 001400J004"
evident-or unproblematic. Furthermore, universities concern themselves with
particular fields of study not only to provide a form of professional or
public service, but because of the intrinsic importance of the issuee that
arise in these areas, and the possibility of advancing knowledge and under
standing of these issues. It would be possible to make a easefor the pursuit
of advanced work in Education quite apart from the level of demand for study
opportunitlies that exists among teachers.

Third, has sufficient consideration been given to the effects of growth
on the standards and status of the masters degree? ShoUld the M.A.T.,
and M.A. be highly selective, indicative of an intellectual level and standard
of performance that place their holders above the generality of their pro--
feseion? Would a lergely open access to a much bigger poo/ of qualified
applicants tend to reduce expectatiOne, lower standards and affect:the
comparative value of the degree? Even accepting-, as many will not, that these
contiequenCee could follow from expansion, are they necessarily bed?. Is
there not 09mOthing to be said for making rather leas demanding seaters PregVOMPes
Available to a larger proportion of teachers? Will the quality of teaching lh'

_Ontario gain mora'from a big lift given to a few or from a rather smaller
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lift provided for a much larger number?' When resources are scarce, As not
the latter easier to justify?

Fourth, are we satisfied that the kinds of_graduate degrqe that-at
present exist will meet the needs of the situation that_seemiulike1y to
emerge in the next ten yearel DO the proposals made by uaversitied
encourage us ,to belieVe that new styles of-graduate programme will developto meet-theselleedel. Haw far what-extent'ehould the develOpment of
graduate work 'in EdUcation be tied-to that in other arms and disciplines,
many of which do not have a similar professional orientation?

We cannot answer all these questions. They are not matters that can be
decided with reference to a single field: of study, or without the kinds of`
consultations that were precluded by the time scale and scope of our enquAries.
In what follovs we must necessarily take a stand on some of the.issUes involved,
and we hope that by so doing, we shall at least direct the attention of:educa-
tors in the Province to the importance ofthe underlYing'policy considerations
do which some measure of consensus neets to exist if a credible pattern of
graduate studies in Education is to emerge.-

Any such consensus is itself part of the continuing debate to which
reference has alteady been made. The'factors that determine the attitudes
of any individual or group towards limitation or expansion of graduate studies
in a particular field will derive More-from deeply rooted Political, social
and educetional beliefs, than from the conclusion* of a Planning exercise,
The latter can hOPefully help to,make decision making more rational, and more
successful in achieving its objeCtives, But at root, it is a matter of
beliefs -- in the effects of an expanding syetem of public education on, the
quality of life, in the part that graduate studies might play in that exPan-
sion, in the relation of such studies to Professional-competence-and personal
development. The conclusions of this report rest ultimately upon the
consultants' belief that advanced studies under the auspices of a university
faculty of eduCation can be justified in such terms. We can bast Summarise
our position by setting out six objectives which, in our view, graduate studies
in Education should seek to attain.

- to advance, by means of both empirical research and reflection,
knowledge about the process of education.

- to bring the fruits of 'research and experience in the humanities
and physical and social sciences to bear on educational problems

- to improve and extend the educational acuity, professional
understanding and competency of individual practitioners in thelield of
education.

to Provide:initial preparation and training and- ippropriate
further profeseional study opportunitiea for an increasing variety of
specialist 0404444 rolett.

- to stimulate a critical dialogue with the profession on matters
affecting the structure and organisation Of-the school 000010. the values
and beliefs embodied in teaching procedures and practices and the continuous
evolution of curriculUm, ped0g9gY and evaluation.
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- to elaborate and sustain, among colleagues, professionals and
the public, an awareness of the university's responsibilities towards and

involvement in the work of educational institutions at all levels.



CHAPTER T

OIMERAL TS'S
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Present Provision (Step One)

There are at present some 2,954 students enrolled in full - and part.,
time courses for gradUate degrees in Education in the province of Ontario.
Full prograMmes exist in only three universities TorontO (OISE), Ottawa
and Queen's,. There are in addition students enrolled for graduate; 00,uttle0
at the University of Western Ontario, and,somslull- and part- time-students
engaged in studies for the M.Sc. in extension education at Guelph University.
The distribution betWeen full- and part-time students in doctoral and masters
programmes is shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1

EnrolMente for Graduate Coursee and programmes in Education 1972/73

Ph.D. Ed. D. M.A., M. Ed.
Extension
Education

F.T. P.T. F. T. P.T. P.T. P.T. +1F. T. P.1. .T.' ).T.

Toronto) OISE 242 113 2 2 111 . 69 97 1255

Ottawa 53 '144 115 471

Queen's 5 109

(55)
Guelph 23 26

Western
, 62*

Total 295 257 2 2 226 540 102 1481 23 26

Total all courses and programmes - 2954

*There are 55 "inactive" students at Queen's. These students attend the summer
school programme full-time. An M.ED. under this programme takes 4 summer
terms.

**A M. ED. degree is not offered at the University of Western Ontario but 62
students are registered in master's courses on a part-time basis.

Ontario and the other Canadian provinces

Table 2 shows the enrolment for graduate degrees in education in each of
the provincial groups categorized in the Canadian Association of Graduate
Schools Statistical Survey for 1971, and comparei this enrolment with the
number of degrees awarded to yield an index of productivity. The final column
ehOws the coVraapond$A$PrOdOetiV4Y 104404 for all division B subjects
(social sciehosaYin the groutteconcerned.



TABLE 2

Graduate Degrees in Education: Enrolment and Awards, by Provincial Area 1971,

Area Enrolment Awards Productivity

Maritimes

Masters Doctors Masters Doctors Education All Cat B

P.T. ?,T. P.T. P.T.

60

MDMD
92 393 15.3 21.7 8.8

Quebec 351 635 86 53 67 2 6.7 1.4 22.7 5.3

Ontario 368 1536 261 163 663 26 34.8 6.1 34.1 6.9

Western
Provinces 590 681 210 66 380 41 29.8 14.8 26.9 13.0

A slightly different:picture emerges if a common populatiOn base is
assumed. Table 3 shove the number of graduate students enrolled and the
number of graduate degrees awarded in Education per 100,000 of the:P0Pulation.

TABLE 3

Enrolment and Degrees Awarded in Education,
Canadian ProVincial Groups, per 100,000 of Population

Area Masters enrolments Masters 6 doctorates
awarded

F.T. P.T.

Maritimes 4 19 2

Quebec 5 10 1

Ontario 4 8 8

Western Provinces 10 11 7

ontario leads the field in the number of degrees awarded, but has smaller
proportionate enrolments than the Western provinces, especially at the Ph.)).

A.OVeL
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Adequacy of existin, provision

Our evidence on this point is derived from the f011owing sources.

the nutbers of qualified students that universities currently
offering graduate coursee are forced to reject.

surveys of teachers conducted by Brock University, Lakehead
University and the OTP.

- the Short fall in Ontario educated applicants for posts in
universities, colleges and schools who have high level graduate:qualificaw
tions.

00 substantial numbers of Ontario. eachata who travel during
both winter and summer cessions to pursue graduate studies in neighboOring
American universities.

- the interest that other Americ44uniYetaitiee have shown in
establishing off-caMpUO'courses in OntariOcentres.:

From these indiCa0.0110010M4 of which are documented more fully in:the
following sections, we conclude that there is a prima facie case for
expanding provision', especially at the Matto:see

Two)

It has been decided thet.frOM 1973 the Minimum-qualifications for ently
to teaching in Ontario shall be a degree from an accredited university,
either in Education,- or another ApprOved degree:followed-by a year-of teacher
training.. In 1970, nearly 80 per cent: of secondary *0061 teachers in-the'_
Province held at least a Bachelor's degree-o against only 20:per cent of
elementary teachers (Wetson C., et al, The Secondary Teacher, TOroOtO, 0/9E
1972, Table 11,p.42 and'The Elementary Teacher., Table 15,107). that Yaat
there were nearly 34,000 secondary and over 41400 public elemenk.ary teachers
employed in Ontario, plus a further 16,000 in theRoman 0atholic separate
schools. About one eighth of the graduate secondary teachers and some one
per cent of all the public elementary teachers already possessed a Masters
or Doctors degree.

The present pool of potential candidates for graduate work comprises
that proportion.of approximately 27,000 secondary and 12,000 elementary and
RC separate school teachers (i.e., holders of bachelor's or patter's degrees)
whoyiph_to purque such studies and. whose qualifications, are acceptable to
the graduate schbole... An actual'enrolment of under 3,000 in graduate studies
in Education in Ontario, plus an unspecified number in universities elsewhere
(estimates we have been given vary from 150 to 600 - we shall assume 300),
yields a very approximate enrolment percentage of 8.5. (3,300 as a percentage
of 39,000.)

The rate of growth of this pool is dependent upon (a) changes in the size
of the teaching force, (b) the rate at which graduate teachers will replace
non graduates in Ontario, (c) the rate at which serving non-graduate teachers
will upgrade their qualifications, (d) changes in the proportions of graduates
obtaining grades adequate to ensure their candidature for graduate study. We



have assumed that (d) will remain fairly constant.

On (a), teacher 'demand forecasts are crucially dependent upon assump-
tions, concerning birth rates and ratios. On the most economical
PTR, the elementary' teaching force will deelinkftom iu8t Over. 581000'in 1971
to a low point of 52,000 in 19/7, add-rise-again'to 56,000 by 1982.' 1n the
secondary scho010; again on the most economical PTR, numbers will COitiOU8 to
iiee'from the.34,459 of 1971 to 38,288 in'1977, falling' to 32',629 1.01982.,
These fluctuations are relatively small, and are not the main factor.affeCtin4
the'size of the pool.

The really important factor is (b), the rate of tecruitment of new
graduates, acid on this, available figures permit only very crude calculations
to be made. We can add together beginning elementary teachers, transfererom
secondary schools and a rather arbitrary 20 pet cent of.these returning to the
profession (based on existing graduate proportions) to give a-total'graduate
elementary teacher acquisition for each year from 1973/4 to 1981/2:-Aghetete
of increase in the percentage of graduates cannot be calculated accurately
on this basis, as annual withdrawals will be from a total teacher Stock that
includes the new graduate acquisitions of ptevious years. Even so, it-seems
likely that due to changes in admission requirements alone, the cumber of
graduate elementary teachers could double by ,1977 and quadruple by-1981. In
the secondary schools, 00. Per,cent_of teacheri.are:already graduated or graduate
equivalentsfi and this percentage:can be expected to increase by the end of the
decade

Againet these figures must be placed the number of Ontario teachers who
obtain graduate degrees and remain in SChooli, and the numbers of new teachers
with Masters or Doctors degrees who are recruited from outside the system.

Therate at which serving non-graduate teachers will upgrade their qualifi-

es Pari.tima'stu4ents, Ontarib:JeAcheralederetignj972 shows a TOibitantiai-

catiOne: is A survey carried. AtiV .by 1' 8- Ted CtiSiS .

numbers OfHOSCheiS St0:03061104 in otedit:.0ergit* courses, but we do not know
how manY,ate likely to obtSin their degrees:dutiOgthe.period with which we are
concerned., Stagorestimate&thatthe mean time required to complete degrees by
means of such port,timefst0417.5 to .(iyeere 10 these graduates must be
added the not inconsiderable euMber who obt04,400306 from neighbouring
American universities or by periods of entirely full -time study.

H

It will be elder that our:date:400811WOOTMit'any very accurate estimate
to be made of the numbete of teachers; 140 Will be eligible for graduate Studies'
during the next ten years. Leaving out ofaCtount:in-service upgtading and the , -

grewing-atOck-of-teacheri with4raduatologreeeiehil:basing.estimates,of
of the pool solely upon the effeCts.of changed admission requirements to teachiOg,
suggests Oet:there may by 1981/82 be some 40090etemehtary and More than 30,000
secendarY teachers who have at least the Bachelors degree. To maintain existing`
levels of graduate study 000Intent-01-04 bA40-Veuldrequire that some 6,600-'
places be provided by the end of the planning period with which we are concerned.

211151Ltmueall(ptelie Three and Four)

In making judgements about the number of placed that might be prbvided
over the next ten years either a 1,14000 or demand eppt04WPOuld be
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adopted. A manpower approach might show that qualified principals, cOunseilOrs,
And specialists in early childhood edUCation are required in numbers that can-
not be prepared within the framework of existing graduate programmer., and given
the Ministry's views on where responsibility for this type of preparation should
lie, these programmes should be expanded to meet the:need.

A demand approach, whilst taking these manpoWer considerations into account,
would also involve an estimate of the extent to which teachers are at present
failing to secure the graduate,iitudy opportunities that they want, and Would-make
recommendations accordingly.

: The approach that we adopt has important implications for future growth. If

we assume that in the future the same or an increasing proportion of qualified
applitapts will want places as at present,- the fact that a fully greduatk pro-

'fession will create a much laVgerp0Orin0V/tablY 0013800ts:a substantial rate
of growth, But if graduate studies are mainly tOpreparequalified:persontel
for high level positions, then growth will be 60011er,,JOr the numbers of
pals, counsellors anclother specialized personnel required is unlikely to increase
as rapidly as the proportion ofigraduate teachers with OViVerage anii:graduate,
study aspirations.

The Contultants have chosen to employ a demand basis for their calculations
of posSible future provision, moderated by judgementVc0490r41.98 (a) the
possibility of universities having the Staff and facilities to enable programmes
telbe mounted at an appropriate level and (b) the volume of,auch:Workthat the
province is likely'to be willing to-afford.

The reasons for adopting a demand basis are first, that the consultants
lack the information necessary to relate the composition of the teaching force,
in terms of levels of qualification, to the requirements oUparticUlatikinds of
role performance withih the system. In other words, they are not in a position
to tackle the problem of disaggregation that would be necessary to.permit
credible forecasts. In nearly every country there is an absence-of information
concerning, for example, how individuals with counselling qualificatiOns are
actually used in the system,, and what kind of skills directly contribute to the
performance of particular roles. This links with a second problem, that of
substitutability. It is possible to argue that few of the highly developed skills
of the education profession are of a kind that are solely and exclusively relevant
to the performance of narrowly defined tasks. The skills and knowledge obtained
by a person, who has had high level training in educational adminiatratiOn dO not
remain unemployed and unexploited until he is promoted to a principalship. The
administrative functions of the school, in common with other specialist funCtions,
are not embodied in a single role, but form part of the responsibility of a large
number of ataff.14anpower foreeasts tend to assume a clarity and fiXity of role
definition and near zero levels of skill substitutability that cannot be justi-
fied in the present context.

Third, it has not been found possible to predict likely future changes in
the technology of teaching and the organization of schools with the accuracy
that would be necessary to justify a manpower approach. It is safer to think in
terms of the progressive upgrading of a substantial number of teachers, bysmeans
ofboth role specific and more general programmes, rather than the preparation of
personnel for roles and tasks that have trot yet been invented. 'Stich tasks are much
more likely to be performed satisfactorily by a teaching force that contains a
sufficient number of intellectually flexible, socially alert and professionally
committed members than by one in which there is a small number of people with



specific training for soon-to4e-redundant duties. The latter may be cheaper
in the short run, but it could prove a lot more expensive later on.

The cOhtett of educational change

In the past, graduate qualifications have often been seen as a preparation
for work outside the classroom, as teachers' college or university lecturer,
full-time counsellor, school or system, administrator, specialist subJentadviser.
Urhilat the number and variety of such specialist posts may well increase in the
years to come, they are unlikely to exPand in the same ratio as graduate study
opportunities and they will decreasingly be seen as separated from the work of
the classroom teacher. There are likely to be more mixed roles, as teacher/
social worker, teacher/counsellor, teacher/Adjunct professor; greater stress on
democratization and Participation may Cause administrative functions and,ria-
ponsibilities to be distributed among larger numbers of staff, rather than
vested in a single role; there may be greater stress on school-based further'
professional training, in which members of subject departments and whole faculties,
participate as groups rather than as isolated individuals; active participation
in curriculum development will be seen as a responsibility of every teacher,
rather than of a few specialist°.

All this argues for a consideration of the suitability of present graduate
courses for the education and training of men and women whose futOre work will
still_he largely with schoolaiand with children-, andinot alWAY0 in Other:::8041411-
,ized roles in institutions. Atipresent Ontario universities offer tha;14.-A(Ed.)
and the M.Ed. (Gnelph has an M.Sc. programme in ExtepaiOn Eduction). " At 'idast
two universities have plans to develop M.A.T. programmes.-: TheM.A.(Ed.) is
generally seen as a qualification by means of which students can proceed to
doctoral work, and includes a ls.'aor, proportion of theoretical. Study than the M.Ed.
It is sometimes only open to 11%overn graduates and must be:porsUedlby means of
full- time study. The M.Ed. sends 4.z, be regarded as a professional degree. It
does not normally lead onitu,docWst level study, And is made up of courses with
a somewhat more practical orlentaiJn then the:M,A. Large numbemOtstodents
work for the M.Ed. on a part-tl*Vatia. TWM.IWr. is biased towards study in
the area of the candidate's tearing-SpeCialization, and often inVOlyes faculty
other than from departmenta of education.

There seems to be room for the development of all three tyPea of programme':
in thei,rovince,- but there is altio a need for fleXibility in adMissiOn require-
Mentes course patterns and eligibility for further advanced stUdyiltWOuldhe
undesirablevif the M.Ed. came to be seen as'inferior to:other types of masters
awards,or if it appeared that the auhjects studied for an M.Ed. degree had no
place in higher_qualifications.

Any expansion of graduate work should be characterized by a real snd
sustained effort to bring together, first, the interests of the school's and the
educational system in obtaining information and ideaa, second, students!
interests in finding topics fOr research and investigation that are personally
and educationally relevant, third, the universities' interest in maintaining the
highest standards of scholarship, and fourth, the team and multidieciplinaty
approach required in approaching some of the more importanttopits for research.

It seems doubtful if these intereate:will be reconciled simply by releasing
the brakes and letting the avatem toll,: .The experience of the United $tatet and
other COUAtriee With:a substantial volume of #*duata'study and research activity:
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in Education suggests that major diejunctions between these interests are likely
to continue unless a greater effort is made to bring the different patties
together, to convince university deans that high level studies in the teaching of
reading and aspects of physical education or child study are academically respect-
able as wel/'as practicably desirable, to involve Ministry and Board officials
and teathere in the identification of issues for investigation and in diecuesions
concerning how the information and ideas thus generated might be fed back to
committee and classrooM, to preparing proposals for grants in aid and foundation
financing that give groups of students opportunities to undertake research that
will contribute towards their own doctoral objectives.

We take it as axiomatic that the active discussion of these issues should
accompany any process of growth in the scale and scope of graduate studies in
Education.

Graduate studies and in-service courses

Any estimates of growth in graduate study opportunities must take account
of the provincial policy on in-service studies for teachere. We have been .

assured that it is the Minietry of Education's intention to hand over responsi-
bility for in-service courses to the universities. Among the diffiCultie# of
such a transfer are the high costs of university provided courses and the conflict
betWeen'What some people claim to be an excessively theoretical approach on the
Part of the university faculty and others as the low 1eVel, "tutu and 001te:
approach of some of the present Ministry coureea. Wedo not know if an impartial
investigation, such as we have been unable to make, would show these problema to
be as large as some of our Witnesses felt them to be. It could, bOW01-rer,be
argued that,such problems as there are might be overcome by reconceptua/izing
for planning purposes all the kinds of work undertaken by teachers after certifi-
cation as further professional study, rather then undergraduate and graduate
work on the one hand, and "in-service couteea" on the other.

In principle, there seems no reason why arty of the kinds of work encompassed
by the title further professional studies should not carry some credit towards
appropriate university courses at undergraduate or graduete level. Such appar-
ently bread and butter topics as the teaching of reading, the adOinistratiOn of
school records, the organization of the open areas elementary school, the content
of the secondary school physical education programm4 are all capable of being
dealt. with at many different levels in wos that are consistent with the aims and
purposes of both undergraduate and graduate study. Bifferences in subjectmatter
and in level of treatmeht are not in themselves sharp enough to justify any very
clear distinction being made between university and non-university studies. $uch
distinctions customarily have more to do with who is responsible for organizing
and teaching the course, and even the instructors of non-university courses are
sometimes themselves university teachers. There should be means whereby staff of
the Ministry of Education and Ministry of Colleges and Universities, of the
School boards, teachers organizations and universities concerned with further
professional studies can meet together on a regular basis to discuss needs,
identify and help to reconcile differences in emphasis, and make proposala to the
respective providing bodies on new courses and forms of organization. We are
aware that there beim been good contacts between for example, the Ministry of
Education and individual universities over specific proposals and developments,
but this does not seem to us to be enough. More broadly based coordinating



groups are needed. They should be concerned net only with the essessrient of
existing proerammes, but with the need for new ones, with regional and provin-
cial availability, with communication and with a general Watching brief. ,A
broader conception of further prefessional_itudies for serving teachers,
cherecterised by a real effort to clarify the relationship between, and respon-
sibility for, graduate, undergraduate, "make-up" and tonAward bearing courses,
ice necessary stage in the up-grading of the provincial teaching force.
Machinery to estebli0h this concept will also permit Some rationalization of
courses and programmes, permitting an institution to offer study opportnaities
for which demand and/or need exists and which do hot form part of a neighbour
ing institution's programme. Cooperation between universities is essential,
Thit(Wpartienlarly imPOrtentilor example, in the metropolitan Oronto area,
where 0101, York and the University-Of Toronto Faeulty:pf Education ere ell
involved in further professional stuayfer teachers, and in areas away from a
university, where off- campus-offerings may W04140840 during Winter sessions.
The gUidelinee on off- campus cortrees recently agreed by OM represent a useful
clarification of prectice in this area of activity. It has alee::tobe recognized
that university involvement in any-,provitiCialtoordination of furtherprofessional
studies involves more than the faculties of education. A0 has been. noted earlieri
many 06000 are studying in arts, science and social science faculties,

AtattginabmikaLta4AuktviAoms.

Another factor influencing the scale of provision is the level'of admission
requirements to graduate programmes in Education. We have met some differences of
opinion on this issue in the course of our discussions in the province, and these
have been referred to in an earlier section.

Our position on the principles involved can be stated quite simply. One
of the most distinctive educational ideas of our times has to do'with the
appropriateness of broader access to education at all levels, and with the need
for a new and more open look at transfer credits end admission requirements.
This is not to imply right of access without indicators of probable success; it
does imply less parochial attitndes with respect to credits both in alts And
science and in education, an oPPortunity for the applicant to prove his capacity
in terms of present performance., rather than tholes of ten years or so earlier,
and attention to the length and quality of his professional contributions and
experience.

Some of the suspicions that heim been entertained'conesrning the'quality
of applicants for graduete work in education in the past willitave been coloured
bytheitenerallyjew standard of initial requirements for teaching, especially
for teaahingIn'alSmaitaryiehoe141A-Orefitielefial-iiii0'haiiviiodii-tiolikw---
manta of one year Peet Grade 13, however irrelevant'to the,aatual qualifications.
of graduate study aspirants, does little to inspire confidence concerning
educational etudies within the university community as e Wholes

Within a few years this image will have changed, and the Education
faculties will have new opportunities to establish the academic and professional
credibility of their field. At the same time, c4ore will 'till he a need to
retain flexible admiSsion regOrsaalOts. flaccalenreate datiraa results are by no
means ec faultless indicator of graduate study poteitial, especially in education
where candidates are normally mature men and women with substantial professional
experience.
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Such candidates will need appropriate financial support. The level of
financing that may be appropriate to recent graduates embarking on Masters and
Doctoral work in a non-professional faculty is often quite inadequate for
candidates in education. In the United Kingdom a recent government White Paper
(Educations A framework for $xpansion, December 1972) has Stated that by the
end Of the decade not less than three per cent of the teaching force willat
any one time be on full-time secondment on full pay for study in a university,
college or professional centre. We recommend that attention be given to the
possibility of ensuring greater regularity of practice and a higher level of
provision in respect of teacher secondments by school authorities; in Ontario.

In the light of ill the foregoing, we favour a pattern of admission
requirements that include

(a) a general arts or science degree with at least second cia00
standing, normally plus one year of professional studies

(b) a four year B.Ed, with second oleos standing

(c) a four year B.A./B.Ed., or B.Sc./Bad. with second class (standing

(d) any of the above without second olasa standing, -but with
auccepsful completion, atss similar level, of an appropriate

oVrelevent courses, which might be othetthanOnder
graduate arts and science courses

(e) plus appropriate standing in such spedific undergiaduite
courses as may be deemed requisite for entry to a particular
programme or field of specialization.

It must be emphasized that these, recommendations are without prejudice
to the candidecy'of some exceptional students with or without prior experience
of educational studies whose background qualifies them for adOission on'other
grounde. This is PattiCularly.important-in respect-of certain-graduate pro-
grammes in e.g., adult education, higher education, etc..

The Universities' Projections (Step Five)

Another step in arriving at a realistic estimate of future provision is
to examine the numbers; for which universities wish to provide. Table 4 shows
tentative projections offered by some of the universities in the Spring of
1972. These are based on 1971 enrolments, and might have been different if
the 1972 position had been used as a base.--A number of universities that have
indicated their clear intention of undertaking graduate work in education have
not yet specified their likely levels of enrolment, and no figures are avail-
able for other institutions (e.g., Carletois, McMaster) that may later wish to
become involved.



IentatiVe Projected Entolmente for Graduate Courses and Programmes
in Education, 1976/11 (as submitted by univereitiee early in 1972)

:

':. :University Doctorates M.A. M.Bd. M.A.T. Other

F.T. P.T.' F.T. P.T. F.T. P.T. F.T. P.T. F.T. p.T.

Toronto, OISE 240 110 150 168 1607'

Ottawa 50 60 200* 900*

Queen's 42 300

Western 35 175 60

Lakehead 10 35

York 39 40 72

Totals 290 170 389 900 255 2157 60 72

*includes 411 Masters programme!

Some of these figures have since been revised, and this hap been taken into
account in arriving at the recommendations in the final section of this report.
Furthermore, variations in the statistical base of university forecasts some

figures were given in terms of rTgo others reflectedLactual enrolments - and in
some cases, lack:of information aboUt the type of progradme (M.A./M.Ed. et:64
proposed, suggests that these figures may not be reliable. They do, however,
proVide some indication of the universities' expectations at an early Staga:10
the planning exercise that hasled:to this report.

The Stock of Teachers with Graduate Qualifications (Step Six)

Given:the age distribution of graduate studepteand the fact that job
oppot.t40400 outside the:c4sor9OROPO outside 04tati.p:IptthofKi with tlOo40'
and Doctors degrees may not grow as rapidly in the future as they did during
the:eixties, it seems possible that increased proviaion during the next feW
years-coUld lead to --a fairly rapidjnoreatie-in the'proportion-Of-teaChers -

qualified at this-leve/. Our terms of reference reflect the anxietieethatexict
in many countries concerning the possible "over- production" of advanced gred04e0

But given the largely profeseionalicharacter ofthefield of studies with which::
we are concerned; such considerations appear rather lets relevant to our task than-'
they may be to that of other consultant groups.

The "market" for graduate studentS in Education is very much in the hands
of those who determine the qualifications necessary for employment at different
levels Ofthe-004eat1onal system. Shortagei and surpluses are, to some extent
atleett, Ortifetts of the certification process.: If the reasoning of the
ftededing sections is sound, and improvement in the level of qualification of
the teaching professionAoes'produce edudatiOnal and:soCietal payoffs, then the
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volume of advanced work that should be undertaken has more to do with the
existence of appropriate facilities'and with whet a particular system can
afford than with the limitations of a particular market. It is for these
reasons that we have concentrated in this report on demand, educational need,
and the quality of wines') and programmes, rather than upon the effects of
the universities and our own proposals on the numbers of teachers qualified
at various levels.

We now turn our attention to the assessment of individual universities'
proposals.



CHAPTER FOUR

GUIDELINES AND CRITERIA FOR

INSTITUTIONAL ASSESSMENT
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In the preceding chapter we outlined six steps in our reasoning about the
future of graduate studies in Education in the Province of Ontario. In this
chapter we take our argument a stage. further in outlining the guidelines ,and
criteria that we have employed in making the institutional assessments that
are set out in detail in Chapter Five.

The first section of the chapter states five general principles concerning
institutional involvement in graduate work that derive from positions formulated
earlier in this report. In the second section we list the headings under which
we. have set out in the following chapter to appraise the part that each institu-
tion might play in graduate work in Education.

A word of caution is needed here. Our assessment of individual institutions
is designed to facilitate discussion within the discipline group and beyOnd. We
make no claim that it has ultimate validity; indeed, it is highly dependent on
our personal impressions, assumptiOns, and beliefs. Wt: have, however, tried to
make the fdllest poseible use of the data supplied by each university, including
the curricula vitae. And we have tried to be systematic in the process of
reasoning from these data -- as, for example, in the use of indices for the
Application of Specific criteria to each of the institutions.

General Principles' and Guidelines

I. Preamble: The evidence reviewed in the preceding chapter suggests
that the Ontario university system will face a considerably increased.demand
for graduate studies in Education -- initially and primarily at the Master's
level, but later at the doctoral level as well. Furthermore, we have argued
that the position of graduate studies in education can be defended quite'apart
from the existence of a burgeoning demand.

The evidence also suggests that studies in professional education, at
both the graduate and undergraduate levels, are in need of reassessment,
experimentation, and innovation.

The foregoing argues for a somewhat dispersed, diversified and competitive
system of graduate studies in Education.

Principle #1. There should be no general prohibition against any university
becoming involved in graduate studies in Education -- at the Master re level, in
specific and approved areas. Indeed, most universities should be expected to move
in this direction, in accordance with certain guidelines, at some appropriate time.

II. Preamble: It is generally' assumed that graduate study in any discipline
should deVelop upon a solid base of undergraduate programmes. In educatibn,'this
assumption is normally interpreted to mean that graduate education should develop
upon a base of undergraduate teacher education programmes. In the Ontario context
this tends to mean that graduate studies in Education should be contemplated only
in those universities which have absorbed, or will absorb, Teachers' Colleges.

This assumption is not an unreasonable one. But we have been impressed by
the observations of certain Ontario universities: first, that the history of
some institutions engaging in both teacher education and graduate studies in
Education has shown a measure of misunderstanding and conflict between the two
sectors -- with the result that quality has been difficult to achieve at both
levels; and second, that some of the most distinguished graduate programmes in



EdUcation in other coutriea (the.U.S,A,-, for example) haVe deVelopeipon
strengths in, and collaborative arrangements With,:the basic and related-
:disciplines -- not upon teacher education programa:ed.

Principle #2. Either one of two conditiOns Ohould be reuldectms-fhe'
basic qualification for a university's entry into graduate studies in,Educations

Either.

a. The universit should have an established teacher education
with a 'critical mass of highly competent staff members in the
appropriate specializations in Education:

Or

b. The university should have a Minimal cadre of staff members in
Edtlementilalanng this cadre with
contributions from appropriate related fields.

III. Preamble: Education as a field of study encompasses a host of
specializations and sub-specializations.- This has led, in some cases, to the
growth of very large faculties and colleges of Education, sometimes gravely
isolated from the rest of the university.

In other institutions, however, attempts were made to take account of
Education's breadth as a field of study through another technique; the develop-
ment of,the so-called "generalist professor". (Some of this is now in evidence
in Ontario universities.) The dangers of this sort of:thing are obvious:
superficiality in scholarship; a decline in the research that ought to attend
teaching; and a general demeaning of graduate study in Education.

Principle #3. Quality graduate studies in Education can best develop in
close collaboration with the various.non- Education faculties and departments
of the university, with graduate programmes planned to include contributions
from the various related disciplines.

[On the current Ontario scene, because of its size and special mandate,
OISE has established itself as a special cased

IV. Preamble: Just a few decades ago, secondary education was Pr-00404
only for the intellectually and economically privileged. After the Second.
War, however, secondary education was opened to all and post-secondary
education' became the exclusive domain of the privileged, -BUt still later,
just over a decade ago, postsecondary-education was similarly expanded and
diversified to include opportunities for all high school gtaduates Then
graduate study became the only remaining bastion of academic standards and

exClusivenesS.

Today, there are many (including members of the teaching professiOn in
Ontario) who contend that the time has come for universities to reexamine their
requirements for admission to graduate study. They base this contention upon
twO'argUMents, each of which has some empirical support: first, that under-

graduate experience has not proven to be a good 'predictor of success in graduate

study; and second, that experience and maturity (which teachers allegedly achieve



in their profession) is a better predictor of success than is undergraduate
achievement.

These considerations pose a dilemma= on the One hand, one cannot but
.appreciate the university's desire to maintain standards though one might
Well wonder whether limiting admiseion as it now does is the best:waytO achieve
this admirable goal; on the other hand, one cannot but sympathize with the
mature individual who would like to have: one more opportunity tcOie involved in
the educative OTOC$88 but is denied by reason of an undergredUatereCOrd.

Principle 04. Universities should reexamine the methods they now employ
to maintain ualit the should reexamine their admission licies and the

ahead experiment with probationary admiasions, transition programme_:, and the
like to give'more people a chanCeat)IrtiduateAlAt StandardCoUperformance,
however- should: be fully as demanding as :are elsewhere -411: the unwreity.

V. Preambles Finally, as a matter of principle,:a Clear distinction must
be made between graduate study at the Heater's level and graduate study at:the
Doctoral level. Indeed, all of the principles and guidelines enunciated aboVe
must be viewed in the context of this distinction,

Master's level study is about to become a rather common aspiration among
professional educators. This development ie one which shpuld be encouraged and
facilitated.

Doctoral level study, however, is likely to remain, throughout the fore-
seeable future, the aspiration of a considerably smaller:group of indiVidUals in
the Education profession.

Principle #5. Ainea"earsthl.---2tueltm:htlIt°"reendrathet-""
expansion and development of master :,programmes, siseh :is not the case with

respect to doctoral programmes. On the Contra a 00 case Can be Mad for

no new doctoral programmes until: (1 the Institution jroposing the prOgramMe
has had. substantial experience -- say: five years in Masters loVel work
(2) the demand for doctoral work has increased to the point where new oppo
tunitiea are needed; and (3) standards of staff qualifications, facilities, and
so On have been clearly established.

Specific Criteria

Against the back-drop of the general principles enunciated above, each
specific institution's plans for the development of graduate studies, must be
reviewed in terms of a number of specific criteria;

I. Geography and Catchment Area D099 the University have the population

base to support graduate programmes? Does it serve a."region" -- defined in
terms of its geographic location and/or the population which it might serve by
reason of its uniqueness or strength of its programme?

It must be recognized that Some universities, such as Lakehead, might base
their claims upon the discreteness and perhaps isolation of their natural,
geographiC catchment areas -- while others, such as OISE might base their claim
upon a programme which draws upon the whole of the Province, and elsewhere.

It must also be recognized that certain non-educational and non..economic
factOrs:must bt considered in connection with this criterion. Conceivably, in
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any given region, there may be a kind of ethos, a set of regional nniclueneeees
and aspivatione which argue strongly for the establishment of regional inatitu-
tions and programmes. These cannot be ignored.

It. Demand and Need, Is there evidence that individuals will, in fact,
avail themeelves of opportunities for graduate Study if and when such oppOr-
tunities exist?, Is it the opinion of policy-makers in Education that personnel

. need such opportunities?

III. Institutional Commitment. HAS the University displayed initiative
in and genuin support for the development of graduate studies in Education?
Are there indications that the whole University will give thrust to the
endeavor?

Faculty Strength. Does the Faculty of Education have a critical mass
of qualified staff? Is there evidence that other disciplines have actually been
recruited to the service of graduate studies in Education?

V. Facilities. Is the library adequate? Are other facilities of epace'and
equipment available for the programmes proposed?

VI. R & D Environment. Is there potential for an environment in which
graduate student and faculty research can flourish?

Application of guidelines and Criteria

Our mandate is to recommend, with respect to each institution, as follows:

1. Whether or not it should offer graduate programmes;

2. if so, at what level;

3, in what fields;

when it might begin;

5. under what conditions, and

6. for what numbers of students.

As we have noted, our terms of reference call for a precise specification
of the numbers of students to be enrolled in the various Specialism in each
institution. This part of our mandate appears to have grown out of a manpower
approach to planning graduate studies, which we have argued is:inappropriate::
in the field of Education.

In application of our principles and criteria, we begin with two assumptions:

1. that most, if not all, institutions should, under certain conditions,
plan to offer the Master's programme; and

2. that few, if any institutions, other than those now offering Doctoral
programmes should consider doing so before about 1977.

Clearly, each university's case is a special one. Some base their claims
largely 1POn established strength; others largely upon geography, other largely
upon allagadnead:404/0-400aadran4 PO 01.

-
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Hence, it is very difficult to engage in general comparisons among or
between various institutions' pr0091410. Though all criteria are to be
regarded as important, some clearly have greater significance in one
thanln another. M14.1110.Yi thOugh:OneJOstit4i0Y104Y OPOOar to have-s,
stronger case than another, in terms of presentday conditions, the latter,00
appear to have potential which cannot be ignored.

Fede4 with theSe and other difficulties of comparison, we decided to
proceed through two phases of apalySist first, a general assessment and
comparison of the strengths and weaknesses Of:all institutions' prOPoialWand
seCond,"4h assessment of eachopeCifid:prOpos4 in light of its special character,-
emphases, and so on. 'These assessments 14104
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In this Chapter we provide, with respect to each institution

A. A description of the existing situation and a statement of
inetitOtiOnea esOratiOne. These 00qAtpon 40Cutente 0004ted fOr
ACAP,:WisitatOtheVariOUtoeMpuSas and discussion with OdUcetion
olficials throughout the Province.

. An evaluation in tgrOs of Geography, Demand', InetitutiOnal Commitment,
r4.404Y Strength, realities and It and DenvironMent,:,

C. An outline and appraisal of the institution's plans for its own future.

D. Recommendations

The Chapter is divided into three sections

Universities', with exi8ting gradUate'Programmes or courses in
Education

Ontario Institute for Education Studiee University of t00110
University of Ottawa
Queen'elkkiyersity,-Kingston
university of:Western Ontario, London
UniVersitY0f Guelph:

2. Uniyersitiea that have submitted propopale for graduate work in
Education,

Brock University, St. Catharines
Lakehead Uni/ersity, Thunder Bay
University of Windsor
York University, DownsvieW

3. 10ther Universities

Carleton University, Ottawa
McMaster University, Hamilton
Faculty of Education (formerly Ontario College of Education)
University of Toronto



Section One

Universities with Existing Graduate

Programmes Or Courses
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Uctivereity of Toronto. Ontario Inetitutelor Studies in Education

A. Description Of theep#oximately1;000 students f011owing4reduate
programmes in education in the'PrOVinee of Ontario', OISE entole some 1,891; or
43-per-cent of the total, distributed among-eleveh diets of

_

More thai half the 4$2 full-time students are pursuing etddiea at tWdOetOral
leve1,4the remainder being, diatribUted about equally between.U.A. and MEd.
Applied Psychology (26 Per cent) Curriculum (13 pet cent) And History-and
Philosophy of Education (12 per cent) account-forabOut half the-total-full-
'time enrolment, Nearly all the 1,200 plus part.itime Students at -the Masters
level are enrolled for the M.Ed., 24, per cent in Curriculum; 15 par-cent in
Applied PsychOlogy;-13 04 cent in Special Education, 1.1 per Cent each in
Education Administration and History and Philosophy, and 'der, in
much smaller numbers, in the other areas_of specialization.;_

Approiimately one half-of the full-gime students in 1971 were teachere,,
principals and,others employed in education,immediately prior_to-regiStretion.
The _remailAer comprlsoLM .trotk noirestticational_pasiti.pg#, such

:worker, social worker, and in busineWand industry, and li%-WhO_Wer,e.preiiiOns4)
pursuing udder - graduate studies. Oprof the:patt.gime suidentiraW04404:Aii,
eduCitionareccupations; and over tiro .thirds ate 'teachers and principals --(0I4-.1
Graduate Studies Report: issues; Enrolments, PrOectione. 'Tehl.es:V#01/01''
and /C/Ns', XIVb and XV.) -

, eN

6 1-
These students are superVised by,119 fulld-time and 46-part.-time faculty ,

members (1911 figures), 'the great majority of whom,poseesa*lh.D; .408001W;'::-
their respective areas of. specialization. Table -5 (calculated,frOt"deta Made'
available on form la and in Issues, Enrolments; Pro actions) eh* numbers of
staff and students, percent46 of.-stiff holding the Doctorate, and the totalTi..-
stafftime spent in each diviaion.

Calculations from figures on which Table 5 is baded indicate that`95
per cent of the full-time and 60 per cent of the part-time staff in.contact.-
with OISE graduate students hold the Ph.D degree. The majority_of part-time
staff and practitioners with specialized responsibilities in a school system
or other educational agency.

Candidates for admission to the M.Ed. liwt: hold.a 3 or 4, year PaSe or
Honours Bachelor's degree with at least Vetendingvhave_had &year of:pro-
fessional education or its equiValent'1404:Wieeetone:year ofeuccessful
professional experien*ityeducation(Someti000 i0eived).and perform 1411 in

Analogies,Teet,,,j0t four year deSr000:normilly
required. MostPh.D. aspirants take theli.A. first, theivIOInthe-second
year-of the 3 year,Doctorel:programme, 1,0taome. enter direct. Holders-of the
Toronto,M.E(L' may be admitted to the Ph0D.,:aubject to the successful completion-
of certain additional:studies. The MD. requires aH.a. or M.Ed. with high
standing, °demonetrebly euccee eful prof eaai enel-*Ter*eqOe in education ", high

scores on the Hiller Analogies Test aa44044are Record` Exoiaations'AoltakITeat
Teat, eviden00 OU41.1340 to undertake rese#OG'00411P0000e4 -I
references (0,IWBUlleti4)1Xnentwer to questions 000i4 in 1971 by the
Ontario Teachere Vederetion,- OISE .indicated that, allOwing for. differences
between proposed fields of study, about one in two of qualified 41)04;440.48
for full-timeCOUtOeil and four out of five of those parttime programmes
have been successful in obtaining placea in recent years (Addendum tolkAO.
.tandy* from O.T.F. to Chairman of Education Discipline GrOup). -lhese-figures

1
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Ontario Institute for Studies in tduc4tio!It
Enrolment8 and Staff'Date 1971/72

Division

Students .

Full.-time Part-time
Doe. M. NN
1 2 3

No. of Staff

P.T.
4 5

.No vi.01
Ph.D.

7

Number-_o4

Stiff on
PIE basis

Adult Education` 12 17 :92 13 ' 3 10.71

*Applied Psychology
(inc. connolling)i 66 46 179 23 23 12 20.80

Computer Applications 9 7 40 , 9 1 9. 1 5.15

CurricOlOm 22- 34 2.79 23 22 5 17t25,

Educ. Administration 14 30 129 21 1 21 0 16.75

EducatiOna/PianniO8 14 6 32 13 1 12 1 12.80

Higher Education 3 2 2 2 2 2 1 2.16

*Hietoiy:& Philosophy' 28 23 . 121: 11 10 0 11.0

MessUi0000t40d
Evs1uatiOn 10 15 19 14 14

11)45
SociologY and

E440tiOn 17 18 45 5.03

Special Education 9 21 153 6.22

Other 4 2 11

*Because the ACAP and the OISE classification of divisions do not exactly
coincide, and student numbers are given in accordance with the OISE list, the
latter has been used for this table.

Sources: Columns 1 - 2 from Table II of LAC9AttlLlaStle8-EiltPrO011etiOrke p06.
Column 3 from Table XI of Issues Enrolment-- Projection 0.18.
Columns 4 - 8 calculated from foims la and

b' ( 4.0-on-P;e(l)) in OISE
Sub:Anion op tit.
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do not take into account those potential students who may have been counselled
out prior to the formal consideration of applicatione.

CoUrae requirements for the 11.Ed. Comprise at letket eight ha*couracia,
each of one to one and a half class -hours weekly titoug4out'ths reg010;4e00iOn.

reqUitea Six helfeoUrsee, a:thesis and one academic year OrjUllItiMe
studY.For the Ph.D., two years Of reOdeAce are demanded, with a major subject
equivalent to four half,couraeS, aminor of twcOialfcourees (often undertaken in
a graOate4ePartment other than educutlen)i,kMajcir th4Sts which must "constitute
a significant contribution to the knowledge of th0Jield of study ", and an oral
examination (University'of TorOnto General Requirements for Degrees p.25). The
Ed.D. progtemme has recently been reactivated.'

In the 04004 .967/8 to 1971/2 th4V4ivereiWconferted just under 2,000
Graduate Poilk6:141 Education, the annual total doubling from the beginning to
the end ofthe five-lear period. The most recent year!i total was twenty-seven
Ph.D.s, six Ed.D.s, fifty11.A.s and 403114Ed.s.: (OI$E Submissionform 6.) Of
the eighty7two Doctoral OredUetea 14 the period 1968/71fOrtY-one obtained
employment WPntarie, Sixteen in Other1WW4f:Ceneclei 444,twenty-five.else-
where --. forty-194r asilnivereity profesOora, sixteen'in'EduCation Administration
and twenty three in-other positions. (OISE j___A§ Ljaolectl_sulssuesErtrolmetoP.
cit. Table XXX p.420'

The Op400VeeourceS available to OISE at the present time are claimed as
"fully,ade4u001.14 80;14-expansion Ae:poseibleAfithinAW4X00.4g building,.
which could'be.ektended to, twice its present size on adjoining land which has':
already been seCurOdagainet thinOVentuality. In addition to the usual
faculty off*OalactOre.:seminer and committee rooms, each full -time student
can be provided .With4 working 0tation of 75 sq. ft. (OM Submiseioq Section
B2b(ii).) Other facilities include an 44104.7110u01J0erVica unit,'a library
audio-visualUn#1 amo4ern languageSCentre-tape,c01100100, and an 18-man
editorial division responsible,'inter ali4iJortheloUblicatiOn::of four
educational journals. Reader - printer terminals connect with IBM 360/65, 370/155,
and Univa0 1108, and the DePartment of Computer Application0 has its own time-
shared facility. There is fulli304.'UOcepability. There 10 an education clinic
and a modern languages centre incorporating a 40- position language laboratory and
C.C.T.V. equipment (Submission $2b(vi)).

OISE ie affiliated with the University of Toronto for graduateMudiea in
education, and under the agreement of affiliation OPPlies the overwhelming bulk
of the UniveraitY'e Graduate Department of E4O040404/Iii0Or)i 0VOOtential
difficultyariapa withip:theVnivereity0f Tore0t0..!:OZSE relationebip,j0thet
over the yeare,there has been relatively little contact between 0;$4,484 00
Faculty of 0444tioni,Unive#oitY of TOr00tOf However, in December 1972 an
Education T40 Force was established at the call of the President of the University
of Toronto.'to explore and recommend ways in which closer cooperation and co/leb!':
oration may be effected to make maximum use of the various resources beaTing UpOn
Education associated with the Univereity, and in particular Cooperation and collab-
oration betWeen OISE and the Faculty of Education. The Ta#,Force has the gull--
support of the Director of OISE; the Dean of the Faculty of Education, and oft
Dean of the School of Graduate Studies.

Given the scale of its existing operation, the future plans of the University
of Tcv.)nto and of OISE are of particular importance in assessing the development
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of graduate atUdiea,in education in:theAlrovinie. -Three -seta, of projections
--''mktololy#114-4400 the'Oonsiiltanta,-7Wlitit twOutbairt1400004040.:
itiNsiCA Co ihe'c ttee ori-Vniveriity-Affaiti5 in October, 1.971-. .ProlectieDA.,
-of IA* it;_Anci hawkers td-Aii0fil *oti the *Ova* ion; that Oda ea

Ji0e0:04WOVa rising tOtatgraduat0L504004C,Wt401rovin40.1441414014=-
retWir.c,O,fratiO tlie:1971 eiatita4-0,7_,Y tnOeigir lit4040-8'45(ectO''

:404014;(40timate M.Ed. projaitiOnb*re-thiOidf_0'4'0144/Y=Wriiatp4,,,
popo,t49p-,at -a growing teacher stook*. thin a--beita *raS''jpsige4- reasonable

_rotal enrolment at betwean;2Mi- ("Eitlitate A") -, 'and 2,994 (Eetitnate
EH> 197,6 against. the 1972 figure I) 775. _ *nea: 1104: wereoprocedi--the 'assumptions of rieing,Oyerall graduate-enrolment:On which =they
were based haVe been challenged, leading ,to the,preeentarion"byth(Vchatron-of
the Department of Educational Thwiry 'of more modesteStimairto the'SChool_

Areduate 8tudisa in, Fabruary4_1912.4- Thpoe_oviA8Cout.in

.

_TABLE 6
,

Tentative Enrolment FrOjection, February 1972 .

Graduate Department'of Educational Theory
1971..72 to 1976.477

.

1971-72 1972-73 1973-74 197475 1975-76 1976-71-

R.ctoral
Full-time 191 204 218 229 235 - 240

OCtOra
Part -time 88 94 101 :106 108 _110

:itetre and{ Other

Fu11-time 254 272 291 306 312

:eters and Other
Part -time 1076 1194- ,1325-

,
1431 1545 '1607';

4*-, --2972' ,13op

.

-'47:5

ssio -touggeste 010-0*04 thi_iattore:thaiineod to-lie--tonsider
1-.4VA14-04,the_4664_111ry Of-thaaa or any 06.0 Oit'0040404tee*ii-00040;

-0#04i49 available to ,itIOPPO 0.1144,00;_0 04006 i-04-004oroogowo :01'04n1w uni*sitisco
it'-44440-000061:40n ii0ha athoa,440_teiChkrlippu1atioWi and :;an_ incr04$0
0.00portion iii-tetiehera wishingt6:undeitalie-gradnite work-40fthe finfesaion

becomes more competitive and programmes become available. The Institute is clear
that °enrolment futures in education are, bright . 4%. readily
employminto-even-in A tightening market . . Educationi With relatively new oppor-
tunitieelfer graduate itudy_inrOnterielo-is not- one:orthose fie14S where fears of --

!,---OvekTfodu6C1on'have arisen":'-(Oldirtubmiesionsection1124

ti
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B. Evaluation:

1, Geography: Toronto is at the centre of the largest metropolitan
area in Ontario. Furthermore, it is now one of Cdnada'e two-major.regions
of population, cultural -and iddustrial development. .Rence) in teria of
geography alone, OISE is likely to be viewed,UY ProsPectivistudents as one
of the most attractive centres in Canada for graduate Study.

2, Demands Currently, OISE-enrols Berne-1,891 graduate itudentain
Educatiok-- 63* of the `total for the whole-of theproVinc* -Just overAnto-
third'Of these ,are full time, resident students. ItrWentietpated that by:
,1977i full-time'enralments will,hive-inereased-to-spproximetelyanCpart.!,
time will have` increased tO,pv(I'li/tOr a totel'O about 2,275 _EetiOac

:maybe safely asiumed4hati evediwithliacreesed,c0Opetition-frolfother---:-
_Universities, OISE As not likely to.experiende a iignif*corit decrease in

demand.

Institutional Comtitments OISE i4 notAuite=comparabliVith Other-
.Ontario Univerei ties p for, the reason that it is Apt, 44-iditeetlys4ellant,--1Upon
'the University of Toronto as the _tYP$401, '4010 -Of Ifi4u644Wili)44itir-hols4
university; OtSEwae-Chartered:in4065.40 an in4OPen404,01Y44-1:00dot ac,.
independent Board-* GOvernere, ,and'deals:dired tly"With' '111PIOY. c410400!
464',Univeraitieeln the-finateing of4ridu4tezOrOgrOi*earha'40004-000tAVthe-,:-
`001tarib,00varnment, hoWe*Or at lost to -the' Or04440,,:it04Wot0001.41WW4OISIVe epetAtietio appears to have been substantial throughout -t)W4f4 :Of-the'?:
ihstitution- _

4. Faculty Strength: The distribution of-ficultY is such ae-tesindicate
strength in all fields of_specialization. -Indeed, in terme-of -FaeIty,strenghi
OISE compares favourably,with_the best institutions Oita type in the world.-

Though it would appear that-the Institute Me not de4eloped strong ollay
borative relationships with the various facultioa and department(' Of,the '-
University of Toronto; it-has, nevertheless," developed sUbstantiel interdisci!:
Plinary strengths within itself, All of the major disciplines related -to
education are well represented on the faculty. ,ftrthermore, these appear to be
deployed in such'ways as to facilitate inter-departmental and, henCe, inter-
disciplinary cooperation within the institution.

S. Facilities: The Institute has one of the finest, most uo-to-date
facilities anywhere in North'America. Space is Adequate for now and expandable
for the future; the library is well-stocked and well-manned; and the-4.V,,
computer, and other technological resources are superior.

6. R. & D, gnvironment: OISE,was created, not only to give impetus to
graduate studies in Education in Ontario, but also to Pioneer the development
of a major R. & D. thrust in education for the province. IA keeping with:this
aspect of its mandate. the Institute assembled a large, comPeteot. research and
development-oriented staff; it endeavoured to establish linkages with various
parts of the education system to facilitate R. & D. work; and it attempted,
through its budgetary procedures, reward system, and other means, to promote R.
& D. projects in its staff.

As is inevitable 14 40 enterprise of this nature, there were errors in
judgement and unanticipated problems Were encountered' the'mobilitetion of
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Abeff f0; large Scale R, *D. endeaVours' proved to be difficult; the establish.;
-ettitib of :proper relitioaatii0d-With olient0YeteWproved -to,take sore 4mi,and
,it;,,tentAMthar: had,beea antioiOeted. Because it has-been more involved in more

1410491i#;04111-0t4t.:44titiltionai' OXSE VlaYMAVO med04000:-IMiftaltea_than,.-
aany,-4hezit 13iciuseTit-haSIOade*StakeS0t:t49-8100m0'10#1104:1100.-

144 can be) no doubt that the Institute-hweatiblished itself 40,41).4ca
-setterA.0 Educational Ressaroh-anci.DeVoleiment in Canadivendhes acquired
world wide- reP0tationo (Otentiet-: fer, the future, is: v4117,,tirefitt 1.0(104i:; ,On

alt the,Oriteria.ef ficUltY'eXperionWthat_wehave-eipteyed qualifications,
;range Of university experience in,canada,and!abroads-,numbers,01higherdegrees,
supervised: and gradUatoiccoureei taughts,book,and_jOUttelpublications,the
staff of -the Institute_diaplayexcePtionaLstrength:Unmatohed'ettewhere.in the
Province. ,The.involvement_6/ 41high'PrOpprtiOn 01 this steffin Researdh and_
Development activities:is, in our view, an essentiai'Conceitient'ef the exile.;
once of.a wide range of Master's and'beciOral-Programmog

C.- Proposals for the Future: OISE antioipates a steady but modest increase
in,ite enrolments'in,all fields of specialization to 1976/77, when it is predicted
that they will total some 4215.

,Ths,Institute does not appear to anticipate drastic shifts and emphatles 9r
.programme offerings in-the-years ahead.- Rather, it he0 declared its intention
simply to reassess and strengthen existing programmeeicto promote,interdepart-
mental collaboration in graduate work; and to stand prepared to'cooperate in
any reasonable way with other institutions as they plan and develop their, own
graduate programmes.

D. Recommendations:

1. OISE has firmly established itself as the leader in graduate studies in
education in Ontario. In Our judgement it must, for the foreseeable future, be
regarded as the pace-setter it the field, Given the evidence of increasing 4ewend
for graduate Study opportunities, especially in the Toronto area, the InstitUtes'
aspirations" 0i future growth aim modest,

2. We recommend that the Institute should maintain the pattern-of growth
in !Uster's programmes that it has set for itself, that it should contemplate
additional growth in Ph,D. and N.D. program:nes, that it should introdu00.an,;
-elemet,st POWdectora1 nark in aeleetekarese, and that it should,makvadjust_
Wlit.4.1.0040X0pOrtions of M,A. and M. Ed.- cendtdates-in'order to.fit'in)qith
these changed7OMphases.' . 7,

3i -We recommend-that,_during this-period:of Erowth,,OSE monitor :very,
carefiilly'iti-changing relein'the expanding Satotinatitutions Offering.
,graduiii studiee in eduoatien.- There will be-timee'When leadership v1.11-4
required; there will be times when COPeration.will berequired; and there will
6e'timst when OISI's role will be_ modified" -.-in respen00 to developments 0,
other institutions,

Recently OISE has moved in various ways (off-campus course offerings,
regional R. $ D. centres, etc.) to spread its-influence throughout the
province.
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In most cases, these moves have been welcomed both by the profession
and by sister institutions. But not always.

We could find no evidence to indicate that OISE wishes to establish any-
thing like a monopoly either in graduate studies or in R. & D. activities.
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University, of Ottawa Faculty of Education

A. Descriptions Ottawa had a graduate education enrolment in 1972/73
of 783, of.whPsi 197 were following foil- or patt-time courses for the,Ph.D.
(The cOrrespOnding-figurts for 1967/68 Were-168 and-l$,) .These dtudente-were
distributed between five areas of specialization Psychopedagogy,Educationil
FoundatIons., School Counselling, Educational Administration, Measurement and
Experimentation - and supervised by 31, full-time and 20 part-time faculty
Members.

Admission requirements to the Matiter's programme include the possession of
a Bachelor's degree ith at least B standing, For the Doctorate, the M.A.
or the M.Ed. plus an interim research:repOrt of up- grading paper ere:required.
In answer to questions from-the:0TP the Univeraity has indicated thai-it is
currently able to meet only 30 per centrof the demand for extra-mural (part-time)
programmes, but that places can be fOund for all thOse qUalified-candidates who
are able to study on a full -tine basis (Addendum to Memorandum froM OTF to
Chairman of the EduCation Discipline Group, p.10)..

Course requirements for the M.Ed. comprise 8 full- courses each consisting
of 60 hours. The M.A. requires, in addition, a thesis. The Ph.D. ,requires 4
connective semesters of residence, 6 full-courses, anoral-compreheneiY0 examin-
ation, and a thesis representing a significant contribution tb eduOation.

In the five-year period between 1967/8 and 1971/2 some 830 Higher Degrees
in Education were conferred, allbUt 40 of these being at'the M4StWO 1017,01.
No statistical-information is available concerning the-locations and types Of
posts to which Ottawa students move after graduation, and the figures giVen by
the University for the most recent employment of their students do'not distin-
guish between part -time and full-time. It appears that three-quarters of the
graduate student body was last employed in Ontario, a further 11% came frOt
Quebec, 3X from other parts of Canada and the remaining 11% froM other countries.
(Calculated from Submission form C(iii)).

Space resources are currently scattered, and during Bummer session are
inadequate., A new Faculty:of Education building was due to be taken into use
in 1474, but we were disappointed to learn that this has been indefinitely
postponed.

In the UniVersity brief to the ComizittWon Univers#Y Affairs of NoveMber.
,1970, it was proposed that total enrolments in E4000tiot'should rise frOrti 140
in 1972/73 to 900 by 1976/77, divided as follows between fUlliatimeand part-
time. It needs to be noted that no increase is proposed in the number of
Doctoral students over this period.
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TABLE 7

PrOjected Enrolments in Masters 0 Doctoral Programmes:
,

University of Ottawa

Masters
Full-time

1172/73 1976/77

170 200

Part -time 680 900

Doctors
Full-time 50 50

Part-time 60
: 60

It is estimated that this would require the addition of 17 full-tine staff
members,-:the present situation being described as follows:

ontil the student/professor ratio becomes OrarealietiC, planniug'fot the
future is not very encoutaging Many of our staff feelthat they are billading
alOtX0011 the air. ..caking the Experimentation and MeatUrement'concentratiOn
ae:an illOstratiOn we find that four fullrtime etaff,carrying:full'teaChingloiade
euOurViee 24 Ph.D. candidates and all Masters candidates doingreSearch in the
concentrationo.es well as providing the necessary consulting service for the
other concentrations.: Similar situations could be described.'' (University
of:Ottawa Proposed Future Plans p.3.)

The FaCulty of Education is now providing off-campus graduate courses to
approXiMately 170 students. This number 10 included in the total of partE-time
enrolmente. At present, an unwritten policY requires that students take at
lease one-half of their course requirement'on-campus.

E. Evaluation:

1. Geography: This is an established institution which, because of its:,
Francophone and humanistic ethos, draWs its students not only from the City of
Ottawa but provincially and nationally. A survey indicates that some two-
thirds of the present etudent body give bilingualism and the opportunity to
have close contact with French culture as their main reason for choosing Ottawa.

2, Demand: One of the special factors that has stimulated
graduate study opportunities in Ottawa is the use of French 110,11
instruction up to and including Grade 13. This has added to the
part -time places from high school teachers, which the university
present satisfy.

AeMend for
medium of-. ---

pressure for
cannot at

3. Institutional Support: The university has a unique responsibility
in Ontario to develop bilingualism and develop French culture, and attracts
special grants for this purpose. It is claimed, however, that these are in-
adequate, and that the university as a whole suffers from shortages of funds.
The Staff/Student ratio in Education is admitted as being the least favour-,
abWof any dupartment and the university authorities are conscious of the 'need
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for improvements in thiedirection.' There a number of uncertainties Conderniug
the future of the university, which will soon have reached the-limits.Of its
present eiteindieeting the need to establish either a satellite campus or a,

se.C.00,1,414,044.41,40100

4. Faculty Strengths The existing well qualified staff are very-Much over:-:
extended.rpffortehave been made to relate the research interests of Ph.D,
aspiranWtO:those of, the staff, but even so, we do-,Mot believe that it,10'*ealietie,
to expect Adequate,Oupervieion of graduate work, especially at doctoral level`, C1),
the baste of ratios such as those referred to in Section A above. iiembertof
otherjaCulties and departments play their part, but we doubt tUthicris sUfficie0
to meet the obligations Which the Faculty of Education- has assumed.

5. Facilities,: Present inadequacies aries'mainly from the temporary
charaCter of thteccommOdAtiOn occupied by the'Faculty.-- Whilst, e.g.,:computer-.
facilities are very good, there is a shortage of classroom and office space,
espeCiallyAurilii the summer session. The library is well stocked and hai good
holdings of research journals and a complete ERIC collection, but it appears _

congested and there is inadequate seating for the number of etiidentormitelled.:
It was hoped that these defidiencies would be overcome when the newladUltY Of--
education building came into use in 1974. We do not know if this was,plann,ed
to houee411P0oi4o number of:ptudents.in various categories (undergradUate,
post - baccalaureate, Staduate)'but the position nowthat,the taking intoute:
of new accommodation has been:postponed will clearly have to betaken into
account in evaluating our recommendations.

O. Research and Development Environment' Research in Franco-Ontarian
schools le said to be a main Concern of the Faculty, whose.profesepriOiork
closelYwith local achool boards in the development and implementation of
programmes in the Ottawa area. Staff overload, however, must inevitably limit
the time that Cene deVoted to this aspect of the work of the Faculty.

C4 Proposals for the Futuret Although each of the concentrations
plans fOr"innovetiOi*An4'0Atichodent", some are especially noted. 1i

Educational AdMinietretiOn "plans are being made to involve ths educational
community in ed0Cational administration leadership projects" with particular
referecee to ."biling41 or prench language schools". It is expected, however,
that this clevelopment:Willhave to be set aside'"uqless,a change of policy comes
abOUt in the financing of a Faculty of Education in this province:-; -At'prieent,
the Edtication Administration'concentration is ,refusing manY,qualifted.candiciatel,

. adMiapion due to staff shortagti"--ThelsychOpe0e$00'40,0entreititin °41'409014q,"'
ing programmes of research and,study centred_olpthe,teicher,;persoOnd-tha:
stOdentlierson concepte",110, in family life education, "is setting_Up_Yelid:,-
programmee therein in view of promoting responsible'leadership"....Agaiii, hOWeveri
it'ia felt that t-mort staff is needed.

The Faculty intends to continue to seek approval Of its Master's programme
po,be-followed, in a year or two, by a Ph.D. programme -- in comparatiVt 04

international education.- -/tpotee that its Comparative Education Centre is
Currently planning "various intermitional meetings where experts will be called
in to discuas with staff and students not only the solutions to prevent-day
problems but also solutions to situations and problems which are bound to hit us
as a, result of future. societal upheavals ".
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Graduate enrolments and staff needs are projected as follows:

TABLE 8

Projected Graduate Enrolment (Pall time and Part-time) in Education

72:ii ii-ii 74 -75 75-76 16-47'

Pull-time: Master'd
Doctoral

170
50

173
50

180

51:'

190
50

200
50

Total 220 223 230 240 250

Part-time: Master's
Doctoral

-

680
60

700
60

830
60

850
60

900 ,

60- .

Total 740 760 890 910 060

.

_

. ,

TABLE 9

Projected Reeds in Terms of Staff Relative to Graduate Enrolment

19727.1973 1973-1974 .1974-1975 1975-1976 _1976-1977

27 32 37

..,.

42 44

One might easily argue that as an established institution the University
of Ottavia.shOuld 1?40 further enlarged and auppOrted so as to involve both
French and English- speaking students at all level.. Indeed it is difficult
to resist the vision of a truly bilingual university, dedicated to the cause
of bilingualism and biculturalism and serving A kind of lighthouse function
in ApC,Oadeiiic setting;-

But for-the UniversitY;of OttaW1/041tY0fEdnont190 tbia may be 4 very
.diffiCult aim to achieve. Already ite'resOuiCeS ere'Over7.exteded..-.:Already
it has found it necessary to deny admission ia'4Ualified'aPPliCanti for
graduate programmes.. And already the pressure of demand froM the French
°peaking community i0 such as t0 make it-increasingly difficult to give

:-reallyadeljuitS attentiont0 the-full-application of a bilingual philosophy.
Thaie-problemi'may become leas severe when Carleton University's plans for
da4'elopmatit'in Education have been clarified.
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D. Recommendations: It is recommended that - until oarleton's plans
emerge - the university of Ottawa devote'itself to the resolution of its,
current problems. We hope that those related to space may be solved by restor-ing the new Education building to the programme. Meanwhile it seems clear that
at the graduate level at least, theta needs to be eubstantial imPrOveMent in
the, staff/student ratio. At present this must militate strongly, not only against
the quality of existing and pvoposed programmes, but, also against staff research,
R. and D. involvement and perhaps other aspects of the operation.
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Queen's University, Kingston

A. Description: Queen's has been operating graduate programmes in Education
onW0i0*49714nd in 1972/3 had a total of 109 part-time and 5 full -'time
Master's etUdentASpeeialiting in Administration and Curriculum, plus' 55 "inactive"
StUdente who attend the summer school programme full-time.

The work of these studenti_is Supervised by some 28 full- and part-time
`tailibefe;" whose fnllwtiM'e"ii.fuiVeliitiit--f6flrednAfeetTidiiti TOE a-6414CW

seven.. It is anticipated that a further 14kmembers of staff: will need to be en- ,

gaged in graduate work if the -plans for 1973 are to be implemented, yielding an
additional 7 PTE, :'Some 60 per cent of present faculty have the Ph.D. or Ed.D.
degree.

r*physical plant available to the faculty has been plant* as evresidentiel
011084 complex, with single,rOpm accommodation for 600 students. .Two future
044itiena*jloore will increase capacity to 900. An integreted resouttes,centre,-
incor0OratinOhe library, with seats for 300, A/V spacea.and equipment, expert-
Ment:WelaSeroOm facilities, and a -PDP -11 computer are all't6,belfound in'the
,Oudetion:,COMple*,:,444:there_le also' access to the university CoMputing:fAcility!

Favourable approval ,by OCOS of the Master'e PFQ8ramm0 iii Adraiiisiett:0 and
= _

Orrieului was given only after agreement that students "must pOSA0A4* nOyrC
Undergreddate degree With,20 clase__Atanding or .0c-t4;1,V*104114 -11110--XliiiAr04V,0000t-Ir
stood that pipilarLAtandards.would:ApplOrtoTany2further:prOgraOmei OOminflOwArd;
for appraisal.-:(Submiseionj.-.1.) These programmes'CaMe-under=010Apa#000tkif-',H
University Affairs embargo-of March' 1971, but -After appeal it:-WAS,Agreed:thet
Planning and enrolment could.go ahiad subject'to b oadele the,e40440.*44.9407
*Onto "to enable candidates who (1) possess a thre year ache*Or'OefirtiO with
Letending or bettei2)JhaVe:staken the Bs$4..degree or 04401Ant
training, and (3) haVe'cOmpleted'successfully four Years of teacbing,'to eligi-
ble for admiseOn". (Submigiion, DoCument 14, p.2.)

The projeCied'enrolOentelor each year from 1972/73 to 1976/77, if the new
-0984MMee are approved, are shown WTable40( 10- These figures representtOtal
enrolments on mainly partr.timeTprogrammes, large:n*66re of-etudento'beiri carried

_ _ _

fOrward from one:yeartOthe-:.next, rather than 044400 populations)'.

TALE 10

RevisedProjected Enrolments, Part-time and Full-time: Queen'e University

72/73 73/74 74/75 75/76 76/77 77/78

Part-time: Summer 150 190 260 320 360 400
Winter 172 150 180 210 240 270

Full-time: 5 12 20 30 35 40

Full-time Equivalents 59 75 96 116 135 152.
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B. Evaluation:

1. Geography and Catchment Area: Queen's University, at Kingston, is located
roughly at the half-way point between Toronto and Ottawa.

The University assumes its "drive-in catchment area" to include all of Region
9 of the Province of Ontario -- extend1418 Westward to Oshawa and the Countx_of--Durham

'and'eastward-to-Cornwall-and.the:-Countyof-Grenville.
professional educators in this area totals 4bomt:6,500- Last yeer0-30g-off, ill_
Queen's graduate students were from outside Region 9.

In addition, Queen's draws atudents from the anglophone sector of the eastern'
portion of the province -- includingl)ttawa and environs. 4hether or not this .

situation will continue to prevail depends to a considerable extant upon future
developments at Carleton (discussed elsewhere in this repOrt).

It is clear that Queen's does serve and will continue to serve a substantial
catchment area -- defined in terms of the developing regions surrounding the
university, and also in terms of the institution's attraction to_prospective
students from elsewhere.

2. Demand and Need: Current assessments of demand in the Queen's catch-
ment area (as defined above) indicate that enrolments in M.Ed. 'programmes could
rise from about 60 full-time eqUivalents in 1972/7$ to nearly 150 in 1976/77.
Such estimates do not appear to be out of lite with estimates of need for the up-
grading of professional educators in the region.

3. Institutional Commitment: At a formal level, the Vice-Chancellor's
.

letter to Professor Preston of 4th.August, 1972, indicates that the Fadulty_Of
Education has the support of the university to embark upon all,of its,proposed
new programmes. There are factors, however, that make for a certain caution in-
asses:1411g the long term prospects of graduate studies within the academic community
at Kingiton.

. First; the Faculty is geographically separate from the resit of theuniVeraity;'
and although-this is now unavoidable, it could inhibit development of the.kind-ot
interdepartmental cooperation-and understanding that can be-an-importantactorin.
the success of graduate programmes. _

The Faculty is well aware of the need to work at this problem, end an-
IncreasiOg number,hava,both formal and informal contacts with other departments''-

,

e.g.,- English, Peychologyand Political Studies,
,

Second, the initial Queen's proposal for graduate studies in Education was
approved by the Ministry only after certain relaxations in admission requirements
had been agreed. If the conviction still exists'in the province that the original-
requirements were justified, this might prevent the-faculty from making e_kind
contribution to the professional development of teachers that we have argued
needed at the present time

Third, it is apparent that the planning and preparation for expanded graduate
'programmes is-taking.place largelY within the Faculty of Education, with insufficient
invOlvemett Elg yet on the part of other Departments:
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4. Faculty Strengths Graduate work is supervised by 28 full- and Part-
time faculty members -- for a total FTE of just over 7. It is projected that this
strength will be doubled to a total FTE of 14 by 1976. Sixty per cent of present
faculty hold the Doctoral degree.

So far, little supplementary strength is being drawn from other faculties
and departments.

5. Facilities: The Faculty enjoys first class technical and audio-visual
facilities, including extensive reprographic equipment. The Library is well -

-7fOiladid,"'hei-i-ZOmpleli'lg/C-611e41-oi, and ieemi-Paifialf:04-016"61160affirii--
the ;kale of graduate studies proposed. There is a school-librAriaa's votkahops,
and some 500 journals are taken which are relevant to graduate studies in :

Education.

6. R, & D. Environment: Whilst some individual members of the Faculty have
obtained in the ?apt or are presently in receipt of grants frOm the government, the
Catida Council and other bodies, there is at. present no major:inetitutional_4,4.0
thrust. We believe that the Faculty could profitably give-more_ettentiente devel0p4
Mitts in this area as contributory to the long term suecess,of awprograrnma*
greduate'studiee.

C. Proposals for theFutures At Present Queen's offers 1444/0rogra004.-.
in'the,areas:of-Curriculum and Administration. Four ad4i0.4041'*14010*OpiAra*-,
proposed for the' -fUturei School Counselling in 19)31A2> )4044,41140*OhOW
in 1973; (3) Elementary Education in 1974; and (4) Community:E4u040.00-n.Ws

The programme
-.
in Counselling and Technology haVe now been; 611Y144444004

are ready, for approval.- Programme planning in Elementery'Edueetion'and'pOrnb U4iW
Education has just begun, tt is anticipated that these will be i.*-abape.fer 401,''
mission in about a year.

. ',.

Three additional developments are contemplated:

i. the development of a P.E. specialization to be suborned under-the
framework of the Mad, programmes in Curriculum and /or Admi44tratioril

,
ii. the initiation of a Master of Arts in Teaching degree,-o4 44 exploratory

basis, in one particularly promising discipline, ae yet4hot specified;
and . -. . :

iii. the-development of Ph.D. programmes, perhaps by 1977, in the fields of
Curriculum and Administration.

D. Recommendations: In terms of its location, its potential catchment area,
and estimates of need and 40me0C c14000'0 case for the gradUal expansionOf
graduato-programmee in Education (as outlined above) see* to be a sound One,

Furthermore, it has the facilities and the formal apPrOval of the University
administration to embark on the proposed programme of expansion.

But, in view of the danger of over-extending staff, and in view of the need
(or-an appropriate R. 4 D. environment, 0 would recommend:

1. That Queen's be encouraged to modify the Pace of ite original proposed
programme of expansion by setting back the initiation date of each new programme
PY:aeleast one year.

-,
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2. That careful consideration be given to'PriOrities in determining the
order in -which programmes in curriculUm, administration, technology and counse114-
ing are introduced.'

3. That further efforts be made to add interdisciplinary faculty strengths
in the field of administration, curriculum and technology, and ultimately in
elementary education and coMm9nity education. ,

._sue

Thatp the devaiopment of M.A . grog as ne as such not4. Vel&;iiiiiiiira"-COT:"*"
for the near future, but rather that efforts be made to achieve the objectives
of the proposed programmes through, adaPtatione of,the' existing Md.'programme
in Curriculum, in much the same way as is contemplated for ihe.sub-specialization
in Physical Education.

5. That Queen'a-tentative aspiration to begin offering doctoral progra.we
at some time in the foretieeable future be kept alive for reassessment.

In summary, we commend a steady and consistent growth over the next five'
years, in line with the university's aspirations indicated in Table 10.



University: of Western Ontariok London

A. Description The University does not yet have approval for the mounting,
of master '_s an Doctor's programmes Education, but .already provides ,some ten

-'-graduate -4 u taii.,"enrollitig"71-..pa-X4rtima students:.
:ate: 040:604, engaged'iP this, work, assisted.- by two ,Visi ting
'OurSek'Aviii.lable are. 'Adorn frog- .among fhosiprojec4ed-
tapatanas'i.:0ailf#0,t of these (400s being ,intan404.---"145r:0,0*400.10;!,

0:0,4k01),y, 3)48880 ,,,tty'sfutiaraftory .444ti*stt4t 40.00.04.4)0.:,::(0:10,11AE-eki. (4.44 toe101I *d: ther=tiecOnd., '..$0.4144v la* t4601.0 0" 40.trit-0;611
41(0117#100:9CAPt :444.4141-410447-treillreftiMPI-

0E4t4.10101,ta_ Ott,
100*; thaitiS ;Pitilter4nti ---Tha -M4; ,T;' i.41,11liS.101,3.41-4.`,* SA

itaait -2 in ',asaiika t tan with `another'. acuity.
'

'

.Trbo PacairliWoottain s *t*currently- 01840 IOU 11.-,shoWs.- tha,_iitaap: 44,4ti tv,V, ,these Ficul4y4;thelnumbera the,0114410eeq04VS16 fot:tispecializatiOtt.'

.44004_o*O*00146:440
;--,'

,_ ., ,

'41.A:
00 0 0= ,

4110-7/000--.0:Y00.41 ntif t .

,,,,
..-.-...-

,. .,
No. ; o 4 :''
Staff

"7' t --- e

.._14,0,
t:4114

7PF*c=° '--14t -
Itivilot: ..

PrOleSaional,-, Piantide
& 'Admiiii&tratiOn["._ .

4 --,, ,

,:T4i41.0A s

Ililloe44-- --;,--,, ,, ..
gistery -.

... . . :,

' 145'. .

.,

!'-' 2 '''--, % .'

.--
-,00440c0 , 3 1 0 60

Other . 6 2 1.35 .:,

*(Source: University of Western Ontario Submission)

It is proposed that by the winter session of.1975/76 a total of 24 full or
half-,coursei at'14.Ed. level should be offered,- together with a smaller nuiaberlef

-H,AT.: course_s. -/p order to, make this:developmept poSelble,#_041-_be:ne.0000VY:
to recruit -a-further 8 full-time -(or _e4UiltSlent) staff for the tbe41.,4Pil:S.', for the_
M4 ;Ti All this' would permit S-totil=tedraitmened-185 by, ,1075/i6 150 H.(30` full-time) and 36 ", rising to 235A4-1.977/713;':
The University_ that `these-?figures`- are baied:On't4 0000r to test 4 inulndthat - 'theintroduction t-,epjaqaW courses provided, 0.0.0 "carefuleitimt40 from availitill::for:i.;io:iait- at the province ",



AnalYsiS'of the data included in form ld and 2 shows,that 9f the,28
individuals whose curriculum vitae are provided, 6 have undertakenlivaduate
-teaching'th-theleitilve years, ranging from a-half-course to 8 courses.

-Evaluations.

I. , Geography Lying .as it does midway, between Windsor and tha,TOtontO4,

Akon,,,exe,-_,the_cete 91 togan 44,Leen,tre: for '.'graduate Studied -1.8 -;eitecili

94 WO atiw Wishes -ea- cooperate- with' others OTO7tti.
-1J3 fA', ) and: th ,oISE the cps:#(4114006- eneratidnaliiiit gtectnete:
iserogratmen, (The University of-Virginia currently Makirit,i'tstien4'independen
bid lot-London students.)

2. Demand; In 1971-72 the University enolled 71 lert-iime'itudente-in a _

total of ten courses related to its proposed M.Ed. programmes: :Thia4 ptasksmablY,
'is a substantial indication dt demand.--further inditations_Will come from
clarification of the 1972-73 enrolment, and, provided formal,PrOigammos are- approved,,-
from enrolments through to 1977-78. An increase in the demand will,likely-occOt
a -tesultof the probable involvement of the London Teachers',Collegoin a four
_year concurrent-programme.,

3. /nititatiOnal initiative and support 1 This is very strop 8 00i4
`College of Education, and a letter from the President '(.1une,23,-1972),states.
-.that "the proposals prepared-by the Faculty of,E4UOation-,have the apprOVal and:
full support -of the University", -Not -all Spokesmen', bOweVer.' bore'this 'out,

Western is 'said-to be a "conservative 'univerdity. A .particular ,problem may relate

to a prospect 9f unduly Selective admissio requirementsh

Faculty Strengths The 1972/73 Calendar for Althouse-College eho'we-
fourteen 'faculty members -with a doctoral- degree:. Of those propeead ai .anticlpeted
,graduate

- faculty, eleven have doctoral Ogrees. Of theise ten have had teaching
experience::in at least:one, othor university besides Western Ont1410,-

,.1140y- qmpets of staff frOPLOther depattMet40Atta esid:$01.4ita0)'4,1410,44'
tacking- hoi= doctoral ; degrees and 'ettorlint4Teit-tia,40

h*cligtoUnds' in public e4cation, as-lndioatedby:_thiiit duryicula-

litiess;,;8pac9 ia9ilitie'S.generaliyLere:s4s44441f-141.0040 n0t_

de
,141adequ te:*meet emeT84484604 i4 iii440440--$*440.0if 44-04 'Alt,110W _

Iv90040-,0 approVed., AdditA064:8040'has ,bein;-*tainid
the NO* '004004 of rant* or,044114408'15041,10,
'structures re -evOlablei The pOasible:ti* ration of Linden *Teachers', 01400 ,

Would_ reassessment and -budi g use.

41;t$,51' MO,Ce -and hp's:Wigs k #180 , -are_ generally, adequate , ,end the-re- apPeits'

o tiorlaam' far expansion. -it is ,Oorietble' that hudg4tsf0 new acquisitions
and:,01114 raphic support 004emetititien,te-ieet the ,neids of a full
rogrOme of graduat*studiee.

O. Environment: Mire are t*fitm proposals, althouglrit is
tkiPated-that th0e^wiltbe.subStanital?inr*OWItas'-WhilOP In(4004449"
VOWiliatitUtioni and oith'brst. The university has 00-.30410-04001it

'from,).WoWn;h4d4W4.0euppo:rt- pfie ucational research.
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C. ,Propoeale for the Future,: Ai of July, 1972, an MAIL progismme had
-been approved by the Council 4 the Pacul.ty 'Of .Graduate, Studies ,and , had been
submitted to the Ontario" Council on Graduate Studies for ' Ths:14:10,-

guidance programme was still under considera4on by the inte*halAppraisaln:
ComMittee, and-the Ma% AdiinietrationprOposai had been withdOwhlorlecoh-
iidSration._

The latter progremm0 is now. to'be:iff0bmittld as 140049-,70404knix',
studios' with .three armor area*' :Of -concentration: #40040v449-0

;,,,z....;._.:401.0.044o4couselliosk-AnclACP,41141LpisY. 4Y-, 410P '004
7-444_0110w41,:cA044000 OVP-40,0404W40f0q0014403,b 01004.00
h:CAtArtie4s*tiebool 004 :OA 000(idVidtiq44*-t6.4hiti,00*k tc'0,1ke

-rio4fni,',t4_4100040,00oi ,110.06404J4*-4404***-00 14,AVO-gWIA,t

:teacher'-in college`, 'AipliO4 .#0:404'--tec
, ,-- ,,- - . ,

.... Ad:408W :to 04, ftnegointitivirainiA4,-,,i4,p0,00(0 41,-,:-'fo/
s. . !?*00..

gradvite record,with a 4 .or better--_4Y.tota,494:AtOye;'*.i. el* .;;Q.:2_...
,

a teacher Ild_ucation progrfinfS:_fithff,_01,Cre4o11.09.:,04., -40,rf-Am.,
-'facititk;of -ictu4tioo; at least 06-,$feare 'ot,_, .40 frOg-e7liperwoki;(0:-.1,(
:_of'candidsteswith general digrea4),,:40,a0eptabl 444ieW;alittetkt ''

,.gists. -- ,_ ,.
..,

; . k ' ,i

'111; liaainAgi141) _

the istW
on 844_ ii.r.,09041:). 00.14,6t cO.40.144,*t#'04,
eatioos ai4--040orteoco.:6V0i1444.04,A0t0t,

ti.0071,104,f''fro4-.000r*Slop",rti000:cer:_t_rtelP#vxfit
willingness on the pikt, of thc,uniV4OktiOoloWi4A
$noOdiOlig the consider:it-ion:of -prOliet$9,144tilf.

We recommend' that thi --univerfi4i4e*.ifi40%-01140444
provision within its proposed overall- eotill,:ceiWn:;v1.,Sit.'OCrod 000 bin R_

time study requirement for M.A.T, and increa ing the nunbpr,o$Ystude
category.
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University of Guelph

A. Description: The UniveraitYOf GUelph-develOped out of three 4latiti-;
guished institutional.- aNeterinarY .College, -an AgricultUral College, and:the
Macdonald Institute Not surprisingly, it has maintained strong agricultural,
community development, and, extensions

-7--These orientatiotWhava-had 707strong7influence:u0On-Goe1WOICtivities-:7-7..
and future plans it graduate edUOtiOn.- Indeed, all-of-60elPh'i-programmes in
this field arelat4ilniaLLYILMBIAMIAL4 they cater to students, not only
in schools, butald0 in various institutions of community develOiment, adult
'0(4104100, and so on.

Graddate studies in EdUcation form part of the acitivites of -the School". of
AgricOltural Economics and Extension EduCation, formed from two former depart-,
ments bearing similar titles. The Department of 15:tensiOn Education was established
in 1959 "to provide an acadethicProgramme of training for agents of change :in .the
field of agriculturalextogionanCto'undertakerelated research" (0000 University
OAC Study Committee Programmes and Organization of Ontario Agricultural College for
the 10's, JanUary 1971, p.64). The department'wes 1971 prOVidingiirograMmes,
/WititTiqd to meet the growing needs of individuals concerned with ill40000Ots of
extension, adult education, and rural, regionaland international. eVelopment"
(tbid:p.65). In the statement of proposals for creating a echoOlWithiti:heliniver:
city, it was stated that one of its functions would be to "be responsible for
teaching, research and extension Programmestelating to the planning, communication,
implementation, administration and evalUation of extension, adult education and
community deVelopment programmes".

That school, like all other sections of the University, is very much influenced
by the folloWing atatement'of University policy:

in its graduate studies and research programmes the University
will have,ae itaicentralconcern atncliee 400ling'with the clOalityof
life in a non- metropolitan setting and
metropolitan and non-metropolitan environments -,

In the session 1971/72 there were 20 full -time and 19 part-time students
undertakingleadOettudies of a nature'that'fallAcithinthe purview of the
education 4000iilo assessment, compared with 9 and 2, respectively, five years
earlier. Eight Faculty members are currently engaged:14thie wort
equivalent of 4,95. Six of the eight have the Ph.D. degree. TherO are no
doctoral students.

The minimum requirement for admission to the Master's programme is a
Bachelor's degree in an Honours programme or equivalent with a B standing having
been achieved in the work of the last four semeste0:0:the last two undergraduate
years, plus at least a year's experience in extension education, and at under-
graduate programme-which reveals superior performance:in,social science subjects.

B. Evaluation:

1. Geography and- Catchment Areal Guelph'is located in the centre of a rich-
agticulturararea, just off 4.major-freeway-- roughlyilidt,tay betWeen Toronto and
4000i
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In terms of its'accesaibility by part7-time, drive-in students, its immediate
Catchment area extended from Toronto and Lake Ontario on the east to Lake Erie on
the south and to London on the west.

fri light of the unique character of the University, however, one must also
take account of an "extended catchment area",,which in Guelph's case includes the
whole of Canada, and beyond.

2, Demand and Need: There is little statistical evidence to supOort.the
--clainrqhit-we-may-anticipate rapidly-increasing -deman4;i-and--need-for-opportOitie-e.-.-,-:--

for graduate studies in Extension Education. It is truei',hoWever,:thet,!in:Canada4:
such,opportunities are now minimal. Only at. QISE and-the_Universiey of British' -;'
Columbia are doctoral programmes offered.

Projected enrolments are for la full-time and-36 part..time by 1975. Howeve;
by August 15, 1972, actual enrolments had reached 23, full-time (more than.antlet*-
pated) and 26 part-time.

3. Institutional Commitment: Guelph's Extension'Edacaiion Section:is very_
much a :-art of the university, and its modest aspirations,forArOwth,mitror those'
of the university itself. i

4. -Faculty Strength: Since the`. reorganization of 194.-thiSlegol,ty 14a,,bee
strengthened through its amalgamation with,Agrictiltural.Eoenomite. .',.;_' -'

51, Facilities: yacilities of space, library holdings ,and po-Warel,59-004 .F,,

to be adequate for present programme's. CoA41101 efforts are,teing-0002t0n400S
library holdings to a level adequate for doctoral work. _

6. R. 0.D. Environment,: The R. !!

Education Department have,-in the past,
various relevant environments -- how he
knowledge.

D. activities of Guelph'e.EXtei142P
focused largely upon the practienerlm
behaves, how he funOtionahe uses'

!

The intention of the department is to move more deeply,into stddida-Orfhi%
change process and the ways in which it may be facilitated through the actione-of*--!`_
"change agents".

C. Proposals for the Future: .The Department does not propose to,change.-
direction or emphases, in any_ significant way, in the near future. , Inateed,:it -

intends simply to maintain its dinetinct status and role. (For example, the
Department has decided not to get into, the business of.providing programmes for
PrinCipal certification; it chooses to leave this function toother institutions.)

The Department does, however, hope to extend its programmes in two ways:

i. by prOviding a portion of the proposed graduate programme in Rural
Development; and

ii. by introducing a Ph.D. programme in Extension $ducation within the
next three years.

It is anticipated that the former aspiration may be achieved largely by
opening existing courses in _tengien Education to students in Rural Development

and, if neeeasaf_byadapting.these courses and related reaeareh.actiVitieS
o the neads'Wthe-netiOlients,
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The case for the proposed Ph.D. programme is based largely upon an expeeta-
tion of increased demand and the unique character of what Guelph can offer in thi0
field.

D. Recommendationst We believe that Guelph's Department of Extension
Education plays an alMost unique role in graduate educatiOn in Canada Its dotain
ho'been clearly defined and limited; it encounters little competition from other
institutions' and its aspirations for the future appear to grow out of realistic

iiiassessments of epy end demand.

1. We recommend that the pattern of continuity and modest growth WhiOlrhOl
Characterized the institution for the.past five years continue to characterize it
for the next five.

2. We further recommend that the Department's. R. & D. involvement, which:it
is anticipated may emerge as a result of Extension Education's engnger140t in Rural
Development, should be encouraged and facilitated.

3. Finally, we recommend that Guelph's tentative plan to develop a MO).
programme in Extension Education be considered seriously if and when:

i. if it is possible to maintain ratios in the DepartMent in line with
those in other Departments of the University;

ii. the need and demand for such a programme is demonstrated;

iii. faculty in the Department is appropriately'strengthened; and

iv. the contributions to. the programme by other Departments have been
negotiated.



Section Two

Universities that have,Submitted Proposals
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Brock University, St. Catharines

Descriptions The College of EduOtiOn'at BtOck was for004:in-1971 Jith
the integration pf St. Cathatinee Teachers' College into the VniVerSity.

Plans for graduate work at BrOck are only at an embryollic stage of develop-
ment., The Faculty's submission suggests that such Work,should be introduced "as
close to 1974/75 as_practicablet but it is difficult -6 comment Oh this proposal
in the-ibieriiiOf* Ce 614 the ivallOITTO"a*itilfiSliii .ififf

.

scale of the operation.

Of the fourteen members of College of EducetiOn staff at September 1972, one
besides the Dean, has the Ph.D. Two are completing dissertations fordoctorates,
and two are enrolled in graduate programmes leading to doctoral degrees and have
been given leave of absence for this purpose.

The Brock submission suggests that the highly qualified FacUlty needed to
sustain graduate studies would be drawn from other departments of:the University,
and would constitute the "core of Faculty around which, with appropriate input from
full-time College of EdUcation Faculty, advanced studies in gducatiOr(.00_be planned.
introduced-and taught". (Submission, p.8.)-, A list of eleven such; aculty was
supplied to the consultants, all with the Ph.D., yielding a fulltiteeqUiValent
of 2.25.

B. -Evaluation:

1. Geography: The Niagara peninsula is said.to_be_culturally and ecologi-
cally diverse, with particular educational needs and challenges. A Faculty of
Education at Brock would be strategically placed to meet these. McMaster lies
within thirty miles of St. Catharines, but it has not submitted a formal brief
for graduate studies in Education.-

2. Demands In 1971 there were 407 elementary and 67 secondary schools
operating in the Niagara regiOni with 6,097 elementary and 3,647 secondary
teachers. Estimates vary widely of the number of teacheri, in addition, those
enrolled in Master's programmesOgraMmes at Other' CanadianatitOtiona, who travel to-
Niagara and other U.S. universities. One of our sources' suggested a total of"56.

., ,

Brock haS Auggested that the figure may be as high-as

Teacher spokesmen pressed strongly for programmes -at Brock. It seems that
there woUldbejlttliffici414Y 41Lrecruiting,1POMAster's candidates, although
it woUld:ne doubt:be important to avoid creating 0n:imbalance within the'tiniver-
sity at the graduateAeWel

3. Institutional Initiative and-Support; The President and Academic Vice -
President are strongly sUpportiwei sensitive to teechereducation needs and to
the ways in which the university must cooperate if WO to make a genuine
contribution to the upgrading of teachers and administrators. Specifically with
reference to admission standards, it was said that "Brock is relatively easy to get

--in,tough to get'out".

4. Faculty Strength; While the academic background and experience of the
_precent staff is limited, it has been argued that staff upgrading and selection
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among inUrited teachers' college staff will take place at a rapid rate and that
the faculty will soon be strengthened by new appointments from outside.

Interdisciplinary support appears to be substantial. Many members of the
Arts and Science staff have had teaching experience in the public schools, or are
keenly interested in their work.

5. Facilities: The College of Education is housed in the St. Catharine's
Teachers' College, a substantial new building on the Brock campus. Library and
resource materials (including audio-visual facilities) are modest -- by no means
insignificant, but not yet quite adequate to graduate work.

6. R. & D. Environment: The main areas anticipated are curriculum theory,
teacher behaviour, institutional climates and community ethnic influences. Of
four recent requests for government "grants in aid", one was successful and a
full-time research associate was appointed to compile a five year development
plan for teacher education in the region. The Dean has strong personal commit-
ment to the achievement of a substantial research effort.

C. Proposals for the Future: An interdepartmental approach is proposed,
with two main emphases: "a managerial concern for implementation of the
curriculum through school and community resources", and "a disciplinary concern
about changing and improving the behaviour of teachers in classrooms to meet the
demands of rapidly changing social systems". Suggested common core themes are
curriculum theory, teaching behaviour, social systems, urban rural field studies,
interpersonal strategies and counselling.

D. Recommendations: It is difficult at this time to translate the above
proposals in structured programmes. It would appear, however, that a broad range
ofcourses is contemplated, with emphases on administration, sociological and
psychological foundations, counselling and curriculum theory, as yell as curriculum
studies and teaching in particular subject areas. Such a range of offerings would
be necessary if Brock is to serve the full regional needs of the Niagara area.

As aspriations, the Brock proposals seem useful and valid. There is as yet
an insufficient cadre of senior Education personnel, a vagueness about programme
proposals, and a lack of defilitiveness about the enthusiasm and readiness of Arts
and Science personnel to cooperate in Education programmes. Perhaps the solution
of the second problem would fo.:low upon the solution of the first. It ought to
be possible to document the third. All this, however, will take time. Whether
or not a date "close to 1974/75" is feasible for the initaition of proposed
programmes will depend on emerging indications of demand and the speed with which
the faculty is able to move. Developments at McMaster will, of course, be a
factor on the demand side.

It is recommended that Brock be encouraged to work toward the development
of Master's programmes in Education -- and that its progress and status with
respect to Education staff, interdisciplinary cooperation, library and associAted
facilities, and programme design and structure be reassessed at such time as it
has met the appropriate criteria.
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ALWAtadjalyArlitillbunder Bay

A. Descriptions The University does not at present offer any.graduate
programmes in Education. As recently as 1969/70 its work was limited to the
Diplobia in Elementary Teacher Education, but during the last two years under-
graduate degree programmes have been introduced, steps have been taken to phase
out the Diploma work, and studies in secondary teacher education have been
expanded. Undergraduate studies in Education may be combined with studies in
arts-and sciences, and at the end of four years students may qualify for both a
B.A./B.Sc. and a B.Ed. degree. One year consecutive programmes for the B.Ed. are
also available.

The Faculty of Education has proposed the names of more than 20 staff who
are seen as qualified to conttibute to graduate studies in education, divided
among the following areas of specialization.

TABLE 12

Lakehead University:

Qualifications of Staff Contributing to Proposed Graduate Programme

Number With Ph.D. With Ph.D.
under way

Psychology 2 1

Special Education, 2 (1. P.T.) 1 0

History of Education 1 1 2

Philosophy of Education 2 0 2

Comparative and Inter-
national Education 1 1 0

Administration 4 2 2

Curriculum Development
c)

10 4 5

Measurement & Evaluation 2 1 1

Educational Technology' 1 0 0

Counselling 1 (P.T.) 0 0

Six members of the anticipated Faculty have any experience of teaching
graduate courses in the past five years.
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The Faculty has put forward plans to introduce work at Master's level, with
speCialization, ineducational.adOiniatration and in...Curriculum_development.._The..
numbers proposed are modest, involving a build-up reom 1973/74 to:a total of ten.
full-time and 35-part-tithe students by 1977/78, involving 14 FaCulty members.
The case. for graduate work at Lakehead is supported by the evidence of a survey
conducted by the Faculty in 1971. Some 450 professional educators in North-
Western Ontario made returns% which indicated inter alia, support for the intro-
duction of-a MaSter's programme and indications that there would be a sufficient
number of qualified and interested candidates. The Faculty argues that:programmes
should reflect the growing tendency towards a decentralization of educational

.

decision making, particularly in curriculum areas, and this is a major considera-'
tion in giving high priority to curriculum studies and educational-administration,
with'subsequent investigation of the feasibility of programmes in gUidance and
couselling.

Resources of space are stated as being quite adequate for the next five
years, and appropriate computer and other specialized equipment is available.
Cooperation with other departments of the University at graduate level is en-
visaged as including cross-appointments and joint teaching, and discussions are
taking place with academic departments concerning possible involvement in the
proposed M.Ed. programme in curriculum and development. Professional educators
in the region are also closely involved in the work of the Faculty, as committee
members, part-time instructors, and in cooperative research activities.

B. Evaluation:

1. Geography and Catchment Areal Lakehead University, situated on the
north shore of Lake Superior, serves as the centre of higher education for the
city of Thunday Bay and the vast, sparsely settled regions of North Western
Ontario. This university is so distant from any other that the reality of a
natural catchment area cannot be questioned.

What can be questioned, however, and indeed has been, is whether or not it
is an economically and educationally viable_proposition for a small institution
such as Lakehead, given its meagre and scattered population base, to proceed with
graduate studies.

This question is not an easy one. But we are of the opinion that at Master's
level at least, the answer must be an unequivocal "yea"; the catchment area is
quite adequate to support Master's programmes. Furthermore, such programmes would
undoubtedly enrich the whole university. At doctoral level, however, we have
'reservations; the population base may not be adequate to support such advanced workk
Nor may the enrichment which one might expect to result from doctoral:studies com-
pensate for the strain that the endeavour would inevitably impose upon the
institution.

2. Demand and Need: Lakehead has conducted extensive surveys of the perceived
need and likely demand for graduate Studies in the area. The results of these
surveys, supplemented by the arguments which were presented to the consultants both
by prospective clients and by prospective employers of:graduates, add up to a very
convincing case insofar as need and demand are coocerned.

In a manner which is viewed as a modest and cautious response to demand, the
University proposes toaccommodate only 15 part- time Studenti in 1973/74 and
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gradually build up to enrolments of 10 full-time and 35 part-time students by
1977/78.

3.' institutional Commitment: All officials of the University from the
President to the Deans, to the Committee on Graduate Studies expressed deep
commitment to and, support for the Faculty of Education's plans in graduate
studies. Though the Faculty itself is engaged exclusively in Teacher Education,
there appears to be a substantial crosscampus affiliation. Five professors in
the Faculty of Education offer courses and supervise graduate studies in the
Faculty of Arts. Professors in the Faculty of Education sit on all University
committees. The Dean has his office in the main building with other university
officials and appears to have developed with them a mutually acceptable phil-
osophy of graduate studies.

4. Faculty Strength: Twenty of the present staff members are deemed to
have the qualifications required for graduate instruction.

A rather vigorous programme of staff and development is in
evidence. Several staff membera, through sabbatical leaves, attendance-at
summer school, and so on, have recently been awarded or are about to qualify
for the Ph.D.

In addition, support staff have already been recruited, tentatively, from
various related disciplines across campus to assist in graduate instruction.
(The proposed plan here is largely an extension of the plan which is now operating
apparently successfully, at the undergraduate level.)

5. Facilities: Existing space, supplemented by new seminar rooms recently
constructed, seem to be adequate, as do research 'facilities and equipment.

6. R. & D. Environment: Though the Lakehead staff is not at all experienced'
in sophisticated R. & D. in Education, the groundwork exists for what could prove
to be a major programme. Good relationships with various educational institutions
are clearly in evidence. In anticipation of a stepped-up R. & D.. venture, the
University has negotiated research agreements with the two Thunder Bay School
Boards.

C. Proposals for the Future: The Faculty proposes, for now, to offer only
an M.Ed. Degree Programme, with two speializations: Administration and
Curriculum.

These choices have resulted from a number of considerations: estimates of
need and demand, faculty strength, facilities, etc.

Lakehead does not at this time aspire to the establishment of Doctoral
programmes.

D. Recommendations: In light of all that has been noted above, Lakehead's
case is compelling.

1. Accordingly it is recommended that approval be granted to offer the M.Ed.
Programme, according to plan, in the areas of Administration and Curriculum to
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accommodate students as follows (including full- and part-time):

TABLE 13

Lakehead University: Recommended Graduate Student Numbers 1973-1978

Year

Specializations and Numbers of Students

Curriculum Administration Total

1973-74 7 8 15

251974-75 12 13

1975-76 16 17

20

23

33

40

45

1976-77 20
-
221977-78

Though a formal proposal to offer the Ph.D. is not likely to emerge for
some years to come, it may not be out of place to comment on an idea expressed
to us, which, while in quite a preliminary form, may well be worth developing
-- a Ph.D. in Instruction in Higher Education planned and coordinated by
Education as a degree in Instruction, but staffed and supervised by the whole
University.

In light of emerging efforts to develop sophisticated instructional and
learning systems in post-secondary education (combining technological and human
resources) the idea referred to here may well prove to be the presage of one of
the major thrusts in graduate education in years to come.

The vision of a Faculty of Education spearheading such a venture -- with the
whole University as its staff -- is an exciting one. The pay-off might well be
much improved instruction at the college and university level.

2. It is recommended that the idea of such a programme be kept alive and
developed more fully for further examination at some future time.
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University of Windsor

A. Description: The Faculty of Education was formed in July 1970,
following the integration of Windsor Teachers' College, and programmes for the
B.Ed. degree were approved in 1972. The Faculty hopes that studies for the M.Ed.
and the Ed.D. will be developed in due course, but no plans have yet been made.
In the meantime the Faculty is cooperating with OISE in the provision of off-
campus Master's level courses in educational administration.

Details of 16 present Faculty members have been provided for purposes of
the education discipline assessment. None at present has the Ph.D.

B. Evaluation:

1. Geography: Located on the U.S. border, rather than'in the centre of its
catchment area; other than Wayne State in the U.S.A., its nearest competitor would
be Western, in London, 118 miles to the north-east.

2. Demand: The "Windsor area" is said to include Windsor, Essex, Kent, and
Lambton counties, with a total of 6,193 teachers (public and separate). It is
not clear, however, that all of these (e.g. Lambton) would be drawn to Windsor
rather than to London. Administration courses currently given by OISE in Windsor
apparently accommodate only half (45) of those who are admissible, and it is
suggested that enrolments would mount dramatically'if other OISE departments were .

able to offer courses in Windsor. At the same time, Wayne State offers courses
in Windsor, Sarnia (and London?). Another American university (Virginia) is
beginning graduate courses at Windsor in the fall of 1972.

3. Institutional Initiative and Supports Graduate programmes in education
have strong administrative support,q11though in the absence of detailed proposals
it is not clear whether this would extend to upgrading programmes (say, for
elementary teachers) in a specifically professional context. There was evidence
of greater administrative support for M.A.T. than for M.Ed. programmes.

4. Faculty Strength: Of the 16 members none at present has the Ph.D. although
at least four are presumably near completion of the degree.

It is said that a developing M.Ed. programme at Windsor "can and should" draw
on ,the total resources of the University. The Department of Psychology now offers
a course in educational psychology, the Department of Sociology in the sociology
of aducatioa, and the Department of Philosophy in the philosophy of education.
Other departments or members thereof (e.g., Music) have indicated a wish to be
involved.

5. Facilities: The Faculty of Education inherited the Windsor Teachers'
College in 1970. This is a substantial building, although located four and one-
half miles from the main campus. Its facilities, equipment and library holdings
are generally modest. Computer and other facilities on the main campus are thought
to be superior. It seems that the Faculty of Education will move to the main
campus in or about 1974.

6. R. & D. Environment: This will inevitably remain very modest until
the research capabilities of the present Education staff are substantially
upgraded.
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C. Proposals for the Future: Six programme. areas are suggested for
"relatively immediate implementation": special education, international
education, educational administration, counsellor education, curriculum develop-
ment, and environmental studies in Education. Six halfcourses are proposed for
Year 1, and a field study dissertation equivalent to two half-courses for Year
11. No details are yet available.

D. Recommendations: Given the recency of the Dean's appointment (some
six months as of February 1973) and the recency of the college's absorption by
the University, it is not surprising that programme details are lacking and that
the programme ideas themselves are vague. Given also the (as yet) total lack of
senior degrees among the Education cadre, and the lack of documented working agree-
ments and relationships between them and their Arts and Science colleagues, it
seems clear that this Faculty is yet a long way from offering any graduate degrees
in Education.

The long-range climate, however, seems favourable. It is recommended that,
as the Faculty of Education works to upgrade the degree status of its members, it
works also to discover and document clearly the kinds of relationships and pro-
grammes that it could promote with its colleagues in other faculties.
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York University, Downes/Jew

A. Description: The Faculty of Education at York'University admitted its
first students in the summer of 19,2, following a programme in Special Education,
in which area the Ministry of Education looks to the University for a major inia.
tiative. A number of pilot courses in education have now begun and it is antici-
pated that Lakeshore Teachers' College will be phased out and selected elements
absorbed within the FaCulty by June 1975. Within the next five years the Faculty
intends to propose the introduction of both M.Ed. and M.A.T. degrees. 'TeaChiag
for these degrees will be closely integrated with the workof Other acaldeMi0 de-
partments of the University, the Faculty of Education acting as an administrative
and coordinating unit. In this, the University will be following the pattern tha
it has already decided to establish in respect of undergraduate studies, whereby
teaching in the field of education is provided:mainly by means of additional 0607
hats and Other_arrangements.in existing subject departments of the Vniveraity:
In sum, it is intended that " gtaduate studies in Education will . draw upon
the total resources of the UniveraitY and will also reflect a close consUltative
relationship with the educational community".

It is suggested that numbers of Masters students might increase from 43 in
1974-75 to 106 in 1977-78. The largest single number in the latter year (43)
would be in the M.A.T. programme, with 32 students pursuing Master of EduCation
programmes, and a similar number undertaking studies for the M.A. degree, via
existing programmes which permit the study of Education.

The University has submitted curricula vitae of some 85 staff members who
have indicated their interest in participating in teaching'prograMmes'inlAducationi
It is believed that there may be other faculty who share thieJnterest A large
proportion, f the staff concerned have a Ph.D.- and a substantial number have
experience in schools and colleges. York has recruited many staff members from
outside Canada, and its Canadian facility also have a good deal of 0100*tence of
study and teaching in American and European Universities. Cross appointments
are a general practice in the university, and it is not intented that OeSe-ahould
be confined to Education.

York now has some 18,000 students, mainly from the local area, but with
certain programmes, such as those in Business, Fine Arts, Environmental Studies
and Law, drawing from a province-wide and sometimes Canada-wide constituency.
Its facilities for Physical Education are particularly well developed, with two
large gymnasia, an indoor swimming pool, dance studios and four performance
laboratories; courses in this field are the responsibility of 28 faculty members
under the direction of one full Professor.

B. Evaluation:

1. -Geography: York University shares with OISE the large metropolitan
Toronto catchment area. To some extent, this sharing is likely to take the form
of competition for graduate students -- particularly full-time resident students.
However, in light of the area's very large population base and its patterns of
metropolitan development, it could be that York will, in future, become the major
centre of graduate studies for one part of the region (the north and west) while
OISE becomes the major centre for the other part (the south and east) -- particu-
larly for part-time, drive-in Master's students. On the other hand, it could be
that each institution will have its own peculiar appeal, which will prevail over
geography..



TABLE:14

Projections of Student Enrolment, Yotk University

19781974

Programme 1974/75

M.A.T.

Biology 2

Chemistry 2

English 2

Geography 2

History 3

Mathematics 3

Physics 2

French Literature 0

Total M.A.T. 16

M.Ed.

PaYobomatrics 8

Administration 8

Total M.Ed, 16

I 1975/76 1976/77 1977/78H

3

3

3

5

5

3

1

4

4

4

5

7

7

4

5

5

5

9

7

5

I 26 37 44:

10

12

12

16

12

20

I 22 28 32

M.A.(Ed) within existing programmes

History 2

Phi1osophy

Psychology 3

Sociology 2

Environmental Studies

4

2

6

3

5

5

2

9

3

9

5

7

Total M.A.(Ed.) 11 20 26 30

TOTAL ALL:PROGRAMMES 43 I 68 91 106
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In any case, in spite of the proximity of OISE, York University has the
potential to draw students from a large catchment area..

2. Demand and Need: York does not propose to introduce graduate programmes
in Education until 1974. It is modestly estimated that an enrolment of 43 in the
1974-75 term will increase to 106 inthe 1977-78 term.

Demand statistics, relating specifically to York, are not available. However)
on the basis of perceived need alone, York's case for a modest programme seems
totally justified. Indeed, if and when the University does proceed with its current
proposals, there is not likely to be any short-fall of clients; instead, the demand
is likely to be for more spaces, not fewer, than the University now contemplates
providing.

3. Institutional Commitment! On the basis of statements in'the University's
submission, it seems clear that the organizational philosophy behind graduate
studies at York is radically different from that at a number of the other univer-
sities with which we are concerned.

York University has developed what appears to be a very strong climate of
enthusiasm and commitment around its proposed new ventures in the field of
Education -- both at the undergraduate and at the graduate level. Top Administra-
tors, Deans, Department Heads and faculty members appear to be quite willing,
indeed eager, to throw their support behind the York concept of graduate studies
in Education. Members of other Departments in the university already involve them-
selves in work in the schools.

The progress of the "York concept" of educational studies is bound to attract
considerable attention. Its success must depend heavily on the ability to main-
tain the interest and involvement of staff for whom Education is a secondary
commitment, the quality of the contribution that can be made by "adjunct professors"
whose main task lies in the schools, the possibility of creating a coherent'and
meaningful programme of studies from the efforts of individuals whose educational
orientations may be very diverse, and the capacity to argue for and obtain, through
good times and bad, an appropriate share of resources.

To the extent that success is dependent on enthusiasm, the prognosis is good.
It is vital, however, that the problems inherent in the York plan be recognized.

4. Faculty Strength: York has only begun to build faculty strength in the
area of Education. A new Dean has been appointed and given the dual task of:
(1) phasing out a Teachers' College and developing undergraduate programmes; and
(2) developing graduate programmes and recruiting the faculty strength needed to
support them.

At this stage, it is difficult to assess progress. Undoubtedly some of the
faculty to be inherited from the Teachers' College will contribute to graduate
programmes -- primarily, perhaps, as clinical professors. Clearly, strong commit-
ments of support and cooperation have been received from the various Departments
of the University. Also, there is a declared intention to add to the cadre of
of education specialists.

The plan for staff development seems sound. Exactly what will materialize as
a graduate education faculty is as yet unclear.
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5. Facilities: The facilities available for the support of the proposed
prOgrammes are superior. Current library holdings, which include a full ERIC
collection are impressive; budgetary allocations for further expansion are gener-
ous.

6. R. &.D. Environment: Not surprisingly, nothing like an adequate R. & D.
environment for the supportof student and staff research has yet been created.

But plans for the future are promising. Like undergraduate programmes the
proposed graduate programmes are to be linked in real and substantial ways, not
only with other Departments of the University, but also with "the field " ",

York is located adjacent to a number of experimental and innovative education
systems. Careful planning of its initial thrusts, and judicious negotiation of
field contacts should produce the desired environment for R: and D.

C. Proposals for the Future: York proposes to initiate two new graduate
degree progranunes:

1. the M.A.T. degree -- for.the preparation of master teachers and
curriculum developers in the various teaching fields; and

2. the M.Ed. degree -- for specialized practitioners in such fields as
Special Education and AdministratiOn.

When these programmes are launched in 1974 it is anticipated that 16 will be
enrolled for the M.A.T., 16 for the M.Ed. and 11 for the M.A. By.1977, it is
anticipated that these numbers will have increased to 44, 32 and JO respectively.

It is York's declared intention to develop its graduate programmes in
Special Education. Until recently, specialized training in this field was offered
to teachers largely through oourses offered by the Ministry. But now the Ministry
has expressed a wish to delegate this important role to the Universities --
particularly to York, which appears determined to take this role seriously.

Also of note, is York's desire to design and offer innovative programmes in
Administration, in collaboration with the University's distinguished Faculty of
Administrative Studies.

D. Recommendations: We are satisfied that York has demonstrated the potential
to develop a somewhat unorthodox, but academically and professionally viable,
graduate faculty of education. A commitment to innovation is combined with realist-
ically modest aspirations for growth.

1. It is recommended that York's proposals be approved and that it be en-
couraged to initiate the "new mode" of Master's programmes which it has proposed.

2. Specifically, it is recommended that York be encouraged to develop more
fully its initial plans for the M.A.T. programme (in the fields specified); for
the M.Ed.'in-Special Education (in collaboration with the Department of Psychology);
and in Administration (in collaboration with the Faculty of Administration).
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We must point out, however, that York must not minimize the problems involved
in= (1) the building and melding of the diverse and multi - disciplined staff which
will be required to make the plan work; and (2), the establishment. and
of the required R. & D. environment. Both these tasks will be difficult.



Section Three

Other Universities



Carleton University, Ottawa

The Consultanta have not hed an official presentation fro0 Carleton, nor
indeed any formal diaeukiions with its officers or staff. They have, however,
had the'Advantage of informal meetings with Professor:T.D. McCerizaCk," Chairman
of a Teacher Education CurricOluM Committee which prepared a reportfor the
Senate.

The following agreeMenta (among others) emerge froM this repOrtt that a
Faculty of Education(if established) should offer bothconeec4tiVejnd:con-
current programmes; that existing raf,,areh facilities at
in psychology and sociology) could make a substantial contributiOn t0A.esearch
and development;that:,the FaCUlty,ahould be able to deV.-lop a diveraity'of
specializations throughOUt betheletentary and secondaryleVeliand that it
should be able to rise rapidly : to an enrolment:Or8QQ 14.000 students with a
teaching staff of approximately SO. Many, p0r4400 000t of the latter would come
from the OttaWA Teachers' College, and Carleton "would expect to see their numbers
augmented by colleagues of the highest aeholArly repUtation."

The Senate Committee's recommendations were as follow0 'that Senate approve
in principle the establishment of a Faculty of:Educati9014t Carlet0Ojeubject to
the qualifications indicated above), and that the President or his:delegate be
requested to consult with the Department of Edocation to arrive at a mutually
accept:able. agreeMent for .the establishment of a Fatulty of EdUcation.

The Committee of Consultants does not know what action, if any, has yet been
taken on the Carleton Committee report. It does, howeyeri strongly support the
idea of a FacUltyof EduCation at CarlOtoO, and the dOvelOpMent of graduate studies
in- Education therefrom. :It concurs in the Carleton ComMittee!O observation that
"the size of the teaching community in the.Ottawa region asserts: an indisputably
valid regional claim to the establishMent of teacher 0duCation at Carleton" --
no mater what hePPeos at Queen's, many miles away. :And ithere is indeed much to be
said for the development at Carleton of a graduate studies Education programme
which would be academically competitive with Ottawa's and which would itself attract
a very substantial group of students.
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McMaster Universit Hamilton

A. Description: McMaster did not provide the Education Diecipline
Committee Or -the:Consultants with background materialA or plane for the develop.,
anent of graduate studies in Education -- because the University felt that "its
teacher programme must be established and operating before any consideration
could be given to eventual involvement" (from Proposed Plans for Education at
McMaster University).

The University does not at present have a Faculty of Education, but has been
engaged in diacussions concerning the integration of Hamilton Teachers' College
and the establishment of such a.faculty. Proposals were placed before the Senate
in June 1971, but a decision by the Ministry has been delayed until'the details
of the Ontario taster plan for teacher education '..;r0 known.

Thu Senate Committee on Teacher Education recommended the initiation of afour year concurrent programme for the B.Ed. degree, together with a 12/15 month_
consecutive course for existing graduates. No recommendations were made concern-
ing graduate studies, but in a letter to Dr. Preston of July 17th, 1972, the
Dean of the Graduate School has stated the University's interest in offering
graduate work in due course.

The Senate Committee's report proposed a separate faculty organization, butt
with a substantial number of joint appointments with other departments. and divisions
The possibility of establishing a School of Education within an existing faculty
was considered and rejected.

As noted elsewhere in this report', the consultants do not necessarily agree
with the assumption that established Teacher Education Programmes must always be
a prerequisite to the invitation of graduate studies in Education.

Furthermore, the consultant! were aware of McMaster's interest.in moving into
Education, at both the undergraduate and the graduate level, at some time in the
future."

Nence,'though we did not visit the McMaster Campus, we did meet with delegates
from that University and discussed with them their general aspirations in the
field and, particularly, the report of the McMaster Senate Committee on Teacher
Education.

The report which follows is of necessity, brief and lacking in specific
recommendations.

B. Evaluation:

1. Geography and Catchment Area: The population of metropolitan Hamilton
is approximately 500,000 -- in the Canadian context, one of the largest.of the
medium -size metropolitan regions.

Brock, which is one of the so-called "emerging universities", but which has
already embarked upon teacher preparation programmes, is in neighbouring St.
Catharines. And Guelph, which is already involved in limited graduate programmes
in Education, is not far away in the other direction.
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Nevertheless, McMaster, an established University, situated as it is at the
heart of the general catchment area, must, if it so desires, receive every con-
sideration in the allocation of responsibilities in Education.

2. Demand and Need: No statistics are available which would enable one to
comment on demand. A reasonable case for need, however, might be assumed 'purely
on the basis of the population of Hamilton.

3. Institutional Commitments McMaster's coomittent to the idea of both
undergradUate and graduate' programmes in Education appears to be very strong
The University is eager to pursue its proposal to take over responsibility for
the Hamilton Teachers' College and to move into graduate studiee at some appro-
priate time in the future,

4. Faculty Strength: The University propoees, if and when it is approved
for Teacher Education, to build an appropriate Faculty of Education (in addition
to the 27 members it will inherit from the Teachers' College).

It proposes, if and when it is approved for graduate studies, to add other
staff and to establish strong relationships between Education and other Departments.

(Already some Education courses are offered in Departments such as Sociology
and Philosophy. The plan would be to build upon such existing artangtments and
extend them to other areas such as Business Administration, Behavioural Psychology,
etc.)

'C. Proposals: McMaster's proposal, though as yet informal, is

i. to take over the Teachers' College, if that is the wish of the
Ministry;

ii. to begin to strengthen its staff in Education; and

iii. to begin, at an appropriate time, to plan graduate studies in
Education.

D. Recommendations: Whether or not McMaster will or should take over the
Hamilton Teachers' College is not yet known -- and is not a subject for comment
or recommendation in this repo:t.

Hence, if the University holds to the view that it should not contemplate
graduate studies in Education until Teacher Preparation Programmes have been
established, then the matter would appear to be closed -- as far as this report
is concerned:

We would recommend, however, in accordance with the views expressed on page
24, that McMaster be accorded the right to plan for graduate studies before or
without the establishment of undergraduate programmes.
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University of Toronto Facultication.ofEducatiot

The Ontario College of Education (now the Faculty of Education, Univereity
of Toronto), has not figured in the foregoing statement because it currently offers
no programme in graduate studies.

IA 1971-72, the staff of the College numbered more than 1201 its ful1-timo
enrolment, 1,450. The Main programme of the Faculty is now devoted to the
1:q7epOrtition of secondary and elementary teachers through,a onitlyear.prOfeesiOnPl,
prOgreMM0 based upon an acceptable underveduate degree. This programpie leads to,
the'844. degreaand (on redommendation:of Fatulty Council) to teachingtartifi-
tatealgranted by the Minietry:of Education. In addition, the Faculty offers
courses leading to a variety of special certificates, and summer and part-time
programmes for in- service education,

The facultyalso:offera in conjunction with the University's Division of
Xtensioni:a Oarttime g.Ed. programme 10 whl'711'hearly 500 serving teachers are

currently:enrolled,

. The Faculty has not offered graduate programmes since the inception of OISE,
1965.- It -now intends, however, to seek University Approval for the degree of
Master of Arts in Child Study for the academic year 1973 -74.

While a formal proposal for the offering of this degree has not yet been
presented to the School of Graduate Studies, a detailed draft has been prepared.
The programme would build on the extensive experience of the Faculty with its
`Institute of Child Studies, which in 1971-72 enrolled 69 student's. On this basis
it is proposed that some 70 students would enrol for a degree programme in
1973-74, with a maximum full-time enrolment set at 80.

The staff and other resources and facilities listed for the proposed prop
gramme appear to be adequate. OISE itself offers no such programme. It would
therefore, appear that most circumstances are favourable for the offering of a
Master's degree in, Child Study (in Arts or in Education) by the Faculty of
Education, It is, of course, unfortunate that the Faculty's laboratory school
otwateslOnly at the secondary level, but presumably the classroomS which have been
available to the Institute of Child Study would be available for the degreepror
gramme.

The operation of such a programme'would obviously fill a professional need,
aril provide for the Faculty of Education a modest re-entry to graduate studies,

Other prospects for graduate studies mentioned informally by Faculty spokes-
men include vocational education, physical and health education music and art,
and modern languages, The Faculty seems ready to cooperate with OISE and other
departments in the UniVersity in the development of programmes in these fields.

As noted previoUsly, an Education Task Force is-currently at work to explore
and recommend directiOns for closer collaboration between the Faculty and OISE.
A decision as to whether or not the Faculty should engage in graduate studies will
no doObt be dependent upon the outcome of the Task Forte's work. Whilst Factilty
strength for graduate studies is not at the level of that of OISE, it compares
very fevourablywith that:Ofdepartments in other universities which haVe'made
000010 for the introduction of similar progremmes. Sixteen par 'cent of the
faculty havO tte doctorate, some 60 per cent a MOtOrte qualiffCatiOn.
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Whilst, as we have noted, the future pattern of relationships between the
Faculty and OISE are outside our terms: I reference, there is much to be said for
undergraduate post-baccalaureate and a4vanced studies in Education being conceived,
for certain purposes, as part of a single whole, We would hope that steps might
be taken in the future to embody this conception in the arrangements made for
initial and further professional study for teachers in the University of Toronto.



CHAPTER SIX

THE FUTURE SCALE OP GRADUATE STUDIES

IN EDUCATION IN THE PROVINCP



Al?-

Our procedure requires that we draw, together the argument in Chapters Two
and Three, the principles of institutional development set out in Chapter Pour
and the recommendations of Chapter Five to produce an estimate of the scale and
distribution of graduate studies in EduCation in Ontario in 1976-77 and, more
tentatively, in 1981-82.

It will be recalled that we have reasoned that the pool of Candidates eligible
for and desirous of entering upon graduate work may double by the end of the decade,'
and that, the ,size of the demand and the size of the market will depend toAlome
considerable extent upon teaCherAeployment and certification policies with the
Province, University projections for 1976-77 were set out in Table'4, and ,thea0
were examined in the course of the institutional assessments undertaken in Chapter
Five.

We believe that a total of just, under, 000 enrolments in MosterliprogroMmOs,
in 1976-77 (compared with some 2,500 at present) ie.consistentwith-the'lik01

m-demand froteachers for advanced qualificationsh trends in staff,depP4ment
and certificetionlvlicies within the education profession, with what,the unAver-'
sities-canaccomplieh without ,loss of 4nalitY, and with what the Province'shoul&
be willing to afford if the quality -of teaching and learning in its ichools,'
Colleges and universities is to be maintained and enhanced. In the light of our
evaluations in Chapter Five, we differ slightly from the universities as to how
this number might best be distributed.

Only a very samll increase in Doctoral programmes is,piojecte4 for 1976.47.
We have set out our reasons for believing that graduate studies at this level
should be concentrated_ in a small.number of institutions,' We believe that Ottawa's
proposal to hold doctoral-enrolments at a modest level is realistic in terms of the:

_,pressures upon the Faculty of Education, With the growing involvement of.iitlirL
institutfons in-Maeters'-work, an,opportupity is created for OISE to'concentrete
more of-its resources upon doctoral programmea, and our figured reflect this
possible shift of emphAsip.- Consideration might also be given, to the introduction
of appropriate-kinds of poet doctoral study. The success of any such Shift of
emphasis will, of course, depend to some extent upon the availability of an
appropriate volume of funds for student support, and this is a matter that will
require careful negotiation with the Provincial authorities.

Our suggestion for an increase in the proportion of Doctoral level work at
OISE reflects our assessment of the considerable academic and institutional
strengths of the ingtiOte, and our judgement that larger numbers of highly
educated men and women will be needed to undertake teaching and development work
in Education and related fields in other universities, CAATs and elsewhere.

For reasons that we have already set out in this report, we have not been able
to be as specific as hoped for in deteiling proposals, specialism by speciAlisMrand
course by course, for the future distribution of graduate work .n the.province,. Wo
argued in Chapter Three that for planning purposes 008 is a need. to reconcept-
uelize the post-initial education and training of the tother as-further_proktisal

iestuds, and within this framework to examine the kinds of graduate, study that seem
beat fitted to serve the personal and professional

.

interests ofteechers and the
educational and social needs of Ontario during the next ten years

In the past, many graduate programMeS 110.wsoPSd, not as a means to upgrade
the competency and understanding of the eieseroot'teachsr, but as a form of initial
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training for other eduCationsl roles. We believe that in the future there should
be more programmes that are direCted to the improvement of teaching as such. ThiS
does not mean that Masters level work shoUld,be downgraded to the level OU'tip0
for teachers', This and other stereotypes of what is involved in the f,dvanced
study of learning and teaching have for too long got in the way of a r011y:redioal
examination of what universities can and shoull do to fulfill their responsibilities.
to those who, from kindergarten to.Grade 13, educate each new generation of under -
graduates and future citizens, Even in tarts of sheer self.intereSt, the univer-
sities are involved in What goes on in clastiroot=and school + The failUre of the
universities to recognize the ways in which initial and further profeasiOnal:eitudiet
for teachers are both alike and different from other kinds of professienal,prepsra-
tion has in some countries led to proposals that a substantial'port of the reSpOnsi-:

))ility for such work should be handed'oVer to bodies which have onlYenuoUS
connections with university level study Present pOlicias in Ontaribereentirely
in the opposite direction, with the universities being asked to take'on-s new range
of tasks and an even greater share in the preparation and upgrading of teachers.
We Welcome 'this trendi bUt we believe that if it is to succeed th00'0.Wbe a need
for universities, and particularly for faculties of EduCation, to share the plann-
ing of courses and programmes with other bodies on a scale that has not yet been
attempted. In particular, it has on a number of occasions been suggested to us that
the Minstry of Colleges and Universities does not always show sufficient awareness
of the implications for the growth of Educational studies of decilAons taken by the
Ministry of Education, e.g., the upgrading of teaching requirements and the transfer
of responsibility for in-service training to the universities. We are not in
position to evaluate these criticisms, but we do, in Chapter Three, suggest that
discussions be initiated concerning the kinds of machinery that might be)Jseful in',
the closer coordination of all kinds of further professional study for teacheru.

Tables 15 and 16 provide tentative enrolment figures fOr Master's and Doctor's
programmes in the various institutions for 1976-77 and 1981-82 respectively.
Consistent with our earlier argutent and calculations, we have provided for .a
doubling in the number of enrolments in Master's and Doctoral programmes by 1981.32.
and for the involvement at the Master's level of all those universities which have
or seem likely to set up Faculties of Education.

In some cases we have increased the number of enrolments proposed by individual
institutions, in others we have suggested a rather slower rate of growth. Our
proposals for the future numbers at OISE may seem too modest. But we have formed
the view that a too rapid increase in student numbers at the Institute might pre-
judice its important, and indeed unique, research and development functionii. The
prsent formulae for university financing places an emphasis upon student numbers
as the basis for growth. Some institutions would seem to deserve special considerar
tion. An emphasis upon, and appropriate support for, the R. and D. aspects of the
work of the Institute is vital not only for its own future, but. also for the,whole
of graduate studies and for educational advance in the Province.

We would urge that all Faculties should give careful attention to the possibi-
lity of M.A.T. and other new type Master's progratmes, focuSsed directly on the
needs and interests of the high level classroom practitioner.
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TABLE 15

Recommendations on the Scala and Distribution,of Enrolments

in Master's and Doctor's Programmes in Education, Ontario, 1976-77

University Ph.D./Ed.

Toronto, 0/SE p,T, 250
P T. 150

M.A. M.Ed.

150 150
100 1600

Other

Toronto, Faculty F.T.
of-Education PT. 3.00

Ottawa

Queen's

1estern

Guelph

Brock

50
Pa. 60

POT.

FIT.,

Lakehead

Windsor

York

Carleton

McMaster

F'. T.

P.T.

Fa.
PIT.

F.T._

P.T.

V.T.
P.T.11=s1.

150*
700*

35

240

35 60
175

50
.50

50

100

10
35

30 30 50

TOTALS 510 380 3310 110 100

NOTES: ? - an entry likely }but numbers cannot be stated now?? - anentry possible. )

* - all types of Master's programmes
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Our terms of reference indicate the desirability of estimating enrolment's
for the planning period up to 198142. We do so in Table 16, but again would wish
to stress the very tentative nature of the figures this contains. During the next
ten years, many thange0 may take place in:our attitudes towards and our arrange-
ments.for graduate study in.genetal, and'graduate study in education in particular.
Who can say, for example, what effect the implementation within the Province of
some of the recommendations of The learninx Society might have?

TABLE 16

Tentative Recommendations on the Scale and Distribution of Enrolments,

in Master's and Doctor's Programmes in Education$ Ontario, 1981-82.

University Ph.D./Ed.D. M,A, M.Ed M.A.T. Other

Toronto, OISE
& University
of Toronto

F.T.
P.T.

350
200

200

150
200

1950 100

Ottawa F.T.
P.T.

50

60
150*
700*

Queen's F.T.
P.T.

?

?

75

400 100

Western F.T.
P.T.

50
200 100

Guelph F.T.

P.T.

75

75

Brock F.T.

P.T.

100
200

Lakehead F.T.

P.T.
20

70

....

Windsor F.T.

P.T.

50

100

York '50 50 150

Carleton ? ?

McMaster ? ?

TOTALS 660 400 4165 600 150

Total Doctor's
and Master's 660 5315

NOTES: As for Table 15
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Summary of Recommendations

1. An increase in enrolments for graduate study in education from the present
total of 2,954 to 4,410 in 1976-77 and 5,975 in 1981,82i consistent with the
likely demand from teachers for advanced qualifications, with trends in staff
deplOyMent and certifiCation policies within the education profeasion, with
what the universities RhoUld be able to accomplish withoUt 1000'W quality,
and With'what the Province should be Willing to afford if the quality of
learning and teaching in its schools, colleges and univereitiea, is to beH
maintained and enhanced,
(Chapters One to Three, Chapter Six, Tables 15 and 16)

A-pattern of admission requirements that includes

(a) a general arts or
normally plus one

(b) a four-year B.Ed.

science degree with at least second class,. standing,
year of professional studies

with Second class standing

(c) a four-year B.A./B.Ed. or B.Sc./B,Ed. with second class standing

(d) any of the above without second class atunding, but with 'successful
completion at a similar level of appropriate number of relevant
courses, which might be other than undergraduate, arts and science
courses

(e) plus, appropriate standing in such specific undergraduate courses
as may be deemed requisite fOr entry to a particular programme or
field of specialization

Universities should reexamine the methods they now employ to maintain quality;
they should reexamine their admission policies; and they should experiment
with probationary admissions, traneition programmes and other means that make
graduate study available to suitable candidates.
(Chapters Three and Four)

3. Greater attention to the particular kinds of student support most appropriate
to the needs of mature candidates, and to the possibility of ensuring greater
regularity of practice and a higher level of provision in respect of teacher
secondments by school authorities in Ontario.
(Chapter Three)

4. An expectation that most universities should move in the direction of
involvement in graduate studies in education at the Master's level, with or
without a parallel involvement in undergraduate work and initial teacher
preparation, and generally in close collaboration with other faculties and
departments of the university.
(Chapter Four)

5. No new doctoral programmes until (i) the institution proposing the programme
has had substantial experience -- a minimum of five years is suggested -- in
Master's level work, (ii) the demand for doctoral level work can be shown to
have increased to the point where new opportunities are needed, and (iii)
standards of staff qualifications, facilities and institutional support have
been clearly established.

(Chapter Pour)
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Consideration of the case for establishing broadly;b400 coordiOating grOUps
for all forms of further prOfessional study fOr serving teachers, including:
both graduate and undergraduate work, whereby sdaff of the MinletrT,of
Education and COlOgea and Universities,, bf the:School boards,
teachers' organizations and universities could meet together on.* regular
basis to diSCOOe needs, identify and helptoIedOncileAifferencea in
emphasis, and Make*opOskis to the respectiVe prOVidiOg bodies on new courses
and forms of organization.
(Chapter Three).--,

7. Careful attention to be given to the possibility of M.A.T. and other new type
MAsterls:programmee,:focusaed directly on the needs and interests of:the highs,
level classroom praditiOnerAn elementary, secondary and tertiary education.
(Chapters Twci and Six),:,

8. That the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education ohould maintain the
pattern of growth in Master'sprograMmes thatAt has set for itself, should
conteMplate additiOnal:groWth it Ph.D. and M.D. programmes, shOUld introduce
an element of post-dOctoral work in selected areas (with adjustments in its
other work as required), and should monitor very carefully its changing role
in the expanding-iatlof institutions offering graduate studies in tdUcation.-
We regard an emphasis upon,:and appropriate support for, the R. and D.
aspects of the work of the Institute as vital not only for its.own future,
but also for that of other institutions and for educational advance in the
Province.
(Chapters Five and Six)

9. That the LLEILFEEly__IltofEducatiolUniversitofOttavl devote itself to solving

its current probleMs of staff overload, to maintaining its valuable dontribn
tion as a bilingual institution, and to strengthening its R. and 1:0, actiVitie0;
without substantial increase in enrolments during the planning period.
-(Chapter Five)

lg. That a gradual expansion of Master's level work at Queen's University be
encouraged, with specialization in the fields of.cutricOlum; adOinietration,
educational technology, counselling and, ultimately, elementary education
and community education. That further efforts be made to add inter-
disciplinary strengths to the work of the Faculty, and that,developmentyof an
M.A.T. Programme'at such be not contemplated for the first part of the 0.anning
period. That attention be given to the development of a greater R. and D.
thrUst, and that aspirations to offer doctoral programmes be kept alive for
reassessment at an appropriate point of time.
(Chapter Five)

11. That plans for the development of graduate studies at the University of Western
Ontario be approved on the scale proposed, subject to (i) a continued strength-
ening of the academic qualifications and experience of College of Education
staff, (ii) the availability of well qualified staff from other departments,
(iii) a flexible attitude on the part of the University 'concerning admission
requirements, including the possibility of probationary status, (iv) the
Provision of additional space,-and (v) reconsideration of the balance of Mad.
and M.A.T. provision within the proposed overall total, with A.View to making
opOortunities available for M.A.T. courses to be pursued on a part-time basis.
(Chapter Five)
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12. That the modest pattern of growth proposed by University of Guelph ip its
progrAMMes of extension education be encouraged and facilitated, including
in 440 course its tentative plan to develop a Ph.D. programme in this
specialism".

(Chapter. Five)

That Brock University be encouraged to move towards the development of
MatiterlivprOgratmes in Education, and that itiiirOgrets:end status with
respect to Education staff, interdisciplinary-cooperetiOn, library and
associated facilitied, and programme design and structure be reassessed
at such time as it has met the-appropriate'criteria
.(Chapter Five)

14. That approval be granted to Lakehead University to offeriM.Ed. programmes
in Administration and Curriculum.
(Chapter Five)

15. -That the University of Windsor) Faculty of Education work towards up-
grading the degree statue of its members, and to documenting the kinds
of relationships and programmes that it could most usefully promote with
colleagues, with a viewto,the:developMentof Motor's won% during the
second half of the planning period.
(Chapter Five)

16. That York University's propoaalaJora-ineW mode" of- lester's programme
be approved, and that the FaCultY be encouraged to develop more fully its
initial plane for'the Mdv.T.:lrogramme in the'fieldespecified, in Special
Educatio*(,i00'ilabOration WOhtthe DPW4lent of Psychology) an4Nin
Administration (in collaboration with the Faculty: of Administration). That
the progrea$ of programMe-building,be carefully monitored.
(Chapter Five)

17. That Carleton University be eneouraged in its efforts to work out the
nature of its fUture inYolvement in educational studies, and:that consider-
ation of the possibility of graluate work at Carleton be undertaken without
necessary reference to the establishment of undergraduate programmes within
the university.
(Chapter Five)

18. That McMaster University should similarly examine its educational involve-
ment, and that again, the possibility of eventually making provision for
graduate work should not be prejudiced by forthcoMing decisions on the
future of the neighbouring Teachers' College.
(Chapter Five)

19. That the proposal for a Master of Arts in Child Study from the University of
Toronto, Faculty of Education be given sympathetic attention, and that the
University be encouraged in its efforts to clatify the relationships between
the. Faculty and the OISE.
(Chapter Five)
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Z2911911.21

It is not uncommon to find the most urgent significance of a recommendation

situated,sOmewhere outside its formal limits. In the present instance, our terms
of reference do not oblige u$ to consider the changes which the future will bring.
We nevertheleas regerd the ability in some measure to foresee,and in any case to
be prepared fOr whitever may come as essential ingrediente in any scheme of
education, TO:01910n to already telling our children that the future, which they
must soon cope With, will be in many imperative ways quite differennt from the
pattern of Past recorded in their text books. No generation of Canadians has
yet been properly prepared for what-it has had to face. The rate of change, how
ever, has been such that even in the years of world warfare, no disaster of
irremediable kind has occurred. We can no longer'count on the rate of change
accommodating itself to the pace of human adaptability. It is incontrovertible
that our children now entering the tichoole will in a few decades be in poiiitions
of responsibiltty, authority and control in a Canada so transformed by the pressure,
of events and the edvance of science and techOOlogy that we hal/0 difficulty in
visualizing it or assessing its problems. This, however, we must do. The report
would be lsol4ng4O'fidelity to fact if it failed to emphasiZe the responsibility
resting uponlaannersi executives and teachere in Canada, and especially in this
central provi040 of Ontario. They will be held accountable by the rising generation

in terms of hew well they made ready for the future.

There is no way that we can better recognize our responsibility to the members
of this generation than by providing them with an enlarged vision of the future.
There is no way that we can better face this future than by preparing educators
who are themselves acutely sensitive to its probabilities-, and who possess the
fiberalattitudee and the professional competence necessary to assist children
and young people in the assessment and mediation of its problems.

We have assumed that the underlying purpose of our report is to help in the
making of judgements and policies that will contribute to these desiderata. We

llope that we have, in some substantial respects, fulfilled this purpose.
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I. General Comments

There is general agreement within the Discipline Croup

that this report is a timely and valuable study of the present

situation in graduate studies in education in Ontario and that

it projects a reasonable and appropriate scale of expansion

in the field for the decade ahead. We recognize, as do the

consultants, the limitations which made it Impossible for them

to report in strict accordance with the terms of reference..

These include the limited time made available to the consultants

in which to complete the study, the difficulties of making

meaningful manpower analyses, the lack of compactness within

the "discipline", and the problem of isolating graduate studies

within the larger sphere of further professional studies, for

teachers. Market-place demand is not a reliable criterion

for determining real need in a field where most of the can-

didates for full-time study are already employed and plan to

return to that employment at the conclusion of their degrees,

and where the part-time candidates (which represent at present

about three-quarters of all candidates for degrees) continue

their studies from an existing base of employment. We accept

the statement in the introduction to the report that "teaching

is an undereducated profession': Given the size of the teaching

force in the province (92,798 as of September 1971), the strong

encouragement of professional teacher organizations, and the
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recent decision to make teaching a degree-based profession in

Ontario, we agree with the consultants that there is a clear

demand for considerably more opportunity for graduate studies

in education in this province. This is all the more obvious

as we observe large numbers of Ontario teachers who cannot

be accepted into existing programs and who commute across the

border to enrol in graduate programs in the United States,

or who oversubscribe extension' graduate programs offered by

American Universities in various centres in Ontario.

II. Comments on General Princi les behind the recommendations

The members of the discipline group are generally in

agreement with the five basic principles outlined in the report

on pp. 24-26.

There were some members of the group who questioned

whether there was a need ,tor every university in the province

to become involved in graduate studies in Education. We do

rot believe principle #1 should be so interpreted and there-

Lore we accept the principle of no "general prohibition"

provided the criteria outlined in principle #2 are adhered to

and that regional needs are clear before any new program is

introduced.



There is strong support for prinoiple.44 within the

group. Demanding standards of performance are accepted as

essential but coupled with that is the strong belief that

admission criteria should be flexible; that they must recognize

the professional experience of the applicants and that they

should provide probationary periods in which oandOatae can

prove their competence to continue in a degree program.

Some views were expressed that principle #5 was a

little over-cautious, but after discussion it was agreed that

the conditions specified in principle #5 were realistic before

new doctoral programs should be considered.

III. Comments on General Recommenfttions (i.e. Rec. 1 to 7
on pp. 74-75)

Note - The discipline group has made no attempt to comment on

the specific recommendations #8 to #19 for particular in-

stitutions at this time. It was felt that the individual

university responses would deal with these. It is our under-

standing that.we shall be asked as the Discipline Group to

comment on the University responses to those recommendations

when they have been received.

Recommendation #1

General agreement was expressed with the scope of

expansion which represents a doubling of enrolments in graduate



studies in education by 1982. This'recommendation Should be

read in the knowledge that approximately 76% of all enrolienta

are projected as part-time enrolments. Given the criteria

spelled out in the recommendation, these projections are seen

as realistic and essential,

1129.21a
The meMbers of the discipline group accept the Pattern

of admittsion requirements'set.oUtrin this recommendation as

normally appropriate. It was pointed out that'they reflect

the adMisSion reqUireMents in Most of:the eXiistinr graduate

programs_in education in the province.- We do wish, however,L

to commend the attitudes eXpres-sed in the paragraph following

2(e) on page 74 and on page 20 in the report. We would

hope that in establishing 40448404 standards appropriate

attention would be given tofleXibility andbroader?.aCcesS to

program0 by taking into eonsideratiOn professional competencies

and experiences and by recognizing, as-the consultantS do,

that "baccalaureate degree reiults are by no means a faultless

indication of graduate study potential - p. 20.

Recommendation #3

The discipline group agrees that greater attention to

student support needs to be given if we are to repair even

modestly, the disparity between numbers of part-time and
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full-time students and if institutions are to be able to give

greater attention to R and D thrusts as called for in the report.

Re9opmendation #4' )
See comments, on general principles

Recommendation #5 ; behind report.

Recommendation #6

There was strong support for the recommendation that

broadly based coordinating groups should be formed to plan

for all forms of further professional study for serving teachers.

We readily accept and would argue strongly that there is a

need for many patterns of continuing education. These should

not be seen as alternatives to the scope of graduate studies

recommended in this report but as additional' ways to meet the

demand for updating by the large teaching force in this province.

The experience of this study, encourages us to believe that

there is a need for continuing broadly based coordination and

planning of all further study programs for teachers.

Recommendation #7

The discipline group warmly supports the idea that

graduate studies should have 48 their*main focuso.What is

happening or what should be'happening, in the classrooms of

this province.
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IV. Concluding Coppepts

111;e, discipline group is unanimous in communicating a

sense of urgency for the adoption of an acceptable Plan for

graduate studies in education so that the present etbargo on

programs may be lifted. There are several programs, well

planned, and ready to be moved forward by their respective.

Universities as soon as perission is given to do so. Mean-

while many teachers are being Prevented frOM undertaking

gradUate studies because of the lack of places in existing

programs, and community pressure on Universities to initiate

additional programs is mounting.

Finally the members of the discipline group wish to

express their deep appreciation to the consultants involved

in this study. We appreciated their energy, their patience,

their probing questions and their determination to get through

to the heart of each of our problems. Their visits to our

campuses, were pleasant and, although much too short, they were

full of significance for us. We believe that this report
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provides a sensible basis for the rationalization of graduate

studies in education in Ontario and we thank them for it.

Respectfully submitted,

R. Overing, York University
Stuart Nease, University of Windsor
R. Moase, T. Fielding, Brack University
G. Flower, 0.I.S.E.
L. Desjarlaia, University of Ottawa
N. Nicholson, University of W. Ontario
H. Caldwell, University of Guelph
J. Trueman, McMaster UniversitY
P. McCormack, Carleton University
J. Angus, Lakehead University
V. Ready, Queen's University



Addendum to -

Response.from the

Education DiScipline Group

to

The Advisory Committee on ACodemic Planning

on the report on

Graduate Studie0 in EdUCation

the ProvinceNof Ontario

as su'hmitted

the.Educational Consultants

in

April 17th, 1973
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The Education Discipline Group met on Apri. 17th to

review it's response (dated April 4th, 1973) to tho oonaultants'

report on Graduate StUdies in Education in Ontario in the

light of reactions which had been submitted, from individual

interested universities. As a result of that,meeting, we

wish to reiterate.

1. We do not see graduate studies as the only appropriate

route for the professional development of teachers. We

support the idea of a strong non-degree pattern of continuing

education being needed as well. We believe that the scope of

graduate studies recommended in the report will bring the

desired balance between graduate degree and non-degree programs

in continuing studies in education.

2. we wish to emphasize that we support the concept that

graduate studies in education should be just as demanding as

graduate studies in other disciplines. However, we feel just

as strongly that the needs for graduate Studies in education

are, in part, different and that the needs of the "practitioner"

for professional studies oust be recognized as well as those

of the educational theorists. Consequently, we urge that

the professional competencies of the candidates be recognized

in admission procedures and in program' planning and that

applied studies be emphasized as well as educational theory.
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We see no conflict between a desire for quality and a recog-

nition of the total needs of the profession.

3. The members of the Discipline Group note the recommend-

ation #3 on page 35 of the consultants' report-

"There will be times when leadership will

be required! there will be times when cooperation

will be required; and there will be times when

O.I.S.E.'s role will be modified in response to

development in other institutions."

They commend 0.I.S.E. for its response to this recommend-

ation,and strongly urge that mechanisms be established "for

increased cooperation and coordination of study programs of

various types and at various levels throughout the province."

4. There was a unanimous feeling among the members of

the Discipline Group that the Ministry of Education should

be urged to settle the future of the remaining Teachers

Colleges so that the development of plans for graduate studies

in universities which presently do not have undergraduate

faculties will not hold up unnecessarily the recommended

overall planned development of graduate studies for the

Province.



5. We wish to make one textual change in our response

dated April 4, 1973. On page 5 in the third line from the

bottom, change "their" to "a" - reading "a main focus" rather

than "their main focus".

6. Without commenting specifically on individual items,

the Group wishes to draw attention to small factual errors

in the consultants' report to which particular institutions

have drawn attention.

The members of the committee wish to express their

appreciation for the opportunity to be involved in this

discipline review. The committee will be pleased to send

representatives to discuss this report in ACAP or COU if

this would be useful.

Submitted on behalf of
the Education Discipline Group

present at the April 17th meeting

L. Desjarlais, University of Ottawa
S. Neese, University of Windsor
H. Caldwell, University of Guelph
G. Plower, 0.I.S.E.
N. Nicholson, University of Western Ontario
V. S. Ready, Queen's University

not represented at this meeting

McMaster, Lakehead, Brock, York,. Carleton
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MA ICK UNIVETISITf

Education Discipline Assessment

RI% o

The University is in general alpeement with the report insofar as it
affects Dm& University. Since the visit of the consultants in 1972, at
Which time the College of Education was just entering its second year as an
integral part of the University, there has been stoat progneis-towarde the
development of a waduate faculty and a definite plan for an MEd. pi am

Members of the College faculty continue to develop. the cepa1411ties
for offering graduate work by fonnal enrolant in ?h, ). programs at other
institutions and by ,ongoing research'associated with the development of the
Pre-certification Provains, It is consideredthat the development of the
existing propels; taloing into account the special needs of entrants hod,

the bachelor's depee end the effective "assooiatm teacher"-relationship wi h
local boards of education, will provide a strong base for the:develOpment of
a sound graduate program. Now appointments or faculty interested in graduate
work are envisaged to provide additional impetus to the developments

For 1973-7 it is anticipated that the main thrust of the 0011ege will
lie in the ongoing development. of the pra-certincate program, HoweVero'the
general form of a graduate program along the lines reported in C and D, p 531
is t shape in discussions between faculty members of the College and Arts
and Science, Some definite commitments from Arts and Science have been made
and others are imminent. In order to speed the development. of the proPosal, it
is intended to allocate some definite portion of the College's resources to
this task alone in 1973-74.

The dentind for an M.Ed, program at the University from regional teachers
remains strong, In vier of this demand, the progress towards a program proposal)
and the developrent of the faculty mentioned,earliero it is considered that the
target date 1974-75 is just feasible although it is recognised that 1975-76 is
a more probable date,
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CARLETON UNIVERSITY

RESPONSE TO FINAL REPORT ON THE EDUCATION PLANNING ASSESSMENT

The authors of this report have with considerable succeed
observed on the more important terms of their mendaterthat is; toview
this question as relating to the Ontario system as a whole, ThcrePort,
therefore, quite frequontly makes reference to undergraduate r's well ,as
graduate training in education, since although they are not necessarily

to baioUnd in the satee_uniVereicYt, the one relateste the other-more
intimately than in perhaps any Other, proiesicona/Piogiii.' In very
general terms the proposals made seem to be sensible and based on se-
reliable evidence as could be ascertained. The-particular recommendations
relating to specific universi.ties'seem *Ways to.be based.on both a concern:
for the system as a whole and the particular capabilities and resources

of individual institutions.

The references to Carleton University-express accurately
the state of planning on this subject.. Carleton _has for a umber, of _years

been ready to consider the introductionof eduoStiOn-as a specific
offering and there have been raPortsInaOared proposing approaches to prow*
rams in education which are consonant with some of the more iMPOrtant
recommendations in the report. Carletonle position his been, and continues
to be, that the education of individuals for an Occupation in the school
sYstem is a provincial-wide problem but one which must at the same time
take into account real regional' constraints. There has lOn8 since been
agreement by the members of the University and the Ontario Teachers
College as to the practicability of Carleton assuming the resPensibility
in undergraduate education which in a sense Ontario TeaChero C011age now

carries out. There also have been a number of Strong expressions frem
the Ottawa community; that is, the local school board, the local.associa-
tion of elementary teachers and representatives of the Ontario Teachers'
Federation, toward the establishment of a program in education at Carleton.

It is our view that the recommendations found in the report
relating to Carleton are: in recognition of our capacity to engage in both

graduate and undergraduate work in education or in graduate work alone. It

is our view, however, that since we are dealing with a total system, we

would be unwise - even though we welcome the strong support of the consul-

tants for a Faculty of Education at Carleton and the development of graduate
studies in Education therefrom - to proceed with steps toward the implemen-
tation of either kind of program without an invitation from the orovincial
government to do so.
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NiaimattLit.Guelph ample

The University of Guelph wishes to record its

satisfaction in general with this Report in its implications for

the University. We are gratified that our efforts in the field

of Extension Education are supported, and we take note of the .

comments of the consultants with regard to the development of a

Ph.D. program in this field. The University of Guelph commende

the consultants for the care with which they have set out in

Chapter Pour the five Principles and the six Specific Criteria

which they haveusid in assessing the program and plans of each

university involired.

Notwithstanding our general satisfaction we consider

it important to have in the record the following comments on

specific points:

A. University of Ouslet!

(1) P.49, 4th paragraph, Section A: the "statement of

University policy" is a quotation from a draft report

on Aims and Objectives. The final report on Aims

and Objectives, as approved by the University Senate,

uses different :porde to express essentially the same

idea: .. in graduate programs there will be a major
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Education Planning Assessment

Although not exclusive, emphasis on the life

services and related areas ... new programs

will be undertaken ... only when a significant

aped and specific competence can be demonstrated

... (and, with regard to research) -... the

University build upon4ts tepognisedimpitten4e.:___
in isgl..049,410,041,t tltt M±$;ARIIL.0*404
thefostering of` excellence

cotWence also exists ...

(2) P.49, SeCtion A, 6th peregrapif the thiidAtOS

should reed, "... last 'four semesters or the-,

two undergraduate ..."

(3) P.50, Sect:ion B2t the concludingAlent040a is not

correct because the doctoral programs at OIStaW

at the University of British Columbia, while-dealitig

with Adult Education, do not focus extensivaly'00

the specific field of Extension Education. Cuelphli

proposed doctoral program would, therefore, be unique

unless such a program is implemented elsewhere in

Canada in the meantime.

(4) P.50, Section B6: the penultimate word in the second

line should be "practitioner".
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EdUcatiOn Planning Assessment

(5) P.51, Seetion D2:' the meaning Of the recommendation

is unclear, unless the expression "R & D involvement"

should read "R 6 D Environment". The'latter expressiOn

is used in a specialized way by the consultants.

General University policy would permit the Senate

0-authorize7ExtensionTEducation-participation-in--

Rural Development paid if that participation promised

to enhance to encourage and to facilitate) the:

"environment" to which the consultants refer.

(6) P.51, Section D3i: the University of Guelph,

systematically assigns instructional and research

capability to departments. The basis of these

assignments is well understood. The 4.95 full-time

equivalent faculty noted by the consultants in

Section A, 5th paragraph, could, at our present

graduate student ratios, handle 35 full -time Students.

The full-time equivalent of our 1972-73 enrolment

(Section 82, 2nd paragraph), is 31. To handle the

50 full-time and 50 part-time graduate students

projected by the consultants for 1976-77 (Table 15,

p.72) would require the addition of 4 full-time

equivalent faculty. The number of graduate students
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Education Planning Asseisment

actually enrolled in 1976-77 would be expected not

to exceed our capability to meet their needs. The

Appraisal procedures of the Ontario Council on

Graduate Studies ensure that any proposed Ph.D.

program will be inaugurated only if the quality

of that program is fully adequate.

(7) P.51, Section D3iii: while the preceding comment

deals with strengthanin8 as to numbers, it car be

added here that 'it 10 the intention of the University

to ensure strengthening as to quality particularly

at the research level (see also comment 5).

(8) P.5I Section D3iv: the structure of the University

of Guelph, with its unusual array of "Departments",

has for some years led to an unusually good level

of interdepartmental cooperation. We expect to see

no diminution of these desirable relationships.

(9) P.22, Table 4: this table does UGC include the

Guelph projection in Extension Education. The table

can be completed by inserting in the "Other" column

25 P.T. and 34 P.T.
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(10) Raving in mind the consultants' support of the

0/SE program in Special Education and of the

proposed M.A. in Child Study in the University of

Toronto Faculty of Education, we consider it

desirable to draw attention to the existence, at

Guelph, of the Centre for Educational Disabilities

and the Department of Family Studies. The Centre

for Educational Disabilities is'an inter-departmental'

research unit to,"... coordinatelreseetch in the

causes and treatment of educational failure which

may be related to mental, behavioural, physical

or social handicaps ..." (see Graduate Calendar,

University of Guelph). The Centre does not offer

graduate degree programs, but it does provide

facilities for research in this important area.

The University is prepared to cooperate with OISE

if any such association is sought.

The Department of Family Studies includes in

its Master's program the field of child studies.

The program, not being in the strict sense an

Education degree programo has not been involved

in this assessment. It is Ooseible however, that
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it may be of interest to those planning the

Toronto program in Child Studies.

B. General

(1) Table 3 on page 14 lacks the appropriate Doctors'

enrolments which are necessary in order to complete

the comparison with Table' 2. The title of the table

implies the inclusion of both levels, but only

AUstere-enroluents are recorded.

Need and Demand. The University of Guelph notes

with interest the consultants' use-of the word

"demand" to identify student interest An the

availability. of graduate programs._ In the commoner

usage, "demand" reflects manpower requirements as

over against manpower supply. The point is an

important one because, as the consultants make clear

on page 17 and again on page 27, they regard the

manpower approach as inappropriate in the field of

Education. It is possible that the Universityrof

Guelph program in Extension Education may be affected

more by demand for manpower than by demand from students.

Finally, we, reiterate cur appreciation of the

.consultants' efforts in producing a thoughtful and thought-provoking

document.
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LaCkeihead University

OEP10E Of THE PRESIDENT

TAL STATION P. TOUNOEN SAY, ONTAN10. CANADA.

March 19th, 1973.

Dr. M. A. Preston,
Executive Vice-Chairman,
Advisory Committee on Academic Planning,
Ontario Council of Graduate Studies,
Council of Ontario Universities,
102 floor' Street West,
TORONTO, Ontario.
M5S 1M8

Dear Dr. Prestont

Res FINAL REPORT ON THE EDUCATIONAL PLANNING ASSESSMENT

We have examined with interest the final report of the
consultants on the Education Planning Assessment. The authorized per-
sons at Lakehead University who have read the report have been greatly
impressed with the breadth and thoroughness of it. We support both the
general recommendations made with regard to the development of gra
duate studies in Education in the Province and the specific recomMenda.
Hans made with respect to the M. Ed. Program submitted by the Faculty
of Education at Lakehead University.

Yourattention is drawn to one small error on Page 54 of the
report. Paragraph 2 should reads

"The Faculty of Education has proposed the names
of 17 staff who are seen as qualified to contribute
to graduate studies in education, divided among the
following areas of specialization."

Yours sincerely,

ANDREW D. BOOTH,
/tp President.
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McMASTBR'S ROLE IN

GRADUATE WOIX IN EDUCATION

Being cognizant of the expansion in graduate work in education
envisaged by the ACAP consultants and also of the needof tUchere in the
greater Hamilton area, McMaster-is pleased to see that the coneultiAte'-,

report' recommends thatNOMaster University should siMilerly:exa4ne
Odutational invoXvement and,, that

agaiM,-the,poilibilitteteve444

}Ail

-01014 Frovision,for gruduate,vork shoUld not

cominsoteCisionti. on the futUra of
the .neigiwbouriiii' t4acbsr

page; Y11
(It4"1-604".1Pn itO 10)

We wish-tO :raCOrd

44'.thts:t4,10,,0,40-,44240YO!tOTI#00-t
Ovotimint Of

oulteble_Mastar.o,progremiei for

particider, we see an opportunity'
for MCNiete0

to-u*A014cidit
strengths and it, considerable

Wtierienci.in,MesW*A00:VOrkin-,
the Arts end Science's by Providing

prograzi000of,0400,it'r0444004
by Master's of Arts in Teaching degrees'in other institutione.-. These-,
efforts would be directed toward the training of Master's teachers
curriculum developers. We consider it likely that such programmes would
provide opportunities for practicing teachers to engage'in

post-baccalaureate
work in a given

discipline, and in addition to undertake formal stu4ies in
education. They would be involved in planning curriculum, in devising,
following at least two years of classroom teaching, audio-visual aids and
in other projects that would be relevant to the claesroqm.

Ws should also record that we have included the likelihood of
developing such programmes in the submiesion of our three-year plan for
the divelopment of'gredueie work at McMaster. The Faculty of science has

.

#146_,-a.progr
under.44i*Onsiderst$On e.t:Otesent:

t. '
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April 11, '1973

Dr. M.A. Preston,
.Executive Vice'-Ohairmans
Advieory Committee on Adademic Planning,
Ontaric. Council on Graduate Studies,
102 Bloor Street Meet,"
TORONTO, Ontario, MSS 1M8'.

Dear Dr. Preston

This is a response to your request for comments
from the University on the consultants report on Graduate
Etudiea in Education.

The impression given by the statement on page 37
of the report that our space resources are currently scattered
is unfortunate. It is a fact that our Faculty of Education
is 'temporarily located in a large rented building away from
the main campus, but we are unaware of any overcrowding.
During the Summer Session, because of the larger number of
students enrolled, Ws do use certain additional lecture halls
outside that building and even rent facilities from the Ottawa
Board of Education. Concerning the postponement of the
construction on campus of the planned new building for our
Faculty of Education, we can only state that the provincial
embargo on new university construction was iMPcsed at the
time when we were already negotiating the building contract.
It should be made clear that we eXpect to proceed with the
construction of this building as soon as the provincial
embargo is lifted.

I should like to emphasize our strong disagreement
with recommendation 3 on page 38. We do not believe that
there are any more uncertainties conowoning the future of
the University of Ottawa than is the case with other Ontario
universities. Our Present enrolment, graduate and under-
gradUate, is approximately 8,500. We feel that, when fully
developed, the campus could provide facilities for approximately
15,000 !tudents: Any question of the need-for a satellite
campus or a second bilingual institution is therefore
unwarranted. In this connection,- it should be pointhd out
that our part-time enrolment of anglophones greatly exceeds
our part-time, enrolment of francophones in our Master of
Education programs. This is what one might expect in view of
the anglophone and francophote population of the province.
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We also question the need to await the development
of Carleton University's plans for graduate studies in educa-
tion before further developing our graduate programs in this
field. We are not aware that Carleton has trentioned any
intention to develop graduate studies in education in its
list of proposed new graduate programs. Be that as it may,
we absolutely have to oppose any explicit or implicit
statement that the University of Ottawa should serve the
French while Carleton serves the English speaking. What
Carleton does is Carleton's business and we are on record
not only as willing to, but as actually cooperating with
her. But we, for over a century, have been serving and will
continue to serve both English and French speaking.
And we are not convinced that the Consultants for the
discipline groups assessments - including Education- have
understood and recognized this &CAP should!

Yours sincerely,

Ro er Guindon,
Rector.
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QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY
xiNOSTON, ONTARIO

FACULTY OF EDUCATION
OUNCAN McARTHUR HALL

1. An Impression of the Report

The report is a valuable document which makes a
serious attempt to assess the basis for expansion and an
appropriate scale for graduate studies in education in Ontario
in the next decade or so. The authors state their assUmptions,,
and modus operandi olearlY, and in these terms make a strong
case for continuing expansion in the Years ahead. They take
relatively open position towards the concept of graduate studies
in education, (see for example P.19) and emphasize the aohievema'
of quality using more flexible approaches to admission similat:n0.-

position and their analysis of curren - a a-an ,.pgo ec onsleade
those advocated in the COPSE Report The Learning So iet This

them to support the aspirations of practically all', htario
Universities interested in developing graduate programs in
education.

2. Rea onse to the General Recommendations (R1 throu h R7)

As far as the general recomMendations'ofthe Report
are OoncernedAR1 through R7 on pp 74 and-:75).the following
represents an initial response: '

;

Rl (The scale of future graduate studies)

We accept this recommendation as a fair and attainable
increase in scale under the qualifications noted.

R2 (Admission Requirements)

We fully endorse the flexibility intended by this
recommendation, emphasizing in particular the need to experiment
with other ways of admitting candidates whose earlier academic
records may not match their greater maturity and capabilities
for graduate study in education. We therefore underline the
importance of the suggested patternd of admission requirements
and the rather stronger statements in the relevant discussion
on pages 19.and 20.



We further believe that the principle espoused on P.19 of the
report that further professional studies 4904 carry some
University ()matt might welt have been included as par o this
recommendation*

R3 (Student Support) and R6 (Coordinating Groups)

We endorse both of these recommendations to the
full. We would point ow' that support is moat needed for full
time students and that stoh support is strongly interrelated
with the strength and direction of RID thrusts and the establish-
ment and maintenance of doctoral programs. The desirability of
broadly based coordinating groups meeting to solve program needs
(e.g. the rationalisation of off campus offerings)and student
support needs b.g. teacher release for study as is prolected in
the U.K.) is surely clear. We regard R6 as very timely and
significant.

R4 (Involvement in graduate level studios only)

We are a little hesitant to endorse this recommendation
unreservedly. While we acknowledge that not all advanced study
of education is field-oriented, we feel that proposals to offer
graduate programs by universities not offering initial teacher
preparation should be most carefully scrutinised to ensure that
they fulfil real needs in educationally and economically justifiable
ways.

R5 (Doctoral Programs)

While we accept criteria'(i) and (iii) relating to
the initiation of new doctoral programs, we are not sure on what
basis criterion (ii) is proposed. We agree that the number of
Universities engaged in doctoral work should be small, but surely
any institution which meets criteria (i) and (iii) should not
necessarily be debarred from offering a dootoral program on what
appears an ill-defined criterion such as (ii).

R7 (M.A.T. and other new type Master's programs)

We endorse this recommendation heartily in its intent
of encouraging "classroom-oxientedn Masters' programs. HoweVer,
the M.A.T. itself is an American program the intent of which to
a large degree was to supply the Honours background in a scholarly
discipline, often not found in typical U.S. undergraduate teacher
educatiorvavonims. The necessity for this is considerably less
in majoxrehlfttlities with Honours programs. Because of this, and
also the difficulties associated with implementing such programs
e.g. the fact that teachers generally do not perceive them
favourably, we prefer other alternatives to achieve the same end
e.g. by encouraging other University Departments such as History,
Minix', Physics etc,to provide specific graduate level courses
geared to the needs of graduate students in education.
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3. Response to Recommendations for Specific Universities other than
Queen's

Recommendation° 8 through 19 relate to proposed
developments at specific Universities. At this time, we would
offer only a few comments on those relating to UniverSities
other than Queen's, One is that, although the projections for
individual Universities seem reasonable when viewed in isolation,
the report contains few statistics of a regional nature relating
either to population or to educational supply and demand. We
have already noted our concern with Recommendation 4 (involve:Went
in graduate studies without requiring an initial certification
program). These two points seem important ones to bear ifs mind
if the continuing development of graduate studies in Ontario is
to be made on a realistic basis.

4. Response to the Report's Description and Evaluation of Graduate
Studies at Queen's (Pages 42 to 44)

We accept the description and evaluation on Pages
42, 43 and 44 as generally accurate. We note, however, that,
although specific mention is made on Pages 42 and 43 of the
Problem of admission requirements at the time of the initiation
of the Queen's M.Ed. program in 1970 and 1971, this point is not
discussed in the relevant section in the body of the report on
Pages 20 and 21. We feel that this is a general point which
affects all Ontario Universities and not just Queen's and that
it should be viewed in this light, rather than as something
unique to Queen's.

5. Some Inaccuracies Relating to Queen's University

At least three inaccuracies, one of .a potentially
serious kind, should be noted. At the top of Page 42, the
statistics given refer in actual fact only to the Pall Term of
1972. The figures for the next temdiffer, because the program
operates on a semester basis, both as regards admission and course
offerings. The corresponding figures for the Winter Term are
126 P.T, 5 F.T. and 52 inactive. The same kind of loose thinking
seems to have been applied to Table 15 on Page 72 where the
Queen's projections for 1976-77 become thoie recommended by, the
consultants. The table gives the figures 35 F.T. and 240 P.T.
These are presumably taken from Table 10 on Page 42, but there
they refer to Winter enrollments only.
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The distinction between summer and non-summer part time
enrollments is one which does not seem to have been fully
rationalised. A figure Of 300 (the average of *warner and
winter) would seem a more justifiable figure to appear in
Table 15. A third, but Minor inaccuracy appears at the top
of Page 44, where the addition of the word graduate at the
beginning of line 4 would remedy the situation.

6. Response to Specific Recommendations Relating to Queen's
University

We view the specific recommendations of the Report
relating to Queen's as confirmation of the soundness of our
developments to date and of our plans for the future.

1. As regards the pace of development, we welcome the wise
counsel contained in the recoMmondations. We have already
deferred the expected dates of initiation of all projected
new programs by 'l year and are subjecting them to continuing
scrutiny as they take shape.

-f

2. The uestion of .rioritieti in ro ram develo ment is a
con nu ng one. 'co eve e t a sc oo oounse ling
should receive priority over educational technology, and
it is hoped that at least the M.Bd. program in school
counselling will be operational sometime in 1974 (preferably
July 1974).

3. The quastioh of geographical separation is a real one, but
it is gradually being overcome. As we move towards the
initiation and development of concurrent teacher education
programs at the undergraeiate levels, the opportunities for
inter-faculty and inter-disciplinary appointments grow
greater. For example, two cross-appointments (one in Music,
Education, and one in Art Education) go into effect with the
Faculty of Arts and Science in July 197!1. Other ways of, , I

seeking better'inter..fa9ultv and, inter-daAarmental.co-oPerati'owj
and understanding are being explored, such-ae-interchange-OU
faculty via participation in courses, lectures and colloquia.
In making new appointments, inter-disciplinary aspects will
be carefully considered.

4. As already indicated, the Faculty of Education agrees with
the view expressed in Recommendation 4, on Page 45, and
favours co-operation with major discipline Arts and Science
Departments via suitable discipline-oriented courses at
graduate level designed to meet the needs of education
students rather than by M.A.T. programs of the present type.
However, there may well be exceptions to this general approach
and these will be explored fully in the next few years.
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5. The eignificanCe of paying:continuing attention to_thi
ResearCh. and Develo en -environment, especially at an-'
net tut one tkal y leVel it acknowledged.` -lt should
he pointed out that the Fact.14 is baielY 5 yeari-oldk Only
now are the400Yeare,of stability inAhe 13.,0114, program,
at hand, itna a OUfficient'nunbet of researchi-oriented

Rotators ievkeV-,treas auch;a4 Rtading, Measurement and ,`_3

Evaluation, CoopOting etc" on Faculty; Mue'thejecultY,has
only now reached'estage in its development when.ii can assess
in 01.01:040 RID thrusts ofa comprehensivicnature mishi-
most:adVentegeciusly he offered. Vlani are,undervay'tp: "
identify' such thrusts,

The mounting of a docto a tO r depends,on numerous factors,
including' those nOte,:in t treport..-Ausligle,44040..'

,

0400044 .bottiA.0:iiiiduato teaching ,and.
financial support for full time students ari'hoth-loCestaiy, ,
con4tionOi
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OFFIGIC OF TH.T. VICEPRIKSIDENT
INSTITUTION RILATION0 AND PLANNING

Dr, M. A. Preston
Executive Vice4hairman
Advisory 'Committee on Aoademio Planning
102 BloorStreet West
Toronto M5S 1M81 Ontario

Dear Dr. Prestone

4,

UNKIERBITY OP TORONTO
TORONTO 101, ONTARIO

/ am writing to give you the University's comment on the Consultants'
Report on Education.

We agree with much of the emphasis in the report. The deoision not
to expand doctoral Prograhhei except under special conditions (Table 16
and recommendation 5) seems a wise one in the present situation regarding
Education, It is quite clear also that a significant expansion in grad-
uate work must be planned, although even the consultants appear to have
considerable reservations about the size of the expansion their Tables
yield.

The University of Toronto has some serious reservations, however,
about the methods the report suggests to meet this expansion. The con-
sultants seem to us overly enthusiastio in'literally pushing everyone
into Master's work, even universities which make no claim or are very-
modest and even diffident in doing so. Their views on Brook and Carleton,
for example, seem to me to require further consideration. Given that
there is a need to expand significantlY'and only a fe'f' institutions are
now involved, the consultants had.an-oPPortunitY,to evaluate the overall
needs of the discipline and how beat these could be met by speoielized
Programmes, to secure an appropriate geographical dieperSion, and so on
Instead they appear at time simply to be validating what the universities
want to do or even might want to do without sufficient consideration for
the overall consequences.

Our reservations on how they euggest-we meet the expansion go further.
Surely there is a need for a range of methods of meeting the need for
upgrading' and refUrblehingteicheib' Skilli,' The "emphasis- oh Master'd pro.-
grammes of various kinds tO Peet 014 need seems overdpne+ We would have
'benefited from a fuller disOussion'of waYs to increase access to short
courses and classes designed to improve teachers' skills, anciways of
making these more easily available to teachers who are not located in cities
with significant education anduniversity facilities. Similarly, while
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reference is made-at times to the need for co- operation of Education and
other Faoulties (not least, at this University) there is no systematto
discussion of the ways in which established Faoulties might be more fully
used to meet the considerable expansion in deMand, without overdue 'strain
on the limited supply of highly skilled professional oduoators.

In brief, this University has serious reservations about thi effeots
on the quality and effectiveness-of the resulting Eduoation faoulties if
the considerable expansion envisaged is met by proliferating prOgraMMe0
as indicated. We Auggedt more relianoe be placed-onth600).00titntions
which have or show a major commitment to thisAlrea,:.along with *OW
smaller bUt high,quality programa& speoislitingin certain aspects of or
different approaches to ed4Oati00 need hardly emphasize that all new
programme's must gO through a rigoroUs appraisal 000000104 not appeal
to the favourable, mini appraisals in thie'Or(Other'adsesSMent reports.
X might add that the school :-of _qradUate-Studie0:pfthia-UniVereaty dis-
agrees with the eyaluatiOn'inthe repOrt of our proposed Master's degree
in Child Study, and has AskeCthOse4nVolveetO iMprove the proposal.

I should 40, that the UniversittOorontO has reoently-:rebeived a
report from a speoial TaSk,for0,aPpointe4,0:044theirelatiOn.between
the *11430 inVolVe4 in PlUcatiOnat'thie University, :lhe:repottoontitins
reoommendatiOnsHwhich shOuld lead to olOser working relations between the
Graduate Department of Educational Theory and the Paoulty:of EdUoation in
particular, as well as stronger links 1Ptifeen these and other University
Departments and Faculties.

Finally, a comment on Tables 15.And 16 showing:reCommenclations on the
Soale and pistribution of Enrolments fOr1,976.,77:and 19$1 42, As overall
planning guides these may be of some interest. If theY*elntP41reted
as quotas -by institutions, or as a basis for arriving at 4Uotas then
this University would haVe to take OtrOhg'001:40hirwhether in Education-
or in other disciplines.. It is our view that quotas interfere with student
choice of oiversity, reduoe the inoentiyeson,OiVereitieS to produce high
quality kogrammes, do not give adequate emPha010,to the deVelopment of
special fields by universities, and eventually remove froM universities the
power to decide priorities. This University has made this point on numerous
occasions. We urge you to think of alternative and more self - regulating
schemes for allocation:among universities both in this discipline and in
others. We have supporte&alternatives-in,the past,- as-you know, and I
believe it would be very desirable for ACAP, with selected consultants,
to consider further refining these and other alternatives. I am sure no
one in MAP wants to impose further straightjackets of the kind we are
struggling with in Engineering.

Let me add in closing that some of the data on enrolment, hence
projec -dons based on these, may be in error (Table 1, p. 13 and Table 4).
The figures in Table 1 for Toronto do not include some 150 part-time



Masters students actually enrolled in 19?2-73, but for courses in the
second term rather than the first term on Aioh the figures in the table
are based, Similarly, about 300 additional-parttime Master's,oan4idatee
who are enrolled here in summer session, but not in the ourrent fall or
winter term, are excluded. In feet, our aotual total enrolment at the
moment comes very close to the estimates entered in Table 13 for 1976-,77.

Sincerely yours,

J. H. Sword
Vice-President

Institutional Relations and. Planning

°
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Response of the University of Western Ontario to the Report
of the Consultants in Education of the Advisory Committee on

Academic Planning.

April 6, 1973

This report was generated by a Committee of the Senate of the

University of Western Ontario charged with preparing the Universitys$ response

to the report of the A,C.A.P. Consultants on. Graduate Studies in Education,

The review of Graduate Study in Education is discursive and less precise

than previous A.C.A.P. reports. The recommendations seem to be founded on

certain premises which so far as we are aware, are not enunciated government

policy. It is implied on pages 70 and 71 that further professional studies should,

to a considerable degree, become the graduate component of Paculties of Education

in the Universities of Ontario. This committee believes that the continuing

education of teachers should take many forms of which University graduate study

is only one. Minittry of EduCatiOn certificate:course*, short non- credit courses

and cOnferences, and curriculuM development workshops are all valid components

of professional development. In this connection: it should be noted that it is the

stated policy of Ministry of Education to tranifer its summer certificate

courses for teachers to the Faculties of Education. On the other hand w*.balieve

that for the advanced training of a'certain)lumber of clasSroom teachers, the

development of such specialists as the guidance counsellor, and for the training of

school administrators graduate study is both desirable and necessary.

It is the opinion of the Committee that improvement of classroom

teaching may well be achieved by M.A(Te) programs and we are unreserved in our

support of such a program. However, the notion that a ratio of30:1 should prevail

between M.Ed. programs and the M.A.(T.) programs (p. 72, Table 15) is hard to

accept. It is the view of this Committee that attention should be concentrated on

improvement of classroom'teaching and less to providing qualifications which tend
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to remove the teacher from the teaching environment. A diverse pattern of in

service" teacher-training in which postgraduate university experience is only

a part would seem to be a desirable objective, The use of th0.4-year honours

program as a base on which to build superior teachers remains a desirable precept

which should be preserved. Tho general notion that lowering of standards of

Graduate Schools will improve the quality of primary and secondary teaching within

the province is incomprehensible to the Committee and in our view an undesirable

development. The proposition (p. 10) "Is there not something to be said for

making rather less demanding masters programs available to a larger proportion of

teachers?" and the surprising statement that follows leaves anyone committed to

quality deeply concerned, Surely there is no reason to suppose that highly

qualified and respected members of the teaching profession require a graduate

degree to make them acceptable as recognised experts in their area of activity.

The notion that a University graduate qualification is an essential prerequisite

to demonstrating expertise seems both irrelevant and undesirable. The quality

decision about the individual teacher must be made by the local education authority

and not by some certifying agency concerned with acquired knowledge and not with

actual practice of the art.

In specific terms the Faculty who will shortly become the Faculty of

Education at this University are concerned with improving the quality of classroom

teaching through the M.A.(T.) program. This program has already received approbation

from the 0.C.G.S. Appraisals Committee. It is the firm belief of this Faculty that

guidance within the schools has been inadequate in the past and) accordingly; the

second program which it proposes to advance is in the area of guidance and counsellin

In this program it is hoped that a genuine psychological basis for guidance can be

developed and that a soundly Lased group of offerings will be provided. This

program has been submitted to 0.C.G.S. for appraisal. Finally it is hoped that

a group of Educational Administrators and other personnel can be developed who
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have a grasp of the changing concepts of curricula coupled with a recognition 0

the principles operating in the educational process. This M.Ed. (Educational

Studies) program will be put forward in the near, future.

The standards for admission to these programs are a matter of concern.

The M.A.(T.) program as proposed by this University, has as an admission requirement

a four year honours degree or equivalent. The possibility that somewhat different

requirements may be used for the M.Ed. programs should be examined. Paraphrasing

the recommendations of page 21 we believe the following to be_more appropriate

for the M.Ed. prograns:

(a) a four year B.A. or B.Sc. with at least second class standing or a

four year B.Ed. with, a comparable level of performance;" OR,

(b) a general arts or science degree with at least second *task standing

and at least one year of professional study with the equivalent Of

a B standing.

(0) 21a appropriate standing in such specific undergraduate courses as

may be deemed requisite for entry to a particular program or field

of specialization.

The projections set out for the University of Western Ontario by

Tables 1$ and 16 may be realised. The possibility of 60 in the M.A.(T.) program

by 1976-77 is considered reasonable, provided additional subject areas are

successfully appraised by 0.C.G.S. and it is hoped`that by 1982, this-figure may

have risen to 80 full-time and 20 part-time students (as opposed to the notation

in Table 16). The combined development proposed for the Guidance and Educational

Studies, is probably reasonably accurately forecasted in Tables 1S and 16.

In summary the views of the Ommnittee are:

1) that complete transfer of further professional studies for teachers

to graduate achools within the UniversiLies is both unnecessary and

undesirable.
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2) that the four year honours degree or equivalent should remain the

backbone for entry to graduate studies in Education.

3) that the proliferation of master's degrees within the educational

system founded on a lowering of standards of graduate schools is neither

desirable nor productive of quality.

that certain master's programa going beyond the normal'honours degree

and providing specialist experience available only in the Universities

are useful and desirable.

that the programs advanced by this University are aimed at sensitive

and critical areas where supplementary education can be used by the

teacher to advantage,
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THE RESPONSE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
TO THE ACAP ".SPORT

"GRADUATE STUDIES IN EDUCATION IN THE PROVINCE OF ONTARIO"
April 9, 1973

The University of. Windsor's initial comment is an expression oficongratu-
lations to the writers of the Report* Worts of this kind are frequently so
replete with'well.nigh incomprehensible jargon and statistical tables that it
is,refeeshing to read and study a document that is clear in its focus and

recommendations.

At the present critical period through which higher education is passing
in Ontario, it is important to have stated a precisely enunciated taltoniettre
for graduatestudies in eduCatiOni The Point has-beep made-in,the ,0 on
that teaching` is 44 under4eduCated profession,and thatran'Under#04400'40000'
will be a prerequisite for' entrance to the prefeftiOnliegindinglif September;'
1973. The'evidente adducedin the Report seems-to.indiO4Witlet:CsatisfaCtOrY.,
pool of candidates Can be channelled into various-OiyeraitiWeVirjho:next_
decades' (page 16, ,Pare. 5; page 70, para. 34 Page'740'4COMMendAtiOkOk
these data-can be,addedlhe more philosophical.ViewPOilltrOOkeriiinuthCthree
main purposes of graduate studies,'whether in eduCatiOn'OrAW40,0ther=diici#,,
plinar or professional field. What is iMportantliiIhe'Paregriph4-001page-7
is, in or 11a, the '"need for pervasive inter41041inary relatiOnthipVc,- -To
this no on, e paragraph on page 18 should be considered carefully.

"Any expansion of graduate work should be characteriZed'bte_
real and sustained effort to bring together, first, the'interestS
of the schools and the educational system in obtaining information
and ideas, second, students' interests in!finding topics for-reo
search and investigation that are Personally and_ ducationally
relevant, third, the universities' ,interest in'maintaining the
highest standards of scholarship, and fourth, the teaii and multi-
disciplinarY approach required in approaching some of thaws
important topics tot...research."

Most of these philosophical,

implication
and pedagogical concepts

are to be found, if not explicitly certainly by mplication, in the Univeriity
of Windsor's report to the ACAP consultants in September, 1972,- The question
is whether. in the intervening period of timeethere is increasing evidence to
endorse both the University's report and the statements cited above. With
respect to interdisciplinary relationships, the Dean of the FicUltY of EdUca-
tion is a third reader for three Masters' dissertations (one each in the
Departments of Sociology and Political Science, and one in the School of Social
Work); the Dean has had lengthy discussions with representatives from Depart-
ments of Psychology, Sociology, Philosophy, Fine Arts, Music, Drama, Religious
Studies, Physics,, Hathemitics, English, and Communications concerning the -con-
tribution these Departments can make in an M.Ed. program; a Faculty of Educa-
tion professor has been asked to teach a course by the Department of Music next
year. Further, there is indication that there is administrative support from
outside the university community for graduate studies in education. For example,
the Director-Designate of the Windsor Board of Education has evinced more than
passing interest in creating linkages between the educational system and the
university with respect to "students interests in finding topics for research

_and investigation that are-personally and educationally relevant". The point
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is that the approach of the University of Windsor is congruent with the,concepts
expressed in the ACAP Report, the Report is correct in the assertionAhat-there
is administrative support in the university for graduate studies in education.

The Report's specific remarks about the University of-Windsor are, on the
whole, relevant for, eptember, 1972. It is submitted, however, that the,situaw
tion has changed since that time and firmer data can be supplied to support the
University's desire and ability to mount M.Ed. programs. .

OISE's offering of off-campus courses leading to the M.Ed. in Educational
Administration will continue with a second group of students in the summer of
1973 but, because of financial difficulties, there is no guarantee that the,
Institute will be able to continue throughout the regular academic-pericid of.
197,34974.- (OISE will see the-first group of students,sforty4hoee in number,
through to the completion of the program in the spring of 1974.)' The second ,

group of students will therefore have to continue their studies in.Toronto0-And
because of the distance, their program can only be completed exclusively through
the summer school route, thereby adding to student cost in terms of time aid
dollars. Alternatively, the students could offer the two OISE 1973 summer school-
courses as partial fulfilment of a Windsor program leadingAo an Mad,-in'EduCar
tional Administration. A third possibility is apparent. They could enrol at
Wayne State University which doubtless would be willing to find a base in Windsor
as they have for their Counsellor Education prograM4 or, indeed- second Univer-
sity of Virginia entrepreneur could lead another invasion into Canadian.acedemic
territory. In brief,. the invitation to OISE to offer courses in Windsor hashed
a successful outcome, but the success is limited both ln VwPoOrtments;villtng
to offer complete programs:(only one Department, Edutational-Administrationi
accepted the invitation) and ifithe'shOrt peMO-.COf time in which courses could
be offered. Clearly, Educational AdminittratiOnit a program for which there.
are Clients.

ounsellor Education is offered:by Wayne State University and the University
of Virginia to a0PrOximately 150 Canadians wWaretaught almost completely by
non,Conediant using non - Canadian sOUrceS4:0Xpe00004, and practicum. Similarly,
Counsellor EduCationis a PrOgram,for'WhicklhereAt a demand.

Special EducatiOn hosan enrolment of 125AnA* Ministry of Edutation course
held .in thecity:0004 00:0u$01Cetofthe WindsotSeparate School Board of
Education. Re0r000tationsrhaVebeen'Made WthWgroup ofttudents for con-

tinuing graduate university,. courses in the fi01,4:The Council for Exceptional
Children supports the notion Of:graduate stUdlet in a number of universities.
There $ ample scope for field studies in'Win4sor and Etsex County. Undergrad-
uate 00000W4010 courses in 'EOHY4hildh000 Education offered by the
Department ,c,fr Psychology number joi9hIyin,:t1*,gurtent year,_Mant 0_,theoutre.
teachers 04wtkintOostAn graduate work. It is apparent, therefore,
on the basis of numbers alone that SpeCialEdOtation'and Early ChildhoodEduca-
Mon can be developed.

In thelirst three of the above programs, a tentative sequence of courses
and a practicum have been worked out, In each case, the main emphasis is on
part -time study.
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=Too much cannot be made of the fact that Windsor is a border city and
therefore vulnerable to, incursions frOM the U.S.A. as has already been noted.
Mortis another point to emphasize, however. Not only are Canadian Students
-forced into a study of American problems, many of which are.not necessarily
relatedlo Canadian educational problems-and issues, but also into the, payment
of ,inordinate'tuition fees that represent a personal financial -drain -as well
as a ciller-drain from the country. It is not en unreasonable assumption'that
students' resources should have some bearing -in the consideration of, offering.
graduate programs in4ducation in the University.

It is adMitted that the present lack of doctorates held by the present
Faculty membersisla-serious drawback in developing a graduate at the
mester1Clevelc,although by Oune,-19740-it Is anticipated that trOmill have
EdVtItn:Spetial Edycation,andCurriculums end two will-havailAWS'Ail
_Iducationallsychologyand Counsellor PUo4t100.,The Reporthas,04rlooked-!
the. fact that,pretent-University fatuity members ,in other, divisions'-are now
committed to.graduete,studies-in education, Personnel. from
OUSYcholOgy:andlOiology,are-willing to.participatelvedkatiOnal4rogremso-
It-As'feaSibleiAhat*der $(0600V0 developMental:Conditiens4001101414,
cation, for example, .:could be handled by twolfuWtinielacUltY:OU(004tion,:'
instructors' one of. whom needs to be hired,- together-with two from thelepart.,-
mentt of Psychology,and Sociology. Similar parallels could be nillidolo0OrdiniF
-the:other-projected programs. '=

The University rejects the comment that the Windsor Faculty of id4cation,
is a-long way-from offering any graduate degrees irreducatioN'Y DrawinOrOM
the,present-Facultyofiraduate Studies it has a cadre of-inttruCtors'already
on staff. TheSe will be reinforced by the hiring of six PhillOsAn the'f04r
areas already mentioned. These will be acquired during the next :$044*6'

Beginning in September,- 1973, the University is prepared to regitter under
the category of special students, potential graduate students in education WO
may apply such courses to the graduate program when it has been approved.
These courses would be:

Sociology, 614c Sociology of Education Systems
SoCIO1O0Y;::0600010logyef-NighertdOcatiOn
P4Y0010,00 Introduction. Counselling Psychology
P4YohOlogY 450 _Psychological Assessment
Psychology 600 -680 Introduction to Counselling and Introduction to

Evaluation and Measurement.

CPC:ajk C.P.Crowley, P .D.,
Dean of Graduate Studies,
University of Windsor.
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YORK UNIVERSITY
4700 II CA STRUT,

ONtARIO, CANADA

PACULTY OP ORADVATI $TUDII$
OPPICI OP tHI DIAN

Professor M.A. Preston,
Executive ViceChairman,
ACAP,
Council of Ontario Universities,
102 Bloor St. W.,
Toronto 181, Ontario.

Dear Mel,

April 6, 1973'

Though work in Education is only just beginning at York, so that
it is too early for the University to have detailed plans, we welcome thc
report of the ACAP Conaultants.as it relates directly to our own Faculty
of Edtication and take seriously the tecommendationi in paragraph D on
pp. 6144 which states

We are satisfied that York hasAaMonstrated the potential to (Welt:,
-. somewhat unorthodox but academically and professionally viable, gT

faculty of education. A commitment to innovation is combined with
realistically modest aspirations for growth.

1. It is recommended that York's proposals be approved and that ii b

encouraged. to initiate the "new mode" of Master's programmes which
imse proposed.

2. Specifically, it is recommended that York be encouraged to devel.
More fully its initial plans for the M.A.T. programme (in the fields
specified); for the M.Ed. in Special EducatiOn (in collaboration with
the Department of Psychology); and in Administration (in collabore
with the. Vacuity of Adminiitration).

We must point out, however, that York must not minimize theprobleir
islyolVed in (1) the building and melding of -the diverse and multi
dintiP400044ftwhich will, be required to make tho:Olan:workiAinti
(2) the establishment and maintenance of the required R. 4 D. envit
Rent. Both these tasks will be difficult.

If the'repPrt of the consultants is sceepte4i the University will enntinv
plan f9r. its future graduate programmes in Education in the way specified
paragraph D.2 and'in thOiniveraity'a own submission. Given the remarks
on p.64 and in the'light of our own experience, it is posaible that the
ning may take a year longer than anticipated. It was hoped a small number
of students would be admitted in 19741 the long process of internal discu
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Professor M.A. Preston April 6, 1973

and external appraisal may, however, make 1975 a more realistic starting date.
The University's plane as stated in the "five-year plan" have been reviewed
carefully in the light of the conoultatte report. We remain convinced
that the University has the potential for creative and socially useful Pro-
grammes leading to an M.Ed. (in limited areas) and to an M.A.T. (in selected
teaching disciplines).

The ACAP consultants have accepted York's experimental model as being
intellectually sound and administratively feasible, without of course detracting
from the different plans adopted by other Universities. The total number of
M.Ed. students projected for ,the Province as a whole seems high, perhaps even
alarmingly high. York hopes that this total projection of MM. itudente doeb
not by itself constitute a pressure system which Will predisOese'us all to ,

proceed in tin unadventurousi"uncreative and inflexible way.- The University
would have serious reservations about the mere mess-production of Had'. etu-
dents. We trust that nothing'in the consultants' report will be road as
implying that ultimately a master's degrecwill become a normal or routine'
qualification for teachers,

This is the University's .response to the report of the ACAP Consultants.
York reserves the tight to modify its response when ACAP itself reports' to C0141

Yours sincerely,

Mich& 1 Collie,
Dean.
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Procedure for Education Planning Assessment

May 1912

. Tasks to be Performed by Disctpltde Group

A.1. Prepare list of major divisions of study and research within
graduate work in'education.. Since this breakdown will''to a
considerable extent, determine theloria of "the Plap4init'reportC,
it is of considerable importance

an41411-64-the-aubjett-W
discussion with ACAP and with the consultants.

Suggest suitable consultants. This also will be a matter, for
discussion with MAP,

A.3. Ixemine and comment On'pro formae to be use for the gathering
Winformation on correnti'past and future programmes as
006cribed in paragraph 13.1.

A 4. Request from professional-groupajtheir:c4ments on existing
gradOata.progrs*es:in.education.and how they meet the
provincial needs for edudation as: they see.them4'

V 7

A.5. Examine and comment on the data on current and past strengths
and meet with theConsultente_arid make suggestions to them on
problems and issues on which'their advice seems especially
needed

A.6. Both:An,eonsultation with ACAP and separately, consider the
situation revealed by the7tAbulstiori of proposed future
programmes and consider whether:future plans should be modified
or developed in detail. As a result of this step, individual
universities may wish to revise the material described in 8.1.d.
below.

A.7. POseibly develop a tentative plan for development of established
or:new graduate worklr_editoation:in Ontarioi-paying attention
to adequate coverage of the major divisions of the discipline.

A.8. Prepare a flow chart for the Ot4dY.'

A.9. Meet with the consultants prior to the publication of any report.

B. Information from Universities

B.1. Each university is asked to submit a statement of the
university's current position in graduate studies in education
and the rationale for it.
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8.2, Each university is asked to supply to ACAP (dates shown below)
on the appropriate forto (see paragraph A.3.) the following!,

a) for each of the major divisions determined in stop Ail.
viz, special education, vsychology of education, history
of education, philosophy of education, 8,9010101y Of educe*
tion, comparative and international education, counselling
administration, curriculum development, educational
Planning, adult, and continuing education, measurement and
evaluation, educational technology, comOter'applications,
higher education, other

(i) current list of all faculty members (for part-time
members and persons with joint appointmente show, the
fraction of time spent on education);

40. numbers of full-time and part-time faculty members
for each of the past five years;

(iii) for the current year and the preceding five years,
number of graduate students sPPcializing in the
division and numbers of (1) ma.?..er's and (2) doctoral
candidates, differentiating course and thesis
programmes;

(iv) if possible, degrees awarded by degree for each of

five Years.

Under these three headings one individual_mayappear under more
than one division. .

b) for each "faculty"

(i) currliCula VitarovOf 0080 faculty members now

enge$01 in*A4400400, in OdUeetion or whom the
university considers will be relevant for its
future plans, OhOWing inter alikCOMOIPPe POlicati°1
lists, research-and consulting' funding in-the- past -

five years when_relevent to hie 00adeMi4 work and
numbers of students supervised-dOring hie career.'

(ii) resources of spew, a statement indicating the facUlty'S
View of the adequacy of its :000i, and, in connection
with the future plans in WbelOW, discussing future
space provioion4

(iii) description (qualitative and quantitative) of current
undergraduate activity in education; (Bad., Diploma
or Teaching Certification programmes);
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(iv) other items which cannot be allocated to the separate,
divisions, such as computing facilitfesi publication
faCilitiee,,SpeCial activities;

(v) support from related departMents and extent of
formalization of that support;

(vi) extent of major labotatery facilitipsand equipment;

(vii) library resources and bndget (34 will suggest
:method of reporting;

(viii) statement of current admission requirements for each
graduate programme with commen.

table of 'characteristiai-of graduate students in the faculty
(not broken down by divisions) in previous five yeare,
soparotelY for M.Ed. M.A., M.A.(T), WA). and 141:1)'6 breaking
down numbers by

(i) full-time and part time;

(ii) immigration status (3 yeirs if possible)

(iii) Provinee of most recent cmplo:llent (for current year
only, for Toront6 and Ottawa _only);

(iv) sources of finapcialaupiert for full..time*udents
(for OttaWa and Toronto only, using categories
suggested by these institutions);

(v): time to teach Ph.D. degree;

(vi) Ph.D. ADDS;

(vii) degrees awarded (number of each);

6.1.1.0 immediate post graduate eMployment of Ed.D and Ph.D.'s
shoWing also how many returned to previous employer
(if possible).

d) proposed plans for the future, in as much detail as the
university can proVidei including the proposed scheMo for
supporting #ese plans, and accompanied by supporting arguments,
including consideration of the sources of graduate students
and an onalysis of doniand for graduates from the Orogrammee.
Wherever possible, numerical data of the types requested in
(a) and (b) above should be included in future plans. As a

minimum of quantitative data, planned enrolment figures and
staff size for five years should be given.

y.
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B.3. The material go suPPlied will be collated by ACAP and transmitted
to the discipline group for action indicated in paragraphs
A.5,, A.6., and A7.

B,4. Apart from the material described in $44, and some extent
generated at the department level, each interested university
will:be railussted to make an indiV1.441. statement on its-plans
for the development of educatiOAi,JO-Particular.,the items of
future commitment implied by item B.1A,H,Thia-,Statement will
be made available to the discipline group.,

Dates: B.2. a) (i); b) (ii), (iii), (iv), (v),*(Viii);
c) (i) (ii) June

B.2. a) (ii), (iv); b) (i)4
c) (iv), (v),; (vi), (viii) july 7.

B4 - July 31.

. Terms of Reference of Consultant:1.

Preamble: The present position of graduate studies in education in
Ontario is different from the position of many other disciplines in
the province. Only three institutions Orasentlyoffer:graduate degree
programmes in education. At least eight otherUnivereities have
expressed an interest in develOPOR gra:Nate:at:44es in education.
An embargo was placed on the apft0V414f:fuhds:4rjurther programmes
in graduate etudies in education early in1071..whenthe:report of-the
CUA/CPUO Joint' Subcommittee on VOSnoe/OPOrating 00100 for Teacher
Education Programa (and which recommended weights for operating formula
for graduate studies in education) recommended that a rationalized
plan for the dpvelnpment of this field be produced.

,COneiderthe:Osterials prepared.by the discipline group and the
universities and obtain other data they may require to_carry.OUt
the, tasks detailedhalow, They may obtain data end_views-fromi
any relevant source, such as, for example, employers of holders
of graduate degrees, professional and learned societies,
federal agenciee, One or more of the:consultaniaAhall,visit
the campus of each interested-university,- They shall consult ,

appropriate official:3 At4the Department of Education who are
concerned with teacher: Certification,. Reports of appfaisal
consultants are privileged documents and are not to be'made
available to AtAP consultants. oorisOttritA shall consult with
the.diacipline group near the beginning of the work, during the
work. as they consider necessary, and immediately before prepsring
their final report.



0,2, Report on the adequacy of ,the present, state of graduate work
in eduOation in the provinCe in general and in each 'wniversity
Where applicable, discussinglhe f011Owings

a. coverage of divisions and specialities, and, extentOf
activity in each

b. facility quality and quantity

,

c. ,nature of programmes offered

d. enrolment sizeand,distribution.amoligst=univeraities'and:
divisions ,v,

e. quality of studentbodYvadmission-requl.rementa

f, relationship to- related dis4Olinea

g. phys'ical facilities

h. other mattertiConeidered hY*;0e cOneniten,t4:to:b4,078nifAcinW_

0.3. Make recommendations' Or the devOlOpmeneof.-gr4duatiOOr $P,
Education' in OntarWhetween4972 001982014t
for 1973.74 through l071,40,-441000).0iting'the'064014-tY
of theIoregoing, dealing with'thafolloWing:Obif0 '='

a. 'Manpower needi,:c4tnial and soii4i01,needli,'*041000k4-.
.enrolelenteo_ year -hy "tha vagioue'levekS,'0:=,,goiduiktii
study ($44., *,44, Ph.po, path,. 000 and the v00000
major, subject '400104. cOsideving monpo0Ofnfid0;;:
ona sh061Ctake adeounitit the-"mark4t" 41114$441"7"-7--
graduates (larger than Ontario?)' and of other - sources'

stOplykk&412.411111.

b. Programmes to be offered - in perticul441, 001401'w.10
fields of graduate study in ,education ehowld be4nitOted'
'or -developed further'in,theOiC4inail,tha:hatanoe,hetWoa*
the,moratheoreticaLand morOMPlie4-00.440-40400"
disciplinary-graduate work ,in. OWthe-eduOationif4Olties
should be'involVed.- Aled pay'particular attention to': the
suitability of the different types if programmed,- e.g.
professionally-oriented and subject- oriented master's
degrees and doctoral degrees of various kinds, some research-
oriented, some in administration.-

c. Desirable distribution amongst the universities of respon-
sibility for programmes and forapecialties, including
Cola/Oration of the needjav any increase or decrease in
thenumber oldepartments offering doetoral wOr4.



d. Distribution of enrolment amongst the universities,
suggesting reasonable mat for each institution, for
each year.

e. Desirable extent of involvement of professional associations
in a continuing advisory role, either on a national or
provincial level.

f. Desirable extent'of involvement with related disciplines,
particularly in Ph.D. programmes,

In all cases, it is important that the rationale for the
recommendations be clear; this is especially important for
items c. and d.

C.4. It is permissible for consultants to recommend appraisals of
individual existing programmes. Of course, any recommended
new programmes would need appraisal when they were
sufficiently developed to begin.

D. Appointment of Consultants

The consultants shall include one person of wide academic experience
in Canada but in a different discipline.

E. RepmtoLS2!_Isuitants

The consultants submit a joint report to ACAP. Minority reports
are of course, possible. The reasoning leading to their recommenda-
tions should be given fully, in view of the subsequent treatment of
the report. The report is submitted for comment to the discipline

tgroup and to each interested university.. There may be informal
or interim exchanges of views amongst the discipline group, the
universities, and ACAP. Any university which wishes to make a-formal
statement on the consultants' report shall submit it to ACAP. Any
such rePort shall'be transmitted to the discipline greup. The
discipline group shall submit its formal comments and/or recommenda-
tions to ACAP.- ACAS' 'considers the discipline group and university
statements along with the consultants' report and transmits them to
COU with its recommendations of the position COU should adopt.
Copies of the material transmitted to COU will be supplied to Pms,
and to members of the discipline group and to the interested universities.

The consultant6' report is to be submitted by February 1, 1973.
The forMal comments from a university are to be submitted, to ACAP
by Harch 1, 1973 and the formal comments of the discipline group
by March 31, 1973. It is expected that COU will deal with the
report in May or June 1973.
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BROCK -

CARLETON '.

GUELPH -

LAKEHEAD -

McMASTER -

OTTAWA -

QUEEN'S

TORONTO -

WESTERN -

WINDSOR

YORK-

APPENDIX

DISCIPLINE GROUP MEMBERSHIP

Dean S. M. Irvine

Professor P. D. McCormack

Professor G. L. WarIca (Marcb-Heptember 1972)
Professor H. W. CaldWell

Dean J. T. Angus

Dean J. H. Trueman

Dr. C. D. MacNeil until January 16, 1973
Dean L. Deejarlais

*Dean V. S. Ready

Professor C. C. Pitt until December 314'19)1
Professor G. E. Plower

Dr. N. L. Nicholson

Profesttor R. S. Devereux until. January 29, 1973
Dean A. S. Neese

Professor.S. Ei00,0 until May 19, 1972
Dean R. OVering

* chairman of discWine grOup
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OnWio Council ,on Ovidote Studies

BY.Law I:104 -3

-.r

, 4-14a4 to,estSblish a Committee on the Academic Planning of hate Studiea,

1. The Ontario'COundii on Graduate SOles, recognising the importanci-Of'providink:.

=

?-,
for the continued and orderly development of graduate studies in.thelinterio

- ,

universities, establishes a Standing Committee to be known as the Advisory
.1,

Committee on Academic Planning (aobreviaticn ACAP).

,Interpretation

,2. In this By-Law,

r's

(a) "Committee" without further specification, means the Advisory, CommittWon

Academic Planning;

(b) "Council" or °CGS means the Ontario Council on Graduate Studies;

(c) "Committee of Presidents" or CPUO means the Committee of Presidents of

Universities of Ontario;

(d) "university" means a provincially assisted university in Ontario;

Cc) "discipline" means any branch or combination of branches of learning so,

designated;

(f) "discipline group" means a body designated as auch-by th4:9POW4, of
:'

Presidents of the Universities of Ontario, 004 oxpaily:0000$,Tor_

- 'any ono diseiPline; of one OPtea0MatiVe fidai each Of the "ilittfasted' 2

universities;

(4):,,110110ningabseisment" means a-formal review of,ourOht and ftojectad

graduate programmes within a discipline or a group of dioCiplinesg-

;(h) "programme" signifies all aspects of a particular graduate undertaking;

"OCIOneligatien" means the arranging Of'graduati programmes in Order. to'

_-

0614 4idoOtaiii0-4004-0004---eliiiiilete:Weetei:tind enhance and sutain
,, .;,



Membership

3. (a) The Committee shall consist of at lesit seven members of the professoriate

in Ontario universities, some of whom shallbe members of the Council,

(b) The members of the Committee shall serve for such.periods of time as the

Council may determine, and they shall be selected in such manner as may

provide for reasonable balance both of acadeMic disciplines and Of univereitie

(c) The members of the Committee shall be appointed as indivAduals.

Chairman

4, The Chairman of the Committee shall be named by the Council, and he shall hive

one vote.

Quorum

S. A majority of all members of the Committee shall constitute quorum.

Functions

6. The functions of the committee shall be

(a) To advise OCGS on steps to be taken to implement effective provincial

planning of graduate development;

(b) To promote the rationalization of graduate studies within the universities',.

in cooperation with the discipline groups;

(c) To recommend, through OCGS, to CPU° the carrying out of planning assessments-

of disdiplines or groups of disciplines and to recommendsuitable arrange-
.

ments and procedures for each assessment;

(d) To supervise the conduct of each planning assessment appkoved by. CPUO;

(e) To respond to requests by CPUO to have a discipline:assessment conducted

by proposing suitable arrangements;

(f) To submit to CPUO the reports of the assessments together with any

recommendations which the committee wishes to make. A copy of the report

shall be sent to PO9PCil.



Juilsdiction

7, In order that thiC^mmittee may discharge the functions described in Section 6

above, it shall be atitherized

(a) to request a university to provide such information pertaining to graduate

studies as may enable the Committee to discharge its functions;

to request a diSciplinie group to Provide such information as may enable the

Committee to discharge its functions;

(c) to receive reports from the universities and from the discipline groupti,

and to comMent and communicate with the uniVersities and the discipline.

groups concerning such reports;

(d) to convene a meeting of any discipline group for the purpose ef)iiscussing

the develOpment to date, and proposals forthe future development of

graduate studies in the discipline concerned;

(e) to send one or more repreeentatives to a meeting 'of a discipline group at

the invitation of the discipline'groupg

(f) to make such suggestions to a discipline kroup as may be deemed sppropriate:

to the:functions of the Committee;

(g) to supervise the conduct of planning assessments,

(h)

(i) to seek and receive advice from appropriate experts;

(j) to employ consultants in connection with planning assessments.

Preceduves

$. The procedure to be followed by the Committee shall be as approved by the

Committee of Presidents of the University of Ontario

9, -The Cointatitee's function is solely advisory.

Motive Date

and to report thereon

the Comm4t00 of Presidents of Universities oUOntariol

to

generally to report and to make recommendations to the Coanci

.

thliI14464'ahall,,takd'Affaat,-.Innimpv-1471k
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ACAP DISCIPLINE GROUPS AND THEIR ROLES

1. 4_,.......Establistmetagrm

When it is considered desirable to activate planning of graduate work, in some

diocipline(s) or interdisciplinary area, COU, on the advice of OCOSIA4ill a4thorize'

the establishment of an ACAP discipline group, if it was not already approved and

incluAed_*the Ma96g list, _If it is already authorized, ACAP may decide to Set*

bit up as dei

y,0
cilbed in paragraph .

,,

The Executive Vice4hairman of ACAP will then invite tht-executive ,hoact0Veneh

university (including Waterlee'Lutheren University) either, CO nominate a member

of the discipline group or to indicate, that his university hats no planaJorgred-
uato study in this discipline in the next five years or university

state no plans for futurevadnate work in the sobjoet,flhutlpel.0 that 0.Watching

brief is desirable, it may appoint* observer to the group.'

Changes of a university's representative are to'be notified by the e.cecutive head.

The group shall select its own chairman.

2; Meetings

A discipline group may meet at the call of its chairman .or in accord with its awn

arrangements.

A discipline group may be called to meet by the Executive ViceChairman acting for

ACAP,

3. 212221dial5.1t1

. The group is to keep under review the plans for gra4uati work in its.Aliadipline:itL
Ontario, including'new developmenta and trends in the discipline, and to rtako

reports to ACAP on a regular basis.

The group may make r2commendations ta'AdAP in connection with graduate work in

its discipline when, it considers it appropriate.

c. ACAP will assist the group in obtaining information and data, ap mutually agreed!

When COU has instructed ACAP to conduct a planning assessment, the diacipline

,group will assist and advise ACAP in determining procedure's and terms of reference,

will report as requested and will generally facilitate the assessment.

ApprOyed by OCCS March 22, 1973
and by COU April 6, 1973.
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HAROLD S. BAKER

Born Lumaden, Saskatchewan, January 25, 1909

B.A. Univereity of Toronto, 1932
M.A. University of Alberta, 1938
Ph.D. Columbia University, 1948

Teacher and-superiaten4ent in-Alberte-schools,-1933,41
University of Alberta, Professor and Chairman of the Division of SeconderY.
Education, 1947.62

University of ColitarF, Dean of the Vacuity of Education; 196240
graft member, Alberto Human Resources Research'Council; 197942.
University of Alberta, Professor of Education, 1972.,

Weston Fellow, Institute of Education, University of Londti, 1.957.58
British Council Commonwealth Interchange visitor, University of *090010:
Studied education in Japan and U.S.S.R,

Principal Publicationet

"The High School English Teachers Concepts of Profeeeionalv_Iseponsihilf0
and Hole", 1949; Ryerson Press

"Words and Ideas" boilke1, 2 and 3, 1951-2-3,
"The Future and Educations Alberta 197042005", 1971, Alberta HOW'
Resources Council

Also artiolee'in periodicals and chapters in books,

Addresso Faculty of Education,
University of Alberta,
Edmonton, Alberta.
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ROY *pus,

Born London, England, April. 6,. /902

O.A. University of British Columbia, 1930
University of Toronto, 1931

Ph.D. University of'Tdronto, 1936
LL.D. Queen's University, University of Toronto

University of Manitoba, Professor of English, 1937-46
University of British Columbia, Profesaor onitiiebr 1946 -65, University'
Profeasor,1965,

Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada
Lorne.Pierce Medal,, 1970
Member Humanities Research Council of. Canada
Governor-general's Awards Committee, 1951-56

Principal Publicationso

"Deeper into the Forest" (poetry), 194S) Malelland-Stewart
"Milton, Mannerism and Baroque" (crtticism), 1963, University of

Toronto, Press

"The Chequered Shade" (plootry), 1963, McClelland-Stewart
"Alexander Mackenzie and the Northwest", 1969, Faber
Associate Editor And Contributor to "Literary Eiotory of Canada", 1965

various times

Addressl DePertment of Enfiliab,
University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, British Coiumbia.

,_
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B W

Born Saskatchewan, December 7, 1921

B.A. Univereity of British Columbia, 1946
Ph.D. University of Chicago, 1959

"-- Teacher and rincipelL,British COluMbia sehoplet 1946-47,
a,ttleag-os 1031.-.WItat, FoutaitiOit iafr

1957-59i Assiitarit°PrdessOr0959.40' 's

University ofAlberfa, 196045'0 Aseociate'Profeesor, Professor and Head
of Departmeneoflecondary Education

Visiting Professor, University-of California, Berkeiy,. 1963
University of Britieh'Columbis,-.1965-68; Professor end Chairman of
the Centre for the Study of Administration

Directo14 Albertalluman Resoardes Relearch Council, 1968-72
Coordinator of Research, Albcrta Gommission'on Educational Plenning l969-72
President, L.W. DoWney Research Associates Ltd., 1972*

Queen's Coronation Medal 1953

Several consultancies on educations plan1408, administratien and pOli4y,

Principal Publications;

"The Taek'Of-PUblic Education", 1904 Chiaago & Midwest Administrolion:Oenter
"Leadership Traininglor-Ed0Cational-Administratore" (with T,I6
1961, University of Alberta

"The Sacondery,Phise- of Adugatien",4965, Blaisdel, Publiihin$ co.
"The Small Highlehool"i1965 The Albirta SchO011:04004400044tion
"Alberta 19111 'reward a 0041 "Audit", 1972, Oumen Resources Research
'Council

Also editor_df several compilations and,40thOr of artic140 in 'periOdicels
and ehaOters in books

Address: L.W. Downey Research Associates Ltd.
Ste. 1001'4040 116 Street,

Edmonton, Alberta,
T5K 1V7.

I"



Born Crayford, Kent, HO 31, 1930

CA,110vereity oflondon, 1952
Ph.D. University of todo40061

0 -4

-Primary 4104 84c9111440400600400, 4009,Sr.- Luke ! s Liottirfr Att EdAc,fttiON,96Beds College'i---,b0rhami, Stead 40rEedU01440?-pep'artswittilt1,41-064Mord University/100iiret:And, tiitOr 'INVOTOI*9044900--University -of bris01,-_Frofesitor,Of,Edue*tioi:Lind,R4r0000 fi',00114(300-S,Further Profeseiotu,l'fitudie0 DiVitsiOn:;of thei8AtOo/'0CEclUfart,i0n, 1964473-University of 4ondont:BireetproCthOnst1tUti
0:0411#1,049/),:

Advisor on Research to theileorititrY,,O,State
for-Educet1,00,4n444440s,196,8-73

European Committee on Educational Research, ChitirP4Orp
U.K. representative on European Coiresittee on ,Permanent Educi,tion`,.-1972?73,Chairman of the Research-and Development ttes of,,the.:111,41(0010.00!,-,Council for the Education_of Teachers, 970,73
Member of 't1). Educsth,SulitommOt0414 the 9%)$,frog4ti, al, Gat tOt t00701,ttilW1,97WV,
Meiher of -, :he Editorial`:0(ii40,44. Aprnil'OUE440ataftglleditadi=Member of .'the Editorial Boards of Ys J .

11-Member of the Editorial Board of
144tor,''scCioiogree4iort.of ,"Stu onto
Principal-PuhlWtiOnsi,

"The _Secondary NodernAchoor ,1963, Faber 'I "iaty,,a44, 0,4 EducettOnkiif.-TeaChere!!,;'/969,' Faber,
-44144iPS10460801,19691:11irle0andltoutledW1973:Polio : and Flinnink-fOr,toet ildlicatiorif,j'1911, council
144grF.1001r400911,497AilWOCkiAlso "editor 4-:severai-o04114(lons`,-

:''`Ii_90er0ift Of. .LOndOii
Addreent- 1natit4S Of 1044411,

1#00dton*,_Enslan40'
14914 745
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON ACADEMIC PLANNING
Ontario Council on Graduate Studies

Professor M, A. Preston
&Mg lye Vke-Chairman.

COUNCIL OP ONTARIO UNIVERSITIES
102 IN, Street West, Toronto III, Ontario
(416) 9204865

Postal codas M5S 1148

October 23, 1973

MEMO,ANDUM

Deans of Graduate Studies at Carleton, Guelph, McMaster, Ottawa,
Queen's, Toronto, Western Ontario, Winclear and York.

Dean C. Plint, Brock
Dr. S. Walker, Lakehead

Members of the Edu ation Discipline Group

FROMt M. A Presto*

SUBJECT, `ENROLMENTS IN GRADUATE WORK IN EDUCATION

At Ito meeting on .0ctober 16, 0.0 .14 accepted the A.0 .A.P. recoassendation- Oat
further advice be sought .from universities and the :Diecipline ,,GrOup oti , the: matter
of future.enrolments in ideters°'progreinmes in EdUCati611. This was seen by ,C.0.1.3.
as a matter of Urgency,.

I am, therefere,inetructed to request reports to A.C.A.P. by December 1 deeiita
with the points specified below,

Let me first indiate the-beikgroOnd; against, which ,your ,cionatiferaticne .ahoi44
proceed. OA . V, adopted certain of 'the ,genera1':i-irin#0,141r treOteMemded,' z;:the

report 01thouall'.kot 44Waye itt;,)?*04,sely,01tT4ettne for** Tg',.4,4-01100tripor
4;4..Riicomoo_odatficoi 02,4 wee -OPPt.014 ',it-'1101#5,41*th,_ tt.e' Limier r4pn of

"PAtaftebeittiosif-"itte,041fOkleliti-r-p4tittfh '1,4410,1401444.44':03, 411)1).V9Y,
0.01.0.000.0 V**, additionNutter within -..niiniiqnroit$i.-,-.4.tonl.f$ in'n'oolsopoinroo-'sirratt*iontilittgc

whi,oh has n,romilty'tif yetucatio4";`, ,4_90,440005 velt,.0):010unchanged. .Adati44 C6 !teforre4 theleaneef $00ett:600'tek* action.R000sencsti0-t(n) wit 'approved, White_t0OommendatiOn,07(h),,vea (4c:0 '-;
to t7iis report, a though apparently 4-00.04;

410 formally approved the position of the,-consultants," in 'the.'
middle of page 1.0!-Of- the; 440444. repOrt, name1Y- that_ Pecultieer Of Education

et urititeret4es' itioUld 146 due bout* begin' mestere r , prOgrammee even-
free slo e r growth fob= older progrkialle

0 411i-- 490 '4 ilOti thatithere maY.,be-,a_po:ttitimlly,aerioUti Mismatch between university
-,fet.Mietere! enio1ieeit'''Iiihieft-tet -300 for':thCIait

,7;f4,6 'OW414 It* 1061* *4.1.4 in other ;
rises --9178F 440'1+9114:4P- fif44014tilt ykst 00` -atfp-iitio10-,

e r
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October 23, 1973

and it may well be that allekible approach is neededvbeeing immediate actions:
on the a:mu:option of a subetentielly smaller number, but keeping the position
under annual review.

M.O. did not have time at the meeting to discuss Recommendations C8, through
019. It may be useful to clarify the view of the-situation atlrocki'MOMaster
f*Windsor, which ACAP predented to the C.O.U. meeting. It is that these
inetitutione have substantial way'tolcO.ikterma of'theettOfc,1000, 004
-0041itievneeded for-meaterat-programmet-in,edOcet/0000WWtherefot00000,-
unlikely-that they will reach the necessary standard and fims,40040476A,-
0004Yer, if one or more do so, -the guiding principle 'suggestS:thit may begin,
lot,thin,tonson AX.APi shows an'unallotted enr01004 auttabielor th0r1,.0,Ps-4.0i?
or so of a programme., The *Wilber Witiaiedietsonibli_to'LCLC::WthreLaprinW,
but amendment of this number Mould not be inconsistent with th0*,.04:1!;460,4490i-

C.O.U. has requested:

a. that the universities provide A.O.A.P.,end the Di:100400 Group, with up
dated enramentligureir,. including if possible,-80 datimatC0Ohe,,,:
countfor.pecember 1, 1973.,-,

b. that 6e0 5iiotpliie Group_ approach the Hi4itty-61,
on future,certilicationand'otherrequireManthiCh'
number of teachers seeking maStera'Aagreasi

0- that the universiti00004-th0 4eCiplin0 404 0
dootrible,and Ukely4ilotOititiOtik004440.4T-ehrP
uniyotoitioCio,10764.a44uOingthattW4441-1) Ov
(DOconOorA count) will 10-(4)-32041040010:0

1

ep'it* oia t
,)t.41101:180t', t

(11441rir°11'

d. that these reports be made ro A00.A.P';,by beCcOir:i

It4oea,withoUt-,saying that A.C.A.P. will ihe 004 ?to: of
thiCt04004t, 00gage,in discussion or 44'044416 it,:i400.040#jf_14,Of
help: _

MAP.sg

cc: ,s. brown, Trent
H. Wagner, Wilfrid Laurier
L. Watt, Waterloo
W. Watson, Laurentian
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Jan 8, 1974

from the tion DisgpiJM1 Is,i ufro the aory Committee on Academic Planningre Gr te- "itiVtIO4Voitti

At the request of:C.0.u. the fol lOticn8 were celled tors
that the universities de A.G.4.P' and'41ii DieCliAine drciuP with

ted eOrPi 1.-41-9.14,01,The,,,,,c0Unt lotteosiTter 44:1973i--
tê .

1 4

ine *Oh the Ministry of Education for ,in Attire Oettif ea and' other reqUiretsette '0444h rattYinfitisnce the n r of teachers seoking'statera, degreets.
that the universities and the Discipline
desirable annikely distributions Of sestets a=
universities in 1976-7 assn that the total pro
(Decenber 1 Count) will be (a) 3200, (b) 3500 and (a)

The Discipline Group, ha mat several Wishes to respond as

'fts on the ,

t amongst the
ial enrolment

.3800.

Iteta (a) - bent as of December 1, 1973 ,

lb date, the offioial responses from the univezait,i.ee have not ,

received. Hag-evert at a mee of tie Discipline ttee on Novesber 26th,, _, .representatives of the var universities concerned b ..t as tea cst the
December lo 1973, enro ts! These have --.. led lrilei4.0'.Z.4 . ,

2 , '

, ,,, ,

The Discipline has concerned elett throOgliit' this
,11)

-WO one '9f, .14 Ml'- 2Hiiiiiis :
imcje v4, t. wpi4h, _ -;t:O arrive- 4- grPiiiitig 44* hare ,....- -'_**0

: -._Consultante° report to 4 C.A.P* and the A.C.A00. ..rb to C.O.U.-';' Since typically
r 0

the
r'

ie a high ProtaOiti011- Of .4ime,gradUate,- 1,' te in 'ed0c44cfAi'- 't;pta.
',-'-' -,r4f,b0r03 to be.misleed/ng in tents 'of actUidilpad.,,, We f?*iiIi. therefore
- -- att*0414 to develop full-tiste7eiciaivalent figures using .i'as,the omyersion .

f r to brim_ -trim roxrbers_ to P.T-,E.

s , 11.1,1'`,,'

r

as of Deoesber 1, 1973 .. of the faettth0-4.4 r of rhosti enrolled

4

to point out that Table t refers to atudiints actually in place

gr, teP110401114 4t arep iaeIstan mxdaer of;a taare:inaet.ive at artY cular Inactive at ts- as of December 1,;-,1;974, are no'tinoi in the f4/14790-4,-1 Table I,,
rt ilh°U24 1*.c4 'th# to, t*.iaty3--ilasrpered,ipy-'01$-es?**).

rtre( br°i'liCeduca4 --**--OrtioOstait00.*:otroiii-tre'es'untehc; =,f , z ,
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the field are able to give gr to murales only. It is of the unrest
incortance that these 0011.0143.6 be arized into approved programs at the

_earliest possible_

TAME I

Estimated Mro is in erns or Courses in Graduate
Studies 1973

university
rvocho ai. ma= (131. D. Ed.D ) MeWtat v-arali --"""---""

F.T. P.T.
, .

F.T.E.
7;11

Students
n

r.T.E.. 1? T. 8,T.
f 6

'14.T.It.:
V 7:1

OtOdents.
n.

li

ISE 270 189 57 459 327 206 1503. 451 1.709

70 142 43 212 113 93 '602 181.

,

6 5

..
27' ''

.

Tureen's-
,

'1.48 : 44 155

-trio 2 = 16 r

___,--

5

W.O., 17 27
,

8 `. 4

WO.E.0_......,...............;.,......,

,tga,==============,

:illOtlas 340 331

1 4

3

_ , e
, -,..,
3'

( .,I4

100 671 440

., .

323
:.- ..

2499
,..

76,0' 202,: ''''''. 0

leading ta graduate credit currently

It (b) -.Ministry of Education Intentions.

The Discipline G has awroached the Ministry of Education for

infonot.ion on future certificaticn and other reqUirernents which may influence

the number of teachers seeking masted degrees. Irbil° no clear -cut stet is
seem possible at the nanant, it would appear that no specific moves are currently

ocateeclated to .change the present situation and prospects", thOtigh- etry

offidials express the view that the reirent for the rvisory Officer's
Certificate may eventually include a master's degree which is not required at

the anent.





Quite frankly, we strongly resist the attanpt to apportion sate arbitrary
provincial total along institutic00, given the large nulber of unknowns in
this situation. Planning figures may all too easily bemire quotas, to the
disadvantage not only of the Province as a whole, but also of vi
universities within the provincial system.

The Disoiplthe Group asked each university represented in the group
for Iv-to-date projections of enrolment as cof, Decietter 19'i6._ _Ihese are
unofficial figures, in that they cam through members of the Discipline
Group, rather than 'officially frau the traivervi 'cloacae . are
summrized in Table XI. Xt should be noted that the universities are put into
two groups: those which- have progreure-in- operation'nod-ox. which
successfully appraised, and those with program still to be or still to
be appraised. By Decertber 1, 1976, the first group is planning on a total-
master's enrolment of 3670 et to (1484 FrEiti).. Programs .`planned or pending
at other universities would add an 'additional 802 raster's, candiAttes (78-11$,Er's
for a provincial overall 'total .of 4472 (1762. 's)_ ,n*stor4si candidate! 11:1-
reducation. While the projections for the sec** group are, sa,re4tki4#,
based on demand, there was same feeling in the Disoi0#0 Group #12it oonstrVaintas,

of time and appraisal procedures, as well as etafing 'and'the pu g
library and other resources, Might mean that the fi for new a
not be a<ve4 as soon as Decerter of 1976.

The Discipline Gro coroAnced, vat, that the pro j.
which universities have made in Table XI are a reasonable at to match
faculty resources and potential with expressed needs front the field. Ws

therefore reccrwend thata

(a) these projections be taken as a realistic overall target
for planning graduate studies in P4ucationa

(b) no specific quotas be placed on individual institutions;
and

(c) the Discipline Group be charged with making an annual
review of pr)jecticris and enrolment to asses_ s growth 1,

trends within the field.
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TABLE II

Enrolments Projected by Universities in Graduate Programs
as of December 1'0 1976,

_ .

Universities Currently Offering Programs or Suoceasfully,Apprair Sed

Doctoral r . age Ph.D. .D. Master's eve
;3

P.T. Students .F.T.E. P.T. St is F.T.E.

U.of T./OISE 292 212 504 356 239 1908 2147 811

Ottawa 50 60 110 69 150 700 850 360

Weer, 30 300 330 120

Western Ontario 98 130 228 -137

Guelph 25 3t 60 36

Lakehead 5 50 55 20

Sub-ibtals 342 272 614 424 547 3123 3670 1484

Universities.Planning Programs or with Programs Not Yet Appraised

GOelph- 4 4 4

-Windsor 25 450 475 160

B 7 3.75 182 60

McMaster 5 50 55 20

York 15 75 90 38

SUb-Totals 4 52 750 802 278

Provincial
Totals 346 272 618 428 599 3873 4472 1762

* * *

The DisOigine G recognizes, nonetheless, that it was asked_ NOT for

its conSid es to of likely'needs and enro tin graduate programs

in Education as of 1976, but rather to cons what a possib1e die ,utiOn of

enr5 t.among universi Might be if total proVincial-mestee4 t were
3500 'lar'380.- As ait."- 06444P.F that In

-'of veh variables ihvbivecip'rehro es _Jos hiv
:,7.

as oiiiftliible and v141:4 for-10 pi-tritegee any

=



arbitrarily - selected eystemrwide total would be. We firmly believe that, whatever

fi or figures may be adopted for rough planning purposes, annual review in the

light of events will be vitally rtant. It is further noted that each of the

3200, 3500 and 3800 totals falls below not only the original recanmendations of

FT--- the cdnsultants to the Education Planning Assessmnt, but alkilar'e/OW the recent

-eatiMates for s 1 le alone from the Ministry of Education.

Given those serious reservations and cautions, and always allowing for what

we are convinced may be considerable variation, we have worked out a possible

distribution at the 3200, 3500 and 3800 levels, as indicated in Table III.

TABLE III

Possible Distribution of Master's Enrolment in Education as of Dezember 1, 1976,
Ass g Tota Pro c = Enrolmen o 3 is 0, an 8 'I

Universities Currently_ Offering Programs or with Programs Successfully Appraised

Total Enro t of 3200 Total Enrolment of 300 Tbtal Enrolment of 3800-'
_Mts S nts

ut--1
St is

U.of T./OTSE 1860

Ottpwa 700

Queen's 200

ybstern Ontario 50

Guelph 50

takehead 50

Sub-Totals 2910

1950

750

105

55

55

3145:

2000

800

280

200

60

55

i4ndsor

Brock
s.

Master

oxk

%tals

3395

Universities Planning Programs or with Prograls Not Yet Appraised_

120 170

60 65

50 55

60 65

290 -355

-200

80

55.

75

talg-

an.

-3200: 3500

410

mos

-1i65

1/41110.1

Students A ioicliG East 0-
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Finally, the Discipline Group regrets that it was not able to meet the
requested deadline of De Aber 1 for submission of this repOrt. The issues
ilwolved are omplex, far-reaching, and of vital importance to this Province
and to the several universities seeking to serve the Province through graduate
studies in Education.

Respectfully submitted

4Ako)

Vernon S. Ready, Chairman, for
the Education Discipline Group



Office of the

Deputy Minister

4 Ministry of
Education

Dear Dr. Preston'

Ko1U

4184854605

November 28, 1973.

Mowat Block

Queen's Park

Toronto Ontario

M7A 1L2

When we met in your office on November 6 to discuss
graduate work in education, you requested the Ministry, of Educatioh to
provide A.C.A.P. with (a) an estimate of the number of teachers who
would likely undertake masters' degrees in education if the opportunity
to do so were offered by certain faculties of education and some universi-
ties that do not presently have a program in teacher education, and (b)
informatioh on future certification and other requirements Which might
influence the number of teachers seeking masters' degrees.

A memorandum has been sent to the ten Regional Ditecr'-
tors listing the universities that may be offering graduate programs in
education and requesting their estimates of the number of teachers who
might undertake graduate programs in 1976-77 and 1979-80. The results
of our survey will not likely be available until the middle of December.

Ministry officials have discussed future certification
and other requirements which might influence the number of teachers seek-
ing masters' degrees and have indicated that the graduate work presently
required-for the Specialist Certificate in Guidance, the Permanent Ele-
mentary School Principal's Certificate, and the SuperVisory Officer's
Certificate will likely continue to be a requirement. for these certifi-
-cates. It is possible, however, that the requirement for the Supervisory
Officer's Certificate may eventually include both a principal's certifi-
cate and a master's degree. If this change were to be impleminted, it
would probably result in some increase in the demand for graduate work.

Now that all academic-teachers entering the teaching
profession are required to hold a university degree, it is reasonable to
assume that manylaung-teachers will wish tO obtaih'a second degree.
This shOuld result in an increased demand for graduate work 'in educationi,
In this regaid, howeVer-011niatiy,offiCiiiia'have expressed; the opinion
that the content-and relevance of the ttadnate courses:in education

offeved by the universities will have a fer-reaching influence ori'Ot

400049
$

0 #0440 04444,1pivoott *44C0_000
0 course dif.ilor WO 14erltat

'11 --airei4VV--do
d of i-WHilt order iiie,Meeeoziteitts'--

-piii$1104r(i0f,WIW-gfiiiiiii and _oaf boOdel`ti,--e4tre4i6n-



your Committee.
I hope that this information Will prove useful to

Yours sincerely,

E. E. Stewart,
Deputy Minister of Education.

Dr. M.A. Preston,
Executive Vice-Chairman,
Advisory C ttee.on Academic Planning,

council of Vntario Universities,
102 Bloor- Street Wait,

Toronto, Ontario.
MSS 1MB



ofteloate Ministry of

Deputy Minister Education

Dear Dr. Preatoni

8-12

416/9654605

December 20, 1973.

Mawat Stock

Oueense Park

Toronto Ontario

M7A 112

As indicated in my letter of November 28,
1973, a memorandum was sent to the ten Regional Directors
of Education requesting their estimates of the number of
teachers who might.undertake masters' programs in 1976-77
and 1979-80. A copy of-my memorandum to:the:Directors and
a copy of the results of the survey areAittached.--

__-

Although the numbers of-teicherS
to undertake masters'-programs at the variou universities,
in 1976-77 and in 1979 -80 appear to me:to-be greatly in-,
flaked, the responses from the ROOOnal'offices,do indicate
that teachers would be interested in purOutog.graduate_
studies if such programs were offered locally.

I hope that this information will
value to your Committee.

i sine rely,

...
.

re4044-1-
7*
iO 6-61atiet

$ tor
oak
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Office of the

Deputy Minister

Ministry of
Education

416/965.2605

MEMORANDUM TO: REGIONAL DIRECTORS OF EDUCATION

RE: GRADUATE STUDIES IN EDUCATION

Mowat Block

Queen's Park

Toronto Ontario

kVA 11.2

The Advisory Committee on Academic Planning
(A.C.A.P.), Ontario Council on Graduate Studies, has recent..
ly presented a report-on-Education Planning Assessment,to the
Council of Ontario Universities. This report makes a number
of recommendations concerning future developments in graduate
programs in education in Ontario. The universities specifically
recommended to offer M.Ed. programs are the following: Brock,

Guelph, Lakehead, Ottawa, QUeen's, Toronto, Western, Windsor
and York.

In order to adjudge the merits of its recom-
mendations, particularly the feasibility of each of the afore-
mentioned institutions offering graduate courses in education,
A.C.A.P wishes to piovide,C.0.14 with Worpitioo on possible
future enrolments-in the proposed programs at themestere' .

level. The Ministry has been requested to assist in providing
the required data.

On the assumption'that teachers in your region.
who now hold a Bachelor of Arts ore Bachelor of Science degree
with at least second class standing would generally qualify for-
admission to masters' programs, would you submit an estimate of
the probable enrolment in masters' programs if such-were to be
offered at the_ universities named in paragraph one. It would
be helpful if your forecast could be-for the years 197647 and
for 1979 -SO, and if it could indicate (a) the probable number
of.full-time Students and part-time students in each year and
(b),the university that the students would likely attend.
Given the difficult nature of the exercise, you should feel
free to consult as widely as yoU dee6 necessary-.-

Your assistance in prOViding such an estimate,
based on-your knowledge orthe need!? of your Region, (Ail, 1
k4Ow, be of'conbiderable'impOitafic.-

lourreturn should sOmitti41100ettc4; 7
if 4114otielbW



ESTIMATES OP REGIONAL DIRECTORS RE DISTRIBUTION OF TEACHERS ENROLLED

IN MASTERS' PROGRAMS 1976-77; 1979-80

UNIVERSITY

1976-77

Full
Time

Part
Time

Brock (McMaster) 602

39 404

Lakehead 9 297

Ottawa 106 778

geen's 12 326

Toronto 306 1415

Western 25 23$

Windsor 220

York 51 313

TOTALS 551 4593

1.979 -80

Pull Part
Time Time

901

38 405

8 255

131 819

11 i 155

336 :11-583

20. 266

1 248

55 338

600 4970_

-1


